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Geochemical Constraints on Early Earth Melting 
CARL B. AGEE (Bayerisches Geoinstitut, Universitat Bayreuth, Postfach 10 12 51, 
8580 Bayreuth, West Germany) 

Early Earth melting scenarios can be tested by referring to recent high pressure 
phase equilibia results [1,2,3] since crystal fractionation should control the connection 
between the initial state of a partially molten Earth and the differentiated products. For 
the major elements (Si,Al,Fe,Mg,Ca) a remarkably good mass balance exists [4] which 
produces the present average upper mantle peridotite composition from a combination 
of Cl chondrite minus Mg-perovskite plus olivine. This combination possesses a real 
physical meaning in a Cl mantle which is molten to depth of at least 1000 km. In such a 
mantle dense perovskite is fractionated from the Clliquid at high pressures (>700 km) 
by crystal settling downward. Addition of olivine occurs in the shallow mantle and can 
be understood in the context of crystal flotation in compressibile mantle melts at 250 km 
depth [5]. The major element mass balance predicts that the residual liquid which would 
be trapped at depth in the mantle after initial differentiation to be komatiitic, a consistent 
result with respect to komatiite volcanism recorded in the Archean [6]. 

Minor element geochemistry data collected at high pressure can in principle 
provide an additional constraint to the mass balance. Results from a recent high 
pressure study [7], in which samples were doped with trace elements (=1000 ppm). 
argue that even small amounts of Mg-perovskite fractionation would perturb some of 
the chondrite-like element ratios estimated for the primitive upper mantle. But 
comparison of Mg-perovskites synthesized at 25 GPa [2,3,7] from a range of 
experimental bulk chemical compositions and temperatures (from 1400 to 2500°C) 
shows for example, that significant variation can exist in Mg-perovskite Ca/Al ratios 
(ranging from 0.740 [2] to 0.177 [3]) and in the Mg-perovskite/silicate liquid 
distribution coefficient forTi (values from 0.83 measured [3] to 10 calculated [7]). 
These divergent results indicate that the composition of Mg-perovskite produced at high 
pressure is sensitive to choice of starting chemistry and experimental conditions. More 
work is needed to pin down perovskite/liquid trace element partition coefficients before 
they can be confidently used to constrain the Earth's thermal history. Acquisition of 
near liquidus perovskite/liquid trace element data at chondritic abundance 
levels should be a high experimental priority. 

[1] Ohtani, E., Kato, T., Sawamoto, H. (1986) Nature 322, p.352-
353. 

[2] Ohtani, E. and Sawamoto, H. (1987) Geophys. Res. Lett., 14, p. 
733-736. 

[3] Ito, E. and Takahashi, E. (1987) Nature 328, p.514-517. 
[4] Agee, C.B. and Walker, D. (1988) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., in 

press. 
[5] Agee, C.B. and Walker, D. (1988) J. Geophys. Res., 93, p.3437-

3449. 
[6] Nisbet, E. G. and Walker, D. (1982) Earth Planet.Sci. Lett., 60, 

p.105-113. 
[7] Kato,T., Irifune, T., and Ringwood, A.E. (1987) Geophys. Res. 

Lett. 14, 546-549. 
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COMPOSITION OF THE EARTH'S CORE REFLECTS CONDITIONS 
AT THE SURFACE DURING ACCRETION, Thomas J. Ahrens, Seismological Labora-
tory 252-21, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 

As the earth accreted from the infall of planetesimals, both impact-induced shock 
heating of surface materials and the blanketing effect of a coaccreting atmosphere resulted 
in sufficient surface heating that melting of both silicates {magma ocean) and metallic 
components, mainly iron plus sulfides, resulted in core fluid droplet formation and core 
formation. This event began to occur at- 0.5 times the present earth radius and probably 
continued during the formation of the balance of the earth (Safronov, 1972; Kaula, 1979; 
Ringwood, 1979; Stevenson, 1981; Lange and Ahrens, 1982, 1984; Abe and Matsui, 1986; 
Zahnle et al., 1988). As pointed out by Stevenson (1987) and Rintoul and Stevenson {1988) 
the continuous existence of a magma ocean critically depends on the virtually unknown size 
spectrum and flux rate of planetesimals impacting and hence accreting on the earth, as well 
as the rate of release of gravitational energy from core formation (Sasaki and Nakazawa, 
1986). 

It has become increasingly clear upon modelling the chemistry of an earth, partially or 
completely covered with a magma ocean and retaining a blanketing atmosphere (containing 
a large fraction of the H, C, N, and the noble gas element complement of the earth) that 
the chemical environment evolved from a very reducing (e.g. iron-wiistite buffer) to quite 
oxidizing (fayalite-magnetite-quartz buffer) as accretion of the earth proceeded from a 
lunar-sized object to the present size. 

Over this range, minimum planetesimal infall velocities increased from 2.5 to the 
present 11 km/sec. This resulted in impact temperature increases. Recently, laser impact 
simulations on chondrites demonstrate that devolatilization products evolve from CH4, 
CO, and H20 at low laser fluxes, and presumably low temperatures, to C02, H2, and 
02 at higher temperature (Gerasimov, 1987). Consideration of the gaseous assemblage of 
C, H, S, and 0 at equilibrium with a chondritic-like mineral chemistry (Holloway, 1988) 
tends to verify this result. Moreover, consideration of both the constraints on the FeO 
and H20 content of the earth (Lange and Ahrens, 1984) and the siderophile content of 
the upper mantle (Ringwood, 1979; Wanke, 1981, and Jones and Drake, 1986), as well as, 
consideration of the carbon content of the atmosphere during accretion (Abe, 1988) all 
point to the gradual transition of the surface conditions from reducing to oxidizing. 

Light elements which we know are present in the liquid outer core of the earth and 
reduce the density of iron by - 10% must reflect this accretion history. Although a detailed 
chemical model of the molten core during accretion is not available the three elements, C, 
S, and 0 are expected to be present, all at abundance levels lower than ordinary chondrites, 
carbonaceous chondrites, or estimated solar abundances (Table 1). 

Carbon is expected to be dissolved in the earliest core forming liquid on account of 
the high solubility of liquid iron in the presence of CH4 and C02 in the early coaccreting 
atmosphere. Although it is unclear that most of the earth's budget of C is sequestered in 
the core, the earth's crust and mantle are very depleted in C relative to noble gas (solar 
or meteoritic) abundances. A strong case for an appreciable sulfur content of the liquid 
outer core can be made because of the drastically lowering of the melting point of iron at 
low pressures which sulfur provides. Because recent experimental data indicate that FeO 
metallizes at high pressures (700 kbar) (Knittle and Jeanloz, 1986) it is expected to also 
become increasingly soluble in liquid Fe at high pressures of the earth's interior (Kato and 
Ringwood, 1988). Although only a small amount of 0 is soluble in Fe at low pressures, 
solution of 0 in Fe may occur continuously at the core-mantle boundary. 



'fible 1. Light Element of the Earth'• Core, Earth, and Cosmochemical Abundances 

Light Reuae Wt.% {X/Si) {X/Si) {X/Si) {X/Si) {X/Si) 
Element (X) 
in the Core 

Mixtures 
from 

Core Atomic 
Fraction, 

Atomic 
Fraction, 

Atomic Atomic Atomic 
Fr&ction, Fraction, Fraction 

ahock wave Earth Chondritic (1) Carbonaceous Solar Solar 
data Abundance Chondritee {2) Abundance (3) Abundance (4) 

c FesC{hpp)+C 11 0.44-0.63 0.006 0.32 5.9-14.5 6.4±0.3 

s 
(diamond) 

Fe.9S{hpp)+Fe{hpp) 9-12 0.14-0.29 0.11 0.49 0.24-0.52 0.46 
also 

FeS2{hpp)+Fe(hpp) 
0 Feo. 94 O(hpp )+ Fe(hpp) 3-4 3.5 4.3 13.8-21.4 22.9 

(1) Ganapathy and Andere, 1974 
(2) Andere and Ebihara, 1982 
(3) Roes and Aller, 1976 
{4) Breneman and Stone, 1985 Reference•: l1] Abe, Y. (1988), Prot.. Con/. Interaction of Solid Earth and Atmo&phere, 

Erice, Italy. (21 Abe, Y. and T. Matsui (1986), Prot.. XVII Lunar and Planet. Sci. Con/., 
I, J. Geophfl&. Re&., 91, E291-E302. r:s] Anclers, E. and M. Ebihara (1982), Geochimica 
et Co&mochimica Acta, .16, 2363-2380. [•] Breneman, H. H. and E. C. Stone {1985), 
A&trophfl&ical J., e99, L57-L61. (5] Ganapathy, R. and E. Anders (1974), Prot.. Lunar 
Sci. Con/., 5th, 1181-1206. r6) Geraaimov, M. V. (1987), Ab&tract, LPSC XVIII, 320-321. 
('1) Holloway, J. R. (1988), A~&tract, LPSC XIX, 4~500. rs) Kato, T. and A. E. Ringwood 
{1988), Melting relationships in the system Fe-FeO at high pressures: Implications for the 
composition of the earth's core, submitted. [0) Kaula, W. M. (1979), J. Geophfl&. Rea., 
84, 999-1008. r1o) Knittle, E. and R. Jeanloz (1986), Geophfl•· Re&. Lett., 19, 1541-1544. 
rul Lange, M. A. and T. J. Ahrens (1982), lcanu, 51, 96-120. l12J Lange, M. A. and 
'r. J. Ahrens (1984), Earth Planet. Sea. Lett., 11, 111-119. [13] Rm~od, A. E. (1979), 
Origin of the Earth and Moon, Springer-Verlag, New York, Berlin. l14] Rintoul, D. and 
D. S. Stevenson (1988), Abatrac:t, Lunar Planet. ln&t. Conferent.t. on the On"gin of the 
Earth. (15] Ross, J. E. and L. H. Aller {1976), Science, 191, 1223-1229. r16l Safronov, V. 
S. {1972), ~volution of the Protoplanetarv Cloud and Formation of the Earth and Planet&, 
NASA TT 71-500.19. (17) Sasaki, S. and K. Nakazawa (1986), J. Geophfl&. Ru. 91, 
9291-9e98. (18] Stevenson, D. J. (1981), Science, e14, 611-618. [10] Stevenson, D. J. 

f
1987), Abatract, EOS. (20) Wanke, H. (i981), Phil. Trana. R. Soc. LoRd., A303:287-302. 
21] Zahnle, K. J., J. F. Kasting, and J. B. Pollack (1988), [carua, 14, 62-92. 
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BULK CHEMISTRY AND COMPOSITIONAL STRATIFICATION OF THE EARTH 
Don L. Anderson, Seismological Laboratory, California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 

The Earth is the largest available piece of condensed matter in the 
solar system. Its chemistry is therefore relevant to the chemistry of at 
least the inner part of the solar system and, perhaps, to the chemistry of 
the refractory part of the solar nebula. CI chondrites are falling out of 
favor as unaltered primitive material but solar abundances are becoming more 
precis e. 

New estimates of solar composition, compared to previous measurements, 
are enriched in Fe and Ca relative to Mg, Al, and Si. The Fe/Si and Ca/Al 
ratios are 30-40% higher than chondritic values. This necessitates a 
rev1s1on in the so-called "cosmic abundances" and in the composition of the 
nebula from which the planets accreted. Geophysical data for the Earth can 
accommodate these new values but they imply a mantle containing 15 wt.% FeO 
and more CaMgSi2o6 than previously supposed. Seismic data is consistent with 
an FeO-rich lower mantle and a CaMgSi2o6 (diopside)-rich transition region. 

It is generally assumed that the Sun, planets and chondritic meteorites 
are all derived from the solar nebula and that they contain approximately the 
same ratios of the refractory condensable elements. Carbonaceous chondrite 
abundances are usually taken as an appropriate guide to the composition of 
the condensable material in the solar system and the planets. Chondritic and 
solar values are yoth used in compilations of the so-called "cosmic" or solar 
system abundances • Satisfac~ory models of the Earth can be obtained from 
these cosmic abundance tables • 

Recently, th~ composition of the corona and photosphere of the Sun have 
been redetermined • The Fe abundance is about 40% higher than previous 
measurements and Fe, Ca, and Ti, relative to Si, Al and Mg, are 30-40% higher 
than chondritic values. This suggests that chondritic meteorites may not be 
undifferentiated or representative samples of the solar nebula, and that the 
terrestrials planets may be more Fe, Ca and Ti rich than previously supposed. 
The differences from conventional values are so large that major 
contradictions with geophysical data might be expected. In particular, with 
these new values the mantle of the Earth would have a higher FeO-content and 
more CaMgSi2o6 , the diopside component of clinopyroxene (cpx). 

I have calculated the composition of the terrestrial mantle from these 
new solar values. The procedure is as follows. The core is assumed to be 
Fe2o. This is close to the inferred eutetic composition of the Fe-0 system 
at high pressure and also has about the right density. The relative mass of 
the core is 32.5% and this determines the total amount of FeO remaining for 
the mantle. It is then assumed that all of the remaining Fe, as FeO in 
silicates, along with fully oxidized Mg, Si, Al and Ca are in the mantle. 
The composition of the mantle, so determined, is given in Table 1. The 
inferred FeO content of the mantle is about 15 wt.%. This is much greater 
than the 8-12% of upper mantle lherzolites and basalts. The lower mantle 
represents 70% of the mantle and the implication is that the lower mantle is 
enriched in FeO compared to samples from the upper mantle. This high 
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inferred FeO content of the mantle is similar to estimates of the lunar and 
Martian mantles and about twice as high as usual estimates of the terrestrial 
mantle. The upper mantle and transition region may also be enriched in FeO 
compared to available samples. 

The density of the Earth's mantle is constrained by the mass, moment of 
inertia and periods of frje oscillation. The uncompressed high temperature 
density is about 4.0 g/cm •4 The mineralogy of the lower mantle is primarily 
(Hg ,Fe)Si03-perovskite structure and (Mg,Fe)O-rocksalt structure, with the 
FeO strongly partitioned into the (Mg ,Fe)O phase . If we assume a mean 
temperature of 1700°C for the ungompressed adiabat and a mean coefficient of 
thermal expansion of (30-40)xl0- /°C, the inferred (metastable) density of 
the lower mantle is 4.21 to 4.28 g/cm3• 

The density of the lower mantle with 15.7 wt.% FeO (Table 1) and solar 
ratios of the major elements dist~ibuted amongst perovskites, magnesiowUstite 
and corundum is 4.26 to 4.28 g/cm • This agrees with the inferred zero-
pressure density of the lower mantle calculated above from the geophysica l 
data. 

The close correspondence of the "solar" mantle with komatiites is 
remarkable. The oldest komatiites (-3 . 5 Ga) have the highest Ca0/Al2o3 and 
FeO. The rarity of komatiites since the Archaean is probably due to their 
high density and the currently thick lithosphere. 

Table 1 Estimate of mantle compos~t~on and comparison 
with mantle lherzolites, komatiites and pyrolite 

(1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) 
Si02 
A12o3 
FeO 
MgO 

52 . 5 
3 .8 
3 .3 

37.7 

45 . 0 
3.2 

15.7 
32.7 

44 .2 
2 . 0 
8.3 

42.3 

44 .9 
3 .1 

13.5 
33 .0 

44.8 
3.6 

12.0 
34.9 

45.1 
4.6 
7.8 

38 .1 
CaO 3 .0 3.4 2.1 3.8 3.7 3 .1 

Ca0/Al2o3 
MgO/ (MgO+FeO) 

0 . 79 
0 . 92 

1.08 
0.68 

1.07 
0.84 

1. 21 
0 . 71 

1.02 
0.74 

0 .67 
0.83 

(1) Chondr it ic 
(2) Solar 
(3) Average of 301 continental spinel lherzolites 
(4) Komatiite, Barberton, South Africa 
( 5) II II 

(6) Pyrolite 

References: 

( 1) E. Anders and M. Ebihara ( 1982 ) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, p. 2363. 
(2) Don L. Anderson and J . Bass (1986) Nature, p. 321 . 
(3) H. H. Breneman and E. C. St one (1985) Astrophys . J., L57. 
(4) R. Butler and Don L. Anderson (1978) Phys. Earth Planet. Int., p. 147; 

R.Jeanloz and E. Knittle, (1986) Advances Phys. Geochim., p. 275 . 
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DEVELOPMENT OF Mg/(Mg + Fe) (Mg*) = 0. 9 IN THE EARTH'S MANTLE 
R.J . Arculus(Dept . Geol . Sci . ,Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109), 
R. Powell (Dept . Geology, Univ. of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria , 3052) 

The widespread development in the Earth's upper mantle of a Mg* = 0 .9 
is a well established fact, based on direct analysis of the most abundant 
peridotite xenolith types , slices of upper mantle preserved in alpine perid-
otites, and the maximum value of this ratio commonly observed in terrestrial 
basalts . The prevalence of this value throughout the mantle is in dispute . 
A clear understanding of the processes giving rise to this non-chondritic 
ratio in the upper mantle at least has not been obtained . Success in this 
direction should provide useful constraints in the development of models of 
the Earth's formation and early evolution. Recognizing that within the 
silicate fraction of meteorite samples a range of Mg* from about 0.5 to 1 .0 
exists, it is clear that the process of reduction of FeO to core-forming 
metal must have been arrested in the case of the Earth before proceeding to 
completion . The fact that a similar Mg* is characteristic of the silicate 
portion of the Main Group Pallasites (and by 0 isotope fingerprinting perhaps 
the eucrite parent body (EPB)) suggests that this arrest was not necessarily 
a function of high pressure (greater than a few kbar) conditions. A similar 
argument can be made to discount the importance of metal formation through 
FeO disproportionation as the dominant core-forming event . Rather the 
availability of reductant seems to be the most significant factor for the 
arrest of the core-forming process . For example, equilibria involving 
carbon such as : 

2Fe2Si04 + C Fe2Si206 + 2Fe + C02 (1) 
serve to illustrate the type of reaction involved. The dT/dP of this 
reaction probably changes from +ve to -ve with increasing pressure, and 
therefore can proceed in a growing planet even at relatively low temperatures . 
Xco2 is obviously important as the equilibrium pressure at T will drop under 
H20 (or CH4)-rich conditions . Some of the complications in investigating this 
type of reaction are: i) the availability of high PT fugacity polynomials; 
ii) selective loss of volatiles from the reaction horizon leading to 
migration of the reaction in P-T space as a function of XC02; and iii) the 
fo2-dependence of carbonate-forming, C02-silicate reactions which are 
important in a relatively large terrestrial planet (internal P' s greater than 
15 kbar) but not in the EPB . If the availability of C as a primary reducing 
agent was responsible for the change of Mg* in the proto-mantle from 0.5 to 
0 .9, then the subsequent loss of most of the terrestrial C endowment seems 
required, perhaps as the result of atmospheric erosion in the Moon-forming 
Big Splash . Two other possible coincidences with respect to Mg* = 0.9 are 
worth noting. Cell volumes along the forsterite-fayalite join show a 
maximum deviation from ideal m1x1ng (with cell contraction) at a Mg*=0.9. 
However, the small magnitude of the change in partial molar volumes involved 
requires cycling of silicate mantle through a large P range to be significant 
relative to equilibria such as (1). In the case of high-P silicate phase 
relations , Foo.9 is within the relatively narrow olivine compositional band 
in equilibrium with the denser beta- and spinel-structured phases over a 
considerable temperature range . Thus the existence in at least the upper 
mantle of a Mg*=0 . 9 may be indicative of density stratification of the 
growing Earth undergoing simultaneous reduction. Since these are high-
pressure phenomena, no analogy with the EPB can be made and may be misleading. 
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3D SOLAR NEBULA MODELS: IMPLICATIONS FOR EARTH ORIGIN. Alan P. 
Boss, DTM, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 5241 Broad Branch Road N.W., Washington DC 20015. 

Formation of the solar nebula through the collapse of a dense interstellar cloud has been studied 
through a set of 16 three dimensional (3D) numerical models [1]. This abstract summarizes the implications 
of these models for the dynamics and thermodynamics of terrestrial planet formation. 

The solar nebula models are produced by calculating the collapse of initially uniform density and 
rotation, spherical clouds, onto protosuns of variable mass. The calculations involve solutions of the three 
dimensional equations of hydrodynamics, gravitation, and radiative transfer in the diffusion approximation. 
Improvemems over previous calculations [2] include updated opacities, enhanced spatial resolution for 
thin disks, a central sink cell to simulate the growing protosun, and initial densities sufficiently high to 
reach phases where the protosun has formed and is surrounded by a growing solar nebula. The detailed 
thermodynamical treatment means that the temperature of the nebula is self-consistently determined. 
Forming the nebula from a collapsing cloud means that ad hoc initial conditions for the nebula (e.g., 
strongly unstable disks) are avoided. 

Three parameters have been varied in the 16 models: the initial mass of the protosun (0.0 to 1.0 M0 ) , 
the initial mass of the nebula (0.10 to 1.0 M 0 ), and the initial specific angular momentum of the nebula 
(2.0 x 1018 to 6.2 x 1019 cm2 s- 1). The final models have protosun masses ranging from 0.001 t.o 1.8 M.:J 
and nebula masses ranging from 0.002 to 1.02 M0 . Hence the models represent a wide range of possible 
solar nebula models (from minimum mass to massive nebula models) as well as a ronsiderable range of 
evolutionary phases (both through the time evolution of each model as well as through the different tot.al 
masses in each model). 
DYNAMICAL IMPLICATIONS: 
(1) The solar nebula may have been significantly nonaxisymmetric, i.e., bar-like, and gravitational torques 
within a nonaxisymmetric nebula may have been responsible for nebula evolution and partial clearing on 
time scales of 106 to 107 years. If so, this would obviate the need for ascribing nebula evolution to visrous 
torques. 
(2) Surface densities in the inner solar nebula are high enough in essentially all the models to account 
for terrestrial planet formation through the gravitational instability of a dust sub-disk [3,4]. However, in 
the outer solar nebula densities are insufficient for a similar rapid formation of rocky cores [5], unless the 
nebula is quite massive(::::; 1M(.) ). 
THERMODYNAMICAL IMPLICATIONS: 
(1) Compressional energy produced by the collapse of the presolar cloud was trapped within the nebula 
for time scales on the order of 105 years. !\lid plane .temperatures at 1 AU could well have reached 1500 K 
or more during this phase [6]. In addition, if the nebula was strongly nonaxisymmetric, temperatures at 
1 AU could have varied substantially in azimuth, opening up the possibility of periodic thermal cycling of 
solids moving on Keplerian orbits. 
(2) High temperatures in the inner solar nebula imply that sequential condensat.ion of solids as t.he nebula 
cooled may well have occurred [7]. However, maximum temperatures may have been regulated to~ 1500 
K by the thermostatic effect of the opacity (see Figure). Because the nebula opacity at high temperatures 
is primarily provided by iron grains, which vaporize around 1420 K [8], the opacity drops precipitously 
when temperatures reach ~ 1500K, leading to enhanced radiative cooling. When temperatures drop below 
~ 1500K, the iron grains reform, the opacity rises, and radiative losses drop, effectively regulating the 
temperature. This means that equilibrium condensation sequences may have to be recalculated in order to 
take into account finite initial temperatures and hence survival of the most refractory interstellar grains. 
(3) While cooling from high temperatures implies equilibrium condensation sequences were operative, 
condensation need not have led to a. strong compositional gradient in the terrestrial planet region, bPcause 
of the thermostatic effect previously noted. That is, if the thermal gradient is nearly zero because of 
the thermostat effect, condensation sequences may have been similar throughout the inner solar nebula. 
Furthermore, stochastic orbital evolution of large planetesimals (leading to large scale radial mixing) tends 
to erase the effects of any primordial compositional gradients (9]. 
( 4) Iligh temperatures in the inner solar nebula may have been directly responsible for the depletion of 
volatile species (C, N, H20) in the terrestrial planets by factors of order 104 or more compared to solar 
abundances (10]. The volatiles may have been removed from the terrestrial planet region along with the 
rest of the gaseous portion of the nebula through dynamical evolution of the nebula itself or through the 
enhanced early solar wind. 
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(5) While temperatures around 1500K imply that equilibrium chemistry is likely to have occurred in 
the inner solar nebula and that thermochemistry was the dominant energy source (10), vaporization of 
iron grains at the midplane may have limited the effectiveness of the Fe catalysis (Fischer-Tropsch-type 
reactions) suggested as a means of convert ing CO to CH4 [101 and of forming other organic compounds 
found in carbonaceous chondrites, at least during these hot earfy phases. The question then becomes, how 
much cooling occurred prior to inner solar nebula removal? 

Pressure as a function of temperature for two 3D models of the solar nebula [61. Model A has a prot.osun 
of mass l.OM0 and a nebula of mass 0.06M0 . In model B the protosun has not tormed yet, and the nebula 
is bar-like with a mass of l.OM0 . The pressures and temperatures are averaged in azimuth, except. for 
the dashed line of model B, which shows the variation along the bar. An arbitrary adiabat for molecular 
hydrogen (-y = 7 /5) is shown, as well as the Larson (L) adiabat [11) and a generic viscous (M) accretion 
disk profile [12) . Note the convergence of the 3D model profiles at....., 15001\. 
REFERENCES: 
[1) Boss, A. P. (1989), lcar·us, submitted. 
(2) Boss, A. P. (1985), Icarus, 61 , 3. 
[3) Safronov, V. S. (1969), Evolution of the protoplanetary cloud and formation of the Earth and planets 
(Moscow: Nauka), 206 pp. 
(4) Goldreich, P. and Ward, W. R. (1973), Astrophys. J., 183, 1051. 
[5) Lissauer, J. J. (1987), Icarus, 69, 249. 
(6) Boss, A. P. (1988), Science, 241 , 565. 
(7) Grossman, L. (1972), Geochim. Gosmocllim. Acta, 36, 597. 
[8} Pollack, J. B. , McKay, C. P., and Christofferson , B. M. (1985), Icarus, 64, 471. 
[9} Wetherill, G. W. (1986), in Origin of the Moon, eels. W. K. Hartmann, R. J. Phillips, and G. J. Taylor 
{llouston: Lunar and Planetary Institute), p. 519. 
(10) Prinn, R. G. and Fegley, B. , Jr.(1988), in Origin and Evolution of Planetary and Satellite Atmospheres, 
eels. S. K. Atreya, J . B. Pollack, and M. S. Matthews (Tucson: University of Arizona) , in press. 
[11) Larson, R. B. {1969), M.N.R.A.S., 145, 271. 
[121 Wood, J. A. and Morfill, G. E. (1988), in Meteorites and the Early Solar System, eds. J . F. Kerridge 
and M.S. Matthews (Tucson: University of Arizona), in press. 
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XENON FROM C02 WELL GASES 
Marc W. Caffee, G. Bryant Hudson, and Carol Velsko, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, 
CA 94550 USA. 
E. Calvin Alexander, Jr. and Gary R. Huss, Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, Univ. of Minn .. Minneapolis, 
MN 55455 USA. 
Allan R. Chivas, Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian Natl. Univ., Canbe"a, A. C. T. 2601, Australia. 

Much of our understanding of the early history of the solar system comes from extensive studies of the 
elemental and isotopic composition of the noble ~ases in meteorites and lunar samples. Analyses of Xe, for 
example, demonstrated the presence of 244Pu and 1 91 in the early solar system. We have also learned that there 
are several distinc! reservoirs of noble gases (solar and planetary) found in extra-terrestrial material. This 
knowledge is accessible because several classes of meteorites are, when compared to terrestrial material, largely 
unaltered. Studies of the early history of the Earth, on the other hand, are hampered owing to 4.5 Gyr of 
extensive geologic activity. This is especially true for the noble gases, whose abundances are exceedingly low 
and likely to be altered by such activity. Indeed, the relationship between the noble gases found in meteorites and 
those found in terrestrial reservoirs is not well understood. From a noble gas perspective, a key to understanding 
the early history of the Earth is identifying noble gases whose composition may yet contain vestiges from a more 
primordial source. A candidate for such a source is presumed to be the mantle, although it is likely that even 
noble gases from the mantle are altered. 

A particularly interesting example of a presumably mantle-derived gas is the Harding Co. C02 well gas, 
originally studied by Boulos and Manuel ~1) and later reanalyzed by Phinney et al. (2). These investigators found 
excesses, relative to atmospheric Xe, of 1 9xe. As in the case of meteorites, these excesses were attributed to the 
decay of 1291. Unlike meteorites and lunar material there is no clear-cut evidence for Xe from the spontaneous 
fissioning of 244Pu in conjunction with the 1291 decay. Subsequent studies of MORB samples have also shown 
excesses of 129Xe (3), but again, show no clear-cut evidence for 244Pu-derived Xe. 

We have undertaken a study of several C02 gas deposits. To date, we have analyzed noble gases from two 
deposits in Colorado, McElmo Dome and Sheep Mtn., and one from Australia, Caroline (4). All three samples 
show clear excesses of 129Xe. Also present are excesses, relative to air Xe, of 132"136Xe. The observed Caroline 
Xe composition represents a mixture of different Xe compositions. Air Xe and Xe from the spontaneous fission 
of 238U are likely sources. Other possible sources are solar Xe, represented by SUCOR (S),and planetary Xe, 
represented by Kenna (6), and 244Pu fission Xe. In addition, mass fractionation of the Xe might occur. Table 1 
summarizes these possibilities and gives a value of x2 which measures the goodness-of-fit of the particular 
mixture. From Table 1 we conclude two reasonable possibilities exist: 1) the underlying composition is mass-
fractionated atmospheric Xe where the fractionation favors the light Xe isotopes or 2) the underlying composition 
is a mixture of atmospheric Xe and a meteoritic component Table 2 expands the results of Table 1 for these two 
cases. 

1) Mass-fractioMted atmospheric Xe: How much fractionation is required to explain the deviations from air 
in the Caroline data? As noted in Table 1, about 4°/oo/mass is required. The remainder of the heavy Xe isotopes 
could then be attributed to decay of 238U. In this instance, the salient observation is the lack of 244Pu-derived Xe 
in conjunction with the !-derived 129xe. This circumstance is troublesome given the longer haltlife of 244Pu and 
is a topic of controversy (7). 

2) Two-component mixing: Figure 1 is a graph showing 128Xe/130xe vs. 129Xe/130xe. It seems that the 
amount of excess 129xe is correlated with the amount of excess 128Xe. Owing to the small size of the data set of 
we believe at this time that this correlation can only be described as qualitative. Within the confines of the 
previously discussed hypothesis, there is no reason to suppose that such a correlation should exist at all. We 
would, however, expect such a correlation if the Xe in these C02 well gases were a mixture of atmospheric Xe 
and a more primitive meteoritic component, such as solar- or planetary-Xe. In such a model the excess 129Xe 
would also be attributed to a meteoritic source, hence the correlation between 128Xe and 129xe. For the Xe from 
the Caroline sample a mixture of -10% meteoritic Xe and the remainder atmospheric Xe would be required. 
Again, there are excesses at the heavy Xe isotopes which are attributable to 238U and/or 244Pu decay. These 
remaining heavy Xe isotopes are fit best with a combination consisting of -30% 244Pu fissiqn and 70% 238u 
fission (Table 1). This hypothesis requires the existence a source of meteoritic Xe in the mantle. Other 
investigators have observed Ne isotopic ratios higher than the atmospheric ratio and from these ratios have 
inferred the presence of a source of solar-like Ne in the mantle (8). We have analyzed the Ne isotopic ratios of all 
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three C02 gases and have found that the ~ef2Ne ratio is higher than that of attnospheric Ne. 
The demonstration of a source of non-atmospheric Xe in the mantle has far-reachin~ implications for the 

early history of the Earth. In particular, it has always been reasonably assumed that the 12 Xe excesses resulted 
from the decay of 1291 in the solid Earth. If, on the other hand, the mantle contains a primitive meteoritic noble 
gas reservoir, the most lilcely ex~lanation for these excesses is that the material from which the mantle accreted 
already contained 129xe from 1 I decay. In this instance the presently observed 129Xe excesses contain little 
chronometric information about the early Earth. Indeed, the small size of the 244Pu-Xe excess argues for a slow 
(with respect to 108 yr) degassing of the mantle to form the present attnosphere. 

Reterenc:es:(l) Boulos~ Manuel (1971) 
Sciettee 174, 1334-1336; (2) Phinney cl 
a/. (1978) J. Geophys. Ru. 83, 2313-
2319; (3) Staudacher and Allcgn: (1982) 
Earth PIIJMI. Sci. Leu. 60, 389-406; (4) 
Olivas cl a/. (1987) NIJIIITC 326, S87-S89; 
(S) Podoselc el a/. (1971) Earth PIIJMI. 
Sci. Leu. 10, 199-216; (6) Marti (1967) 
&rth PlaMt. Sci. ull. 3, 243-248; (7) 
Oz.ima el a/. (198S)NIJI11Te 315, 471-474; 
(8) Staudacher (1987) NDIUTe 12, «JS.fnl. 

Table I. Goodness-of-fit for various mixtures of Caroline Xe 

Mixture 
x'b Pu/Ub non-air/ c 

air 
mass-d 

fractionation 
air + 238u 115.4 o o o 
fractionated air + 231U 5.6 0 0 3.97 
fractionated (air + 238U) 5.9 0 0 3.95 
air + SUCOR + 238U 8.2 0 0.081 0 
air + Kenna + 238U 9.0 0 0.084 0 
air+ SUCOR + 238U + 244Pu 1.6 0.27 0.088 0 
air + Kenna + 238U + 244Pu 1.9 0.32 0.094 0 

• x2 = sum over all isotopes except 1'29xe of (meas.- calcl/cr. 
b 132Xe due to 244Pu / 132Xe due to 238U. 
c 132Xe due to SUCOR or Kenna l 32Xe due to air. 
d expressed in units of per mil/mass unit. 

Table 2. Deviations of "best" mixtures from Caroline composition 
1~ee 1 124Xe 1UX:e tzsxe t3txe t32xe t34xe t36xe 

Caroline 0.0239 
±0.0001 

0.0223 
±0.0001 

0.4751 
±0.0005 

5.223 
±0.007 

6.708 
±0.008 

2.729 
±0.002 

2376 
±0.002 

air+ Kenna+ 
23su + 244Pu 

deviation 
from Caroline 

0.0239 

-0.19 

0.0222 

1.21 

0.475 

-0.17 

5.223 

0.08 

6.705 

035 

2.730 

-0.40 

2315 

0.26 

frac. (air + 238U) 0.0239 0.0221 0.475 5.215 6.699 2.731 2.375 

deviation 
from Caroline -0.21 135 -0.33 1.20 1.05 -1.02 0.54 

129Xe/130Xe 

• This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Wlder 
contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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EFFECTS OF THE GIANT IMPACT ON TilE EARTII. A G. W. Cameron and W. 
Benz, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. 

We have been carrying out a series of investigations of the largest collision that the Earth would have 
encountered during its accretionary history: that with the second most massive body in its region of accumu-
lation. Our objective in these calculations has been to see what the characteristics of the collision must have 
been if one outcome of the collision would have been the formation of the Moon. 

The calculations have been carried out using three-dimensional smooth particle hydrodynamics. In this 
method a mesh is not used, but rather the masses of the Protoearth and the Impactor are divided into a 
number of particles (3008 for each of the cases investigated here) . These particles are extended in space 
(their shape is called their kernel), so that they overlap under normal conditions. Pressure and density are 
bulk properties of the medium obtained by averaging over the particles. The particles move in response to the 
forces exerted on them by gravity and by pressure gradients. Both the Proto earth and the Impactor have been 
modelled with iron cores and dunite mantles, and on the assumption that they would have been heated by 
their prior accumulation, we assumed that they were both initially isothermal with a temperature of 4,000 K. 
This assumption also made it easy to see how much heating the various particles received in the collision. So 
far we and our collaborators have prepared three principal articles on these collisions (1,2,3). 

In order to acccount for the unique compositional properties of the Moon, we have defined a promising 
outcome of a collision as one in which there is more than one Moon mass beyond the outermost orbiting iron 
particle, if there is one. We have limited our investigations to collisions in which the angular momentum is 
in the range 1.0-1.7 times the angular momentum of the present Earth-Moon system. This allows for some 
loss of angular momentum due to solar tides. The outcome of the collision is a sensitive parameter of the 
geometry of the collision, and, since we are unsure that the radius of the model would represent accurately 
that of the Protoearth, there is in any case a related uncertainty in the appropriate angular momentum to 
use. We have looked closely at the damage done to the Protoearth in our recent series of Definicon and 
Compaq runs at Harvard, 11 so far, having Impactor/ Protoearth mass ratios of 0.14, 0.16, and 0.25, and 
having velocities at infinity of 0-7 krn/sec. 

The characteristics of the collisions fall into a recognizable pattern. In the collision itself the Impactor 
is destroyed by being drawn out into a long arc or bar. Its iron core lies within that part of the arc or bar 
closest to the Protoearth, so that all or nearly all of it falls out onto the mantle of the Protoearth. This iron 
falls through the mantle and wraps itself around the core of the Protoearth. The arc or bar is very effective in 
transfering angular momentum to the outermost rock within it; this rock can go into orbits at both large and 
small radial distances. Usually there is some rock beyond the Roche lobe, more than a Moon mass of it for 
the larger angular momentum cases. In those cases where there is a lot of material beyond the Roche lobe, 
we find that much of it clumps into one or more bodies, in some cases one of these bodies approaches the 
mass of the Moon. In such cases a proto lunar body can accumulate from these clumps and extract angular 
momentum from the disk, which will be driven onto the Protoearth. In other cases the disk would have to 
spread by viscous dissipation before a similar process can begin. Where several clumps are formed, some are 
likely to be ejected, carrying away some of the angular momentum. 

In all cases the damage to the Proto earth is extensive and major. All of the cases give very similar results. 
The set of results for our case DEF3 is shown in the Figure, which plots the temperatures of all the particles 
in the Protoearth (in thousands of degrees K) against the radial distance in units of the present radius of the 
Earth. Iron particles are plotted as small black filled circles, and rock particles as small gray filled circles. It 
may be seen that the particles tend to be clumped near particular values of the radial distance. This is an 
artifact of the modelling: in the initial models the particles tended to sort themselves out onto concentric 
spherical shells; much of this original structure survives the collision (less so in the more energetic collisions). 

All particles in the Protoearth suffered some rise in temperature; those in the original Protoearth were 
heated by amounts varying from 300-5000 degrees. The iron from the Impactor which accreted around the 
core of the Protoearth has been heated into the range 25,000-60,000 degrees. Because all particles have the 
same mass, and higher density for the iron particles can be felt only when two or more of them overlap, the 
iron particles that become isolated do not fall through the mantle and can be seen just beyond one Earth 
radius; this behavior is an artifact of the calculation. The rock particles within the mantle have been heated 
typically into the range 5,000-10,000 degrees, but those accreting onto the surface (originally both from the 
Protoearth and the Impactor) lie in the range 6,000-18,000 degrees, with a tendency for the temperature to 
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increase outwards. This very hot gaseous material (a rock vapor atmosphere) extends outwards to 1.1 Earth 
radii. Over a period of thousands of years much material from the orbiting disk will accrete onto the surface 
as a result of disk dissipation and tidal interactions with the forming Moon, maintaining a very high surface 
temperature during this period. 

The mantle will thus be strongly heated both at its base and at the top. The high surface temperature 
will maintain the orbiting disk as rock decomposition vapor products, which will reduce its viscosity and 
prolong its dissipation. The disk, being heated from the surfaces, is unlikely to be thermally convective, so 
that the lighter gases can diffuse outwards and can escape at the Roche lobe. This includes practically all of 
the primordial terrestrial atmosphere. 

Some time later an adiabatic gradient will be established from the base of the mantle to the surface. This 
will maintain vigorous thermal convection of the molten mantle for an extended time. The cooling time of 
the Earth from the Giant Impact will be determined by the effective temperature of the Earth, which can be 
quite low if the Earth reaccretes enough volatiles to form an atmosphere with an outer cloud layer. 

References: (1) Benz, W., Slattery, W. L., and Cameron, A. G. W. (1986) Icarus, 66, 515-535; (2) Benz, 
W., Slattery, W. L., and Cameron, A. G. W. (1987) Icarus, 71, 30-45; (3) Benz, W., Cameron, A. G. W., and 
Melosh, H. J. (1988) in preparation. 
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MAGMA OCEANS, OCEAN RIDGES, AND CONTINENTAL CRUST: 
RELATIVE ROLES IN MANTLE DIFFERENTIATION. R.\:V. Carlson and S.B. Shirey, 
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of \Vashington, 5241 Broad 
Branch Road N.W., \:Vashington DC 20015. 

Processes acting during the formation and differentiation of the Earth have resulted 
in a present upper mantle that has element abundances decidedly different from the 
chondritic meteorites. In some cases, these differences can be related to obvious fea-
tures of chemical stratification in the Earth, such as the low Fe and siderophile element 
abundances in the mantle resulting from core formation. A characteristic of mantle com-
position with a less clear-cut explanation is the higher than chondrit.ic Mg/Si [1] and 
Ca/ Al [2] of the upper mantle. To explain this characteristic, recent models have pro-
posed that the upper mantle formed either as an extensive partial melt of mantle in the 
majorite stability field [3] or a.s the residual liquid from the crystallization of a. magma 
ocean hundreds of kilometers deep [4,5]. Judging from the evidence for an early magma 
ocean on the Moon (e.g. [6]), extensive melting of the Earth should haYe been a possible. 
if not probable consequence of its accumulation. However, the pattern of elemental abun-
dances in the upper mantle, as determined prima1·ily by data for incompatible element 
depleted mid-ocean ridge basalts (~IORB), is most consistent with clinopyroxene being 
the dominant phase controlling the abundances of highly to moderately incompatible 
lithophile elements [7]. Based on the only available partition coefficient data for majorite 
and perovskite [8], fractionation of either of these high-pressure phases would have pro-
duced an upper mantle composition with trac<> elf>ment. distributions unlike those actually 
observed [8]. Rather, the composition of the upper mantle a.ppcnrs to haw been affected 
primarily by low-pressure (::::::: 1 - 3 GPa) partial melting and the fractionation caused by 
melt removal to form oceanic and continental crust. 

Reliance purely on the extraction of continental crust to create the elemental dis-
tributions characteristic of the upper mantle suffers two problems. 1) Most Archean 
mantle derived rocks have initial Ncl isotopic compositions greater than chondri tic (e.g. 
[9]) indicating that the upper mant.lP was depleted in incompatibh·· elem<>nts long before 
continental crust begnn to be preserved beginning about. 3.8 Ga ago. If significant vol-
umes of continental crust were present prior to 3.8 Ga. they should havP been preserved 
at the Earth's surfacP bf>cause of their low clPnsity and low melting t.Pmperature which 
would have caused thf'ir rapid return to the surface if subductecl. 2) Compared to the 
mantle, the continPntal crust is small in volmnP, but is capable of causing incompatible 
element depletions in large Yolumes of mantle because of its extreme enrichment in these 
elements [10]. In contrast, extraction of the continental crust would have minimal effect 
on the Si, Mg, Ca. and Al abundances of the mantle unless the portion of mantle de-
pleted by crust removal is very small compared to the total mantle volume. Simple mass 
balance calculations sugo·est that a section of depleted mantle only 100 to 200 km thick 
beneath continents is alf that is necessary to supply the inventory of all but the most 
highly incompatible elements in the continental crust [11]. The calculated volumes of 
mantle residue required t.o form the continental crust. thus are on the order of the volume 
of the continental lit.ho~phere obserYed to be strongly depleted in basaltic components 
[12]. If most of the residues of crust. formation are trapped in the continent.f\llithosphere, 
continental crust formation would have little effect on the major element and moderately 
incompatible element (D's> 0.1) abundancf's in the mantle. 

We suggest that bot.h of the problems presented above can be solved if the compo-
sition of the upper mantle is determined by a combination of oceanic and continental 
crust formation. Removal of a quantity of basalt approximately equal to 7 to 10% of 
the mass of an initially '·chondritic" mantle composition would increase the Mg/Si and 
Ca/ Al, and create sufficient.ly high Sm/N d, in the residuum to evolve the observed Nd 
isotopic composition in the Archean mantle if basalt extraction began to occur prior to 
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4.0 Ga [13,14]. If a mass equal to that of the mantle above 650 km depth is assumed 
to be the residue of basaltic oceanic crust extraction, then the mass of basalt needed to 
explain the composition of the upper mantle is about half to a third of the total oceanic 
crust created over Earth history assuming the present crust production rate was constant 
through time. This amount of basaltic crust is roughly 18% of the mass of the transition 
zone (for a depleted layer 400 km deep), 26% of the mass of the D" layer, or only about 
2% of the mass of th~.· lower mantle. If stored exclusively in one these regions, the basalt. 
would significantly modify the composition of the transition zone or D" layer, but would 
lower the Mg/(Mg+Fe2+) of the lower mantle by only 0.005. The recycling time of 
oc.eanic crust into the upper mantle appears presently to be 1.8 Gyr based on the Pb-Pb 
isotopic model age for modern oceanic basalts (e.g. [11 ]). Reassimilation of this basaltic 
component will limit the maximum extent of differentiation of the depleted mantle and, 
if occuring in the early Archean, might provide an explanation for the nearly constant 
chondrite normalized initial Nd isotopic compositions (t:Nd) of 3.8 to 2.7 Ga old mantle 
derived rocks if the mantle had reached a steady-state between the rat.es of extraction of 
new oceanic crust and the assimilation of old subducted crust. 

Removal of basaltic oc.eanic crust alone, however, cannot match the degree of deple-
tion of the MORB source in highly incompatible elements such as Rb and Ba, nor can it 
lead to its apparent enrichment in Nb and Ta and depletion in Pb [7] compared to esti-
mates of primitive mantle compositions. The clear complementarity in the abundances 
of these elements between continental crust and depleted MORI3-mantle [7] shows that 
some elemental transfer has taken place between the upper mantle and the continental 
crust. This ongoing exchange most likely occurs at continental-oceanic conv<>rgent mar-
gins by the transfer of incompatible element rich fluids or very small volume partial melts 
from the :mbducting oceanic plate to the overlying continental lithosphere. Nb/Th for 
Archean komatiites and some Archean basalts, howeYer, are similar to primitive mantle 
values [15]. This supports the idea that the mantle in the Archean did not yet bear 
the chemical signature of continental crust extraction either because the volume of pre-
Archean crust was too small to create a resolvable effect or the nature of the crustal 
extraction process changed after the Archean. The relative Nb enrichment typical of the 
present upper mantle [7] and the increase in ENd for mantle derived rocks between the 
Archean and Proterozoic may record the chemical changes in the mantle caused by the ex-
traction of large volumes of continental crust during the Archean. The major element and 
moderately incompatible element abundances in the upper mantle, however, may ha.ve 
been controlled throughout Earth history by the plate-tectonic cycle of basaltic oceanic 
crust formation accompanied by a significant time lag before the subductccl basaltic crust 
is rehomogenized back into the mantle. 

REFERENCES: [I] Rjngwoocl A.E. (1975) Composition and Petrology of the Ma:n-
tle, McGraw-Hill, New York, 618pp. [2] Palme H. and Nickel K. ( 1985) Geochim. Co,Q-
mochim. Acta 49, 2123-2132. [3] Herzberg C.T. and O'Hara M.J. (1985) Geophys. Res. 
Lett. 12, 19-32. [4] Anderson D.L. (1984) Science 223,347-355. [5] Agee C.I3. a.nd Walker 
D. (1988) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., in press. [6] 'Vood J.A. et al (1970) Proc. Apollo 11 
Lunar Sci. Conf., 965 -988. [7] Hofmann A.Vv. (1988) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., in press. 
[8] Kato T. et al. ( 1988) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 89, 123- 145. [9] Shirey S.B. and Hanson 
G.N. (1986) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 50, 2631- 2651. [10] Taylor S.R. and McLennan 
S.M. (1985) The Continental Crttst: Its Composition and Evolution, Blackwell Scientific 
Publ. , 312pp. [11] Silver P.G. et al. (1988) Ann. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 16, 477-541. 
[12] Boyd F.R. and Gurney J.J. (1986) Science 232, 472-477. [13] Carlson R.,iV. and 
Silver P.G. (1988) EOS 69, 494. [14] Patchett P.J. and Chase C.G. (1988) EOS 69, 516. 
[15] Jochum K.P. et al. (1987), Terra Cognita 7, 396. 
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HEAT AND MASS TRANSPORT IN THE EARLY EARTH 
Geoffrey F. Davies, Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National 
University, Canberra ACT 2601, Australia. 

Heat and mass transport have been intimately related throughout earth 
history. We can identify three main processes: impact stirring, chemical 
segregation and thermal convection. These processes most likely overlapped in 
time, with thermal convection coming to predominate as the earth attained its 
final size. Advection, the transport of heat by mass motion, has exerted a 
dominant control on the thermal regime of the earth's interior except in the 
early stages of accretion. 

In the early stages of the growth of the earth , impacts of accreting 
bodies served as the main source of heating and the only significant source of 
mass transport. The depth of penetration of the largest impacts defines the 
outer zone of impact stirring. The impacts deposit heat to significant depths 
and stir the adjacent material, thereby enhancing heat removal over removal by 
pure conduction. They might also cause considerable chemical homogenization. 
Despite the seemingly l arge uncertainties in these processes, it is likely 
that the resul t of the competing heat deposition and removal was the 
attainment of temperatures near melting in the outer parts of the earth by the 
time it had attained about half of its final radius . As the impact stirring 
zone progressed outwards to this point, it would leave below it a static zone 
with the lowest temperatures at the center of the earth . Assuming homogeneous 
accretion, this cool proto-core would have been a fairly intimate mixture of 
rock and metal. 

Probably the greatest uncertainty associated with impact-related 
processes concerns the effects of the largest impacts, which might dominate 
the collective effects of smaller impacts. 

Segregation of the core and mantle was undoubtedly second only to 
accretion in magnitude. Although there are large gaps in our knowledge, 
several things can be said with reasonable certainty. If the earth started 
from a fairly homogeneous mixture, then the energy released by core 
segregation would have been sufficient to heat the earth by about 2000 C, 
although much of this hea t may have been removed during the process. 
Segregation would probably have begun in the outer parts of the earth at about 
half of its final radius, when the melting temperature of the metal phase was 
reached. A catastrophic overturn, replacing the proto-core with a growing 
metal core, would have quickly ensued; this woul d transport heat down as well 
as causing dissipative heating. Thereafter, core segregation would have been 
contemporaneous with and rate limited by accretion. The metal phase may have 
chemically equilibrated near the surface, but may have descended rapidly in 
large (km+ ?) bodies, preventing equilibration under prevailing internal 
pressures. 

Mantle convection would have begun soon after segregation of the core and 
mantle materials , under the combined heating effects of impacts and 
segregation, and would have been the dominant regulator of the earth's thermal 
state ever since. The strong temperature-dependence of silicate rheology 
(viscosity drops by about an order of magnitude for each 100 degrees increase 
in temperature) ensures that temperatures are strongly buffered on the high 
side. This means, for example, that highly unstable temperature profiles 
would not have been able to develop and that melting of most of the mantle 
would not have been possible, even, it would seem, in the event of a late 
giant impact. 

Extensive near-surface melting undoubtedly occurred in the late stages of 
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accretion due both to impact heating and to removal of internal heat. 
However, ultramafic melts have low viscosities and would have cooled and 
solidified very quickly. Accumulation of melts into a magma ocean requires 
either a very rapid input of heat or insulation from surface heat loss. A 
late, giant impact could certainly have supplied heat rapidly and produced a 
near-surface magma ocean, possibly of order one hundred kilometers deep, but 
this would have cooled to mush within a few hundred years. A buoyant, 
insulating, lunar-type anorthositic crust does not seem likely for the earth, 
but melts may be denser than coexisting solids 200-300 km deep in the mantle 
and might have accumulated there. A massive atmosphere might insulate the 
surface sufficiently to keep it molten, but this is not a popular scenario and 
it involves great uncertainties in physical properties and processes. Thus a 
transient magma ocean following a giant impact seems quite plausible while a 
more persistent magma ocean due to other effects is uncertain. 

Whether any compositional stratification due to melting and 
solidification (local or global, transient or persistent) might have survived 
late impact bombardment and vigorous mantle convection driven by both thermal 
and chemical buoyancies seems to be completely open from the physcical point 
of view. Recent high pressure trace element partitioning experiments indicate 
that the upper mantle is not the product of melting in the lower mantle. On 
the other hand, if the mantle has uniform major element (pyrolite) 
composition, its silic··n content is low compared with chondritic meteorites. 
While the notion that the present mantle is compositionally layered has been 
popular, current geophysical arguments weigh rather strongly against this and 
inferences to this effect from isotopic evidence have been based on 
unjustified assumptions about the physical process of convective stirring. 

The mantle of the early post-accretion earth was probably several hundred 
degrees hotter than at present and vigorously convecting with extensive 
melting over upwelling areas. The thermal transient resulting from accretion 
and core segregation would have been dissipated within a few hundred million 
years, after which the thermal state would have tracked the decay of internal 
radioactive heat sources. Without the organising effect of large, strong 
plates, mantle convection would have been multiscale (100-5000 km?) and time-
dependent (1-50 m.y.?). 

Post-accretion transitions in convection style may have occurred. 
Subduction in the modern sense probably could not have occurred in the early 
earth because the thermal boundary layer was too thin, too weak and too 
buoyant. The onset of subduction would have enhanced the efficiency of heat 
transport and caused another thermal (and tectonic) transient to a cooler 
mantle. Since layering impedes the efficiency of convective heat transport, 
the breakdown (or accumulation) of any compositional layering would also have 
caused a transient. It is tempting, but conjectural, to identify such 
transitions with the onset of the rock record at about 4 b.y. and the Archean-
Proterozoic boundary at about 2.7 b.y. 

The continental crust is relatively small in mass but records a large 
faction of earth history. If little of it had been recycled back into the 
mantle by subduction, then its present age distribution would record its 
differentiation from the mantle. However, some recycling seems 1 i kely, in 
which case the present age distribution would be the result of competing 
processes of generation and removal and the early rates and modes of 
generation become very uncertain, as does the crustal volume as a function of 
time. 
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(Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, U.S.A.) 

Theoretical considerations of planetary accretion suggest that terrestrial planets should begin to melt 
by the time they achieve about one tenth of an Earth mass [1]. Hypotheses for the origin of the 
Moon involving giant impacts suggest that the Earth would have been substantially melted or even 
vaporized as a result of the impact [2]. Recent high pressure experimental phase equilibrium 
studies [3,4] have shown a convergence of the liquidus and solidus for candidate upper mantle 
compositions, and may be interpreted in terms of a substantially molten Earth during and 
subsequent to accretion. In contrast, experimental trace element partitioning studies [5] have 
shown that at most minor amounts of majorite and perovskite fractionation are consistent with the 
approximately chondri tic ratios of most refactory lithophile elements inferred for the upper mantle. 
It has also been proposed that the superchondritic MgiSi ratio of 1.12 relative to CI in the upper 
mantle [6] is a consequence of flotation of olivine at high pressure on a buried magma ocean, with 
subsequent mixing of that olivine into the upper mantle [7]. Mixing of approximately 30% olivine 
is required. 

This proposal may be tested against the approximately chondri tic ratios of SciSm, NiiCo and lrl Au 
in the upper mantle (e.g. [8]). Under all experimental conditions [e.g. 9,10], olivine/liquid 
partition coefficients for Ni, D(Ni), are greater than for Co, with D(Ni) > 2 X D(Co). Estimates of 
partition coefficients obtained from abundances [11] of Au and Ir in mantle nodules and basalts 
indicate that Ir is compatible and Au indifferent or incompatible in magmatic processes. Whether 
these contrasting geochemical behaviors are due to silicate mineral/silicate melt partitioning or to 
sulfide mineral/silicate melt partitioning is presently uncertain. However, estimates of D(lr) and 
D(Au) from olivine fractionation in komatiites also suggest that Ir is compatible and Au 
incompatible [12]. While both Sc and Sm are incompatible elements, Sc appears to be only 
moderately incompatible while Sm is highly incompatible. 

Absolute values of partition coefficients for these elements are not known under appropriate mantle 
conditions. Thus, calculations have been carried out for a variety of partition coefficient values. 
For example, for plausible values of D(Sc) = 0.3, D(Sm) = 0.01, D(Ni) = D(lr) = 2, and D(Co) = 
D(Au) = 0.6, upper mantle ratios of SciSm, NiiCo, and lriAu will be raised by in excess of 10% 
above chondritic ratios. Thus, it seems difficult to reconcile extensive melting of the Earth's upper 
mantle with refractory lithophile, moderately siderophile, and highly siderophile element 
systematics. 

[1] Stevenson D.J. (1981) Science 214,611-619. 
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[3] Takahashi E. (1986) Jour. Geophys. Res. 91, 9367-9382. 
[4] Ito E. and Takahashi E. (1987) Nature 328,514-516. 
[5] Kato T., Irifune T., and Ringwood A. (1987) Geophys. Res. Lett. 14, 546-549. 
[6] Palme H. and Nickel K. (1985) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 49, 2123-2132. 
[7] Agee C.B. and Walker D. (1987) Meteoritics 22,314. 
[8] Newsom H. and Palme H. (1984) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 69, 354-364. 
[9] Seifert S., O'Neill H., and Brey G. (1988) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 52, 603-616 
[ 10] Irving A. (1978) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 42, 743-770. 
[11] Chou C., Shaw D., and Crockett J. (1983) Jour. Geophys. Res. 88, A507-A518. 
[12] Brtigmann G., Arndt N., Hofmann A., and Tobschall H.J. (1987) Geochim. Cosmochim. 
Acta 51, 2159-2169. 
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OXYGEN PRODUCTION BY LARGE IMPACTS IN THE EARTH'S EARLY ATMOSPHERE 
B. Fegley, Jr. and R.G. Prinn, Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139 

Bombardment of the Earth by large extraterresuial bodies leads to the shock heating and chemical 
reprocessing of the ambient atmosphere (1-3). Impact induced shock chemistry in the present oxidizing 
atmosphere leads to the production of large amounts of NO (and subsequently N02 and HN0:3 acid rain) 
which at sufficiently high concentrations can lead to a wide range of harmful environmental effects 
including the destruction of the ozone layer, essentially quantitative extinction of sunlight at the Earth's 
surface, accelerated chemical weathering and leaching of continental rocks, and neutralization of the 
alkalinity in the upper-most mixed layers of the oceans with consequent increases in atmospheric C02 
levels (1.2). In contrast, impact induced shock heating in (hypothesized) oxygen-poor atmospheres on the 
primordial Earth is predicted to have led to the synthesis of copious amounts of HCN, which is a crucial 
starting material for complex organic syntheses (3). 

However, another important consequence of impact induced shock heating and chemical 
reprocessing of the Earth's primordial atmosphere is the abiotic production of oxygen. Although the Earth's 
primordial atmosphere is generally acknowledged to have been deficient in molecular oxygen (02) relative 
to the present terrestrial atmosphere (4), 02 was certainly not totally absent in the primitive atmosphere. 
Photodissociation of C02 and H20. as in the present-day atmosphere of Mars, may have produced small 
amounts of 02 (volume mixing ratios less than or equal to w-9) in the Earth's early atmosphere (5). In 
this abstract we argue that an even larger source of 02 in the Earth's primordial atmosphere was 02 
produced by impact induced shock heating and chemical reprocessing of the early terrestrial atmosphere. 

This point is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 which display calculated equilibrium abundances of 
important H-C-N-0 gases as a function of temperature in cooling parcels of shocked atmospheric gas. The 
two figures are for two different plausible models for the composition of the Earth's early atmosphere; in 
one case the initial atmospheric composition is the same as the present-day atmosphere (without oxygen) 
and in the second case the initial atmospheric composition is that of Hawaiian volcanic gases (minus 
condensible components such as sulfur and chlorine). In both cases it is apparent that significant amounts 
of 02 can be produced if quenching of chemical reactions in the shocked air parcels occurs at sufficiently 
high temperatures. In particular, we note that production of 02 volume mixing ratios greater than I0-9 
occurs for quenching at temperatures greater than 1480 K in the N2-rich atmosphere illustrated in Figure 1 
and occurs for quenching at temperatures greater than 1430 K in the C02-rich atmosphere illustrated in 
Figure 2. Production of significant amounts of oxygen at an early stage in the Earth's history is important 
for several reasons: (A) 02-bearing atmospheres are ineffective for the synthesis of complex organic 
molecules via abiotic routes, (B) 02 is a poison for primitive anaerobic organisms, and (C) sufficiently 
large amounts of 02 would have led to the production of large amounts of NO via the same impact induced 
shock heating and chemical reprocessing. These considerations, the relative chemical reactivities of 02 and 
by-products such as H2 and CO, and the quantitative quenching calculations for 02 production in a range of 
plausible model primitive atmospheres will be described at the meeting. 

Acknowledgements: This work was supponed by NASA Grant NAG9-108 and NSF ATM 87-10102 to 
MIT. B.F. acknowledges interesting discussions with L. Mukhin, Institute of Space Research, Moscow 
which stimulated his interest in this topic. 
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THERMAL HISTORY OF INNER SOLAR SYSTEM PLANETESIMALS PRIOR TO 
TERRESTRIAL PLANET ACCRETION. Michael J . Gaffey, Department of Geology, 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12180- 3590. 

On geochemical and cosmological grounds, the Earth and other terrestrial 
planets are generally assumed to have accreted from a population of 
chondritic planetesimals [1-4]. This "chondritic" assumption actually 
includes two independent inferences concerning the properties of the 
accreting flux. The strictly proper use of "chondritic" in these models, 
indicating a bulk composition with approximately solar proportions of the 
non-volatile elements, appears well justified based on the compositional 
information available for the Earth, Moon, and other terrestrial planets. 
However, "chondritic" is also a textural/genetic definition when applied to 
meteorites, a usage denoting an undifferentiated assemblage. Accretionary 
models have not generally distinguished between the explicit compositional 
assumption and the implicit textural/temperature assumptions. 

Two end-member accretionary models have arisen depending upon 
assumptions concerning the retention of the accretional energy within the 
growing planet. The "iron catastrophe"-type model (no significant retention 
of accretional energy) assumes that the accreted body is composed of an 
intimate metal-silicate mixture at subsolidus temperatures. The decay of 
long-lived radionuclides eventually raises the internal temperature to above 
the Fe-FeS eutectic, producing a dense melt phase which migrates downward 
converting gravitational potential energy to heat in a positive feedback 
process which rapidly raises the temperature of the Earth's interior by 1500-
20000K. In such models the Earth "turns on" approximately 0.5-2.0Gyr after 
its formation, initiating core-mantle segregation and volcanic outgassing as 
a significant contributor to the atmosphere and ocean. The "magma ocean"-type 
model assumes that after a nucleus has grown to some critical size, the 
retention of accretional energy is sufficient to melt or partial ly melt the 
near surface regions, resulting in primordial terrestrial planets with cold 
cores beneath hot differentiated mantles. Outgassing would begin during the 
late stages of accretion, providing early atmospheres and/or oceans on the 
larger bodies. Most recent models belong to the l atter type, and are largely 
concerned with the mechanisms and relative efficiency of accretional energy 
retention. 

Both classes of models have generally presumed cool planetesimals whose 
internal heat did not contribute to raising the temperature of the accreting 
planet. Based upon what was inferred about the planetesimal population from 
meteorite studies, this was a reasonable and plausible assumption. However, 
recent asteroid studies indicate that most - if not all - of inner sol ar 
system planetesimals underwent strong early heating. Thus, the Earth and 
other terrestrial planets would have accreted from a population of 
differentiated planetesimals with chondritic compositions. 

The asteroids are the remnants of a system-wide planetesimal population 
from which the satellites and terrestrial planets accreted. More than 600 of 
the larger asteroids have been classified into a variety of types based upon 
color and albedo data[5). Analysis of visible and near-infrared spectral 
reflectance data obtained for individual members of each type has produced 
general mineralogical characterizations for these asteroid classes. These 
classes can be broadly divided into a "heated" group and an "unheated" group. 

The differentiated [heated] asteroids exhibit surface mineral 
assemblages produced by magmatic processes (T>1000°C to produce melting in 
the initial chondritic materials and to permit gravitational segregation of 
different phases) within their parent planetesimals. The surface assemblages 
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of these asteroids are analogous to meteorites formed by igneous processes 
(i .e. the irons, stony-irons , and achondrites) . The undifferentiated 
[unheated] asteroids show surface assemblages consistent with some type of 
chondritic mineral assemblage. Among the fourteen asteroid types , six are 
differentiated: types A, V, R, M, E and S. There is a general consensus among 
asteroid investigators that the types A, V, R, M and E are differentiated. 
There has been considerable controversy on whether the S-type is 
differentiated. While there ar e meteoritic and dynamical r easons to suggest 
that the the S- asteroids are similar to the undifferentiated ordinary 
chondrites[6] , all available direct evidence on the S-asteroids indicates 
that they are predominantly differentiated [7-9] . 

The relative proportion of these differentiated types among classified 
asteroids shows a steep, nearly linear decrease in the fraction of parent 
planetesimals subjected to post-accretionary heating above the Fe-FeS solidus 
from 100% at 1.8- 2.0AU to 0% at >.3 .5AU[10] . This heating event was 
superimposed upon and modified any compositional gradient inherited from the 
solar nebula. The location and slope of this distribution should provide an 
important test of the proposed heat source models[11] , but at present it 
favors a sun- centered heating mechanism having a strong falloff with 
increasing heliocentric distance such as T- Tauri inductive heating[12] 

It is most probable that all planetesimals formed inside 2AU were 
subjected to similar strong heating and diff erentiation prior to 
incorporation into the Earth and other terrestrial planets. The nature of 
plausible heat sources in small bodies and the chronology of the 
differentiated meteorites constrains the heating event to the first few 
million years of solar system history [1 1,12 ] , prior to or at the very onset 
of terrestri al planet accretion [1.3] . Since the time for significant internal 
cooling of planetesimals in t his size range is long compared to the pr obable 
duration of planetary accretion[14] , the bulk of the material contributed by 
the planetesimals will be near or above 1000°C, and substantial fractions of 
the accreting material should be in the form of magma and liquid metal. 

Models for the accretion and early evolution of the terrestrial planets 
should consider hot planetesimals as the baseline case. Most of the accreting 
material will have undergone at least some degree of degassing prior to 
incorporation in the terrestri al planets , and the exposure of planetesimal 
magmas during i mpacts onto t he embryonic planets may pref erent ially 
incorporate gases from any ambient atmosphere. The rare gas inventory of the 
Earth thus may represent the net effects of several different processes. 

This research was supported by the NASA Planetary Geology and Geophysics 
program [NAGW- 642] and the NSF Solar System Astronomy program [AST- 8616634] . 
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SOME CHEMICAL AND THfRMAL CONSE~U~NCES OF EARLY 
MANTLE DIFFERENTIATION; S.J.G. Galer & S.L. Goldstein Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, UC-San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0212, USA; iMax-Planck-Institut fur 
Chemie, Mainz, FRG. 

The presence of a substantially depleted mantle in the early Archean requires a counter-
balancing 'enriched' reservoir to exist contemporaneously somewhere on the Earth. To generate 
ENd=+3.0 in the depleted mantle by 3.8 Ga mass balance dictates that the 'enriched' region 
contained -0.3-0.5 of the total Nd, assuming its Sm/Nd ratio lay between 20 and 40% less than 
chondrites and it formed at 4.55 Ga. If its Sm/Nd ratio was less fractionated or differentiation 
was more protracted an even greater inventory of Nd needs to have resided there. Even this 
lower limit is comparable to the proportion of Nd currently in the continents. This was probably 
accompanied by >0.9 of the highly incompatible elements (e.g. Rb, Pb), including the heat-
producing elements (Th, U, K). 

Both the initial positive ENd (cf [ 1]) and low 87 Sr/86sr ratios [2] of continental crust at 
this time suggest that the enriched region did not directly contribute to growing continental 
crust. This is also substantiated by the near coincidence of Nd model ages (ToM) and 
stratigraphic ages of Archean sediments [3]; nor is its presence evident in the clastic sedimen-
tary mass as a whole today [4]. Some fundamental tectonic reason must underlie its failure to 
contribute to surviving Archean rocks. Inasmuch as sedimentary cannibalism and crustal 
reworking (e.g. [2]) characterize both Archean and modern "continental crust" the enriched 
region is unlikely to been comprised of continental crust per se. An enriched basaltic layer 
would be more compatible with the geological constraints and would need to be located at the 
Earth's surface from a consideration of heat dissipation (cf below). Assuming it had a Sm/Nd 
ratio 20% less than chondrites it would need to be at least -30 km thick for an upper mantle 
'system' to produce the observed depleted mantle ENd by 3.8 Ga, or about four times as thick 
for the whole mantle. Moreover, because it does not survive in tangible form today it must have 
been destroyed in the interim by recycling to the mantle. In this way it would (1) not contribute 
Nd or Sr directly to the continents, and (2) indirectly supply the growing continents with highly 
incompatible elements. However, its lifetime has to be >0.5 Ga to preserve positive ENd of the 
depleted mantle throughout the Archean. 

Irrespective of the form it took, the heat-producing elements would have resided 
predominantly in the enriched region early on and then the continental crust. This localization of 
heat production in the Earth's exterior profoundly affects the interpretation of (1) the Earth's 
thermal evolution, (2) Archean "tectonics", and (3) the imbalance between heat produced and 
currently lost from the Earth (the Urey ratio, [5,6]). It can be expected that intrinsic heat produc-
tion in the depleted mantle has remained <0.1 of the global average since the early Archean. 
This is perfectly in accord with the apparent secular constancy of the continental geotherm [6,7] 
and palaeomagnetic rates of continental drift [8]. Archean heat dissipation was probably 
mediated by the enriched region and not the uppermost mantle. Therefore enhanced plate 
spreading (e.g. [7]) does not follow a priori from greater Archean radiogenic heat production. 
Because the thermal time constant of mantle-wide convection is <1 Ga [5], the present-day 
Urey ratio of 0.48±0.12 [1] requires sources of heat in the deep Earth and retention of this heat 
for > 1 Ga. Radiogenic heating is the only viable source implying that (1) the mantle is chemi-
cally layered with respect to the heat-producing elements, and (2) convective transport of the 
deeper mantle to shallow levels is inefficient, as a consequence of layering or rheological 
properties (e.g. [5,9]). 

References: [1] Galer, S.J.G. & Goldstein, S.L. (1988) Chern Geo/10, 143; GCA, submitted. [2] 
Moorbath, S. & Taylor, P.N. (1981) In: Precambrian Plate Tectonics, Kroner, A. (ed.) p.491-
525, Elsevier. [3] Miller, R.G. eta/. (1986) Chern Geol 57, 87-99. [4] Goldstein, S.L. et al. 
(1984) EPSL 70, 221-236. [5] Christensen, U.R. (1985) JGR 90, 2995-3007. [6] Richter, F.M. 
(1985) EPSL 73, 350-360. [7] Bickle, M.J. (1978) EPSL 40, 301-315. [8] Ullrich, L. & Vander 
Voo, R. (1981) Tectonophys 74, 17-27. [9] Gurnis, M. & Davies, G.F. (1986) GRL 13,541-544. 
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There are two complementary approaches to understanding the 
bulk composition of the Earth: one based on the wide variety of 
geophysical and geochemical data from the Earth's interior 
and one based on comparative planetology. The terrestrial data 
base (e.g., seismology, petrology) is invaluable in placing 
rigorous bounds on the composition of the Earth. These data, 
however, are insufficient to specify precisely some of the key 
aspects of the composition of the Earth, including questions 
about the light element(s) in the core, the FeO content of the 
lower mantle, and the volatile content of the deep interior. In 
this context, insights gleaned from the collective wisdom of the 
comparative planetology of the entire terrestrial planet group 
can contribute to a better understanding of the bulk composition 
of the Earth. 

Substantial differences in the uncompressed (zero-pressure) 
mean densities of the terrestrial planets demonstrate 
unambiguously that the planets differ appreciably in bulk 
composition. Early models for the compositions of the 
terrestrial planets (e.g., (1)) postulated clear trends of 
varying composition with heliocentric distance. However, as 
understanding of the dynamics of the accretion process has 
advanced it has become clear that mixing processes must have 
muted the compositional differences between the terrestrial 
planets (e.g., (2) and references therein). In the extreme case 
(3) it is possible that the silicate fractions of the 
terrestrial planets are virtually identical and that the 
differences in mean density are explainable by physical 
mechanisms of Fe/Si fractionation (e.g. (4)). More plausible 
(i.e., non-end-member) models suggest that mixing did not 
completely homogenize the terrestrial planets (cf (3)). The 
abundance of FeO in silicates is a key indicator of the extent 
to which planetary compositions were determined by heliocentric 
gradients or by mixing. 

For the large terrestrial planets (i.e., Earth and Venus) the 
effects of high pressure complicate interpretation of the bulk 
compositions. The high pressures in these planetary interiors 
introduce substantial model-dependent uncertainty in deducing 
the zero pressure densities and compositions. Furthermore, 
pressure effects, including metallization of FeO (5), on 
differentiation processes may result in time-dependent evolution 
of the compositions of the mantle and core (e.g., gradual 
incorporation of FeO into the core) . 

Unlike Earth, Mars is small enough and central pressures are 
low enough (below 400 kilobars (6)) that pressure effects do not 
introduce significant uncertainty in interpretation of the 
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planet's zero pressure density or bulk composition. Thus, in 
some respects, the composition of Mars is better understood than 
the composition of Earth. Models for the composition of Mars 
which are based on the petrology of the SNC meteorites (7) and 
models based on condensation in the solar nebula (8) agree 
substantially. 

If mixing processes during accretion have markedly flattened 
the composition gradient previously expected (1) among the 
terrestrial planets, then the present composition of Mars may be 
quite similar to the initial composition of the Earth (prior to 
incorporation of FeO into the Earth's core). I postulate, 
therefore, a Mars-based, initial composition of the Earth which 
differs from conventional wisdom in two main respects. First, 
the silicate fraction of the Earth would have initially had 
substantially higher FeO content (perhaps up to 15 weight 
percent) than the present upper mantle. Second, the initial 
volatile inventory of the Earth may have been substantially 
higher than previously postulated. Both of these postulated 
modifications to estimates of the Earth's bulk composition would 
affect significantly the quantitative modeling of the 
geophysical and geochemical evolution of the Earth's interior. 
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STABLE ISOTOPE STUDIES OF THE ARCHEAN NORTH POLE DOME, PILBARA 
BLOCK: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ARCHEAN HYDROSPHERE. R.T. Gregory, Department of 
Earth Science, Monash University, Melbourne 3168, Australia. 

The North Pole dome of the Pilbara block, Western Australia covers some 
700 km2 and provides an opportunity to examine a well-preserved, essentially 
undeformed z3.5 Ae greenstone succession. A long standing controversy is the 
conflict between the interpretation of chert 6 180 signature and the 180-
buffering of seawater hypothesis suggested by studies of Phanerozoic ophiolite 
sequences and recent oceanic crust [1, 2]. The chert 6 180 values have been 
interpretted in terms of either warmer oceans or oceans with much lower stso 
(3, 4]. These issues have important implications for Archean climates and 
global geochemical cycles (e.g. carbon and 180). 
Geologic setting: The North Pole dome contains a thick (>6 km) section of 
interlayered cherts and basalt and is the site of a prominent barite marker 
horizon that has interlayers of chert preserving some of the oldest algal mat 
structures [5, 6]. The section consists from the core of dome upwards: a) 
hornfels, gabbro, dolerite, pillow lava and locally, mafic schist; b) 
silicified volcanics cut by numerous cross-cutting silica and minor barite 
veins; c) silicified clastic sedimentary rocks interbedded with stratiform 
barite; d) interlayered pillow lavas and chert, cut locally by gabbroic 
sills; e) massive basalt and pillow lava; f) pillow lava interlayered with 
chert and clastic sediments, g) overlain by pillow lava, sedimentary chert, 
and finally h) unconformably overlain by Fortescue Basalt. The mafic rocks of 
the core of the dome are cut by the North Pole adamellite covering 32 km2. 

The metamorphic assemblages in the greenstones are remarkably uniform 
above the stratiform barite horizon (albite-calcite-chlorite-quartz). The 
carbonation of the lowest grade rocks is prominent throughout the Pilbara 
block with carbonate contents up to 30 volume percent. A kilometer below the 
barite zone, epidote-actinolite assemblages become common. Hornfelsic rocks 
in contact with the North Pole adamellite exhibit a range of plagioclase 
compositions from albite to labradorite at the contact. The hornfelsic 
assemblage is clearly superimposed on the earlier greenschist alteration. The 
North Pole Adamellite has a porphyritic border zone, and dikes and sills of 
porphyritic material similar to the border zone rocks cross cut the barite 
horizon and extend as much as 4 km upward in the section appearing as isolated 
stocks with sericitic haloes into the greenstones. The extensive zone of 
hydrothermal alteration and silification (continuous along a >15 km strike) 
that underlies the stratiform barite horizon, does not affect the basalts 
overlying the barite marker horizon, and is itself crosscut by porphyritic 
dikes similar to the North Pole adamellite suggesting at least three episodes 
of fluid-rock interaction. 
Stable isotopic results: Over 140 samples from whole-rocks, vesicles, and 
veins have been analysed for either oxygen or carbon isotopic composition. 
The range in greenstone-silicate fraction 6 < 6 180 < 12 is similar to that of 
the carbonate fraction 7.5 < 6 180 < 13.5. The similarity in the ranges of the 
stso values of coexisting carbonate and silicate fractions of greenstones (70 
pairs) is consistent with an approach to isotopic equilibrium with 
6 180 b ' li z2. 50 chert analyses give an average 6 180-13.8. This 

car 9rlte-sl cate 
g ives 6 0 h b t z 3, which would correspond to equilibrium at ~300°C. c ert-car ona e 
The 5180 of cherts are not sensitive on local lithologic relationships within 
the cherts themselves but rather on the 10-100 meter-scale chert to greenstone 
ratio (never >10%). Cherts located in the greenstone dominated portions of the 
section have 6 180~12 whereas in the section where chert is most abundant the 
stso values are mainly between 13.5 and 14.5 with values as high as +16.6. The 
lowest stso values for mafic rocks are found within the hornfelsic contact 
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aureole ( 4. 8 < 6180h t 1 < 7 . 2 ) of the North Pole adamellite (7. 8 < 
~ 1 8 8 4 or\ I a 2 ) o 0 ~art.z < . ; mean 6 0 qtz-feld "" • 

The 6 1 3 C values of the greenstones show limited variability, -3.7 < 613C < 
1.55 (average 613C--0.8±1.2). Samples from the core of the dome exhibit the 
greatest range in 6 1 3 C with values down to -3.7. Based on 6 1 3 C and 6 1 8 0 of 
carbonates, the section divides into three major groupings: the core of the 
dome where 6 1 3 C is slightly depleted as 6 1 80 increases, sections d 
(6 13Cz0.56 180-6.5) and sections f and g ((6 13C~0.556 180-5.6). 
Significance of the stable isotopic data: The abundance of carbonate in the 
metabasalts requires a large uniform reservoir of carbon (average modal 
calcite> 10%). If production of greenstone in the Archean matched or exceeded 
current production rates of altered basalt, the flux of C02 from seawater into 
the crust would be comparable to the rates at which carbonate rocks accumulate 
in modern oceans. The spread in 6 13C values for carbonates in the se Archean 
greenstones is virtually the same as carbonates formed during the seafloor 
weathering of modern basalts (7). The 613C and 6180 values when considered 
together are lower in 6180 than the modern seafloor-weathering products of 
basalt. The 613C vs. 6 180 relationship is similar to that observed for 
carbonates that have exchanged isotopes during metamorphism suggesting a low 
temperature weathering event followed by re -equilibration during burial. If 
the carbonate 613C values really reflect Archean seawater carbonate 613C 
values, then there was no major departure from modern values of the 613C of 
the atmosphere-seawater system even in the Archean. 

The dependence of chert 6180 on the local ratio of greenstone/chert 
suggests that all of the cherts are 180-depleted relative to their primary 
6180 values and indicates that these cherts have no paleoclimatic 
significance. Re-examination of their relatives, the Proterozoic siliceous 
iron formations (4] suggests that high-6 180 cherts (>+16) are typically 
associated with other chert, shale, or carbonate assemblages. Low-6 180 (<+15) 
che rts are clearly associated with greenstone successions. This suggests that 
all Precambrian cherts need to be examined in terms of the "mode effect" 
before any attempt at interpret i ng their significance to the 
seawater/paleoclimate problem. 

The apparent 6 180 values for chert-carbonate and greenstone silcate-
carbonate fractions on a terrane scale suggest equilibration at 300°C. Waters 
in equilibrium with such rocks have 6 180 values around +5 °/oo. If this fluid 
was Archean seawater, then the bulk 6 180 • • would have been +1 c ruav- aeawa ... er 
instead of a value close to +6 for the Phanerozoic [2]. This would imply an 
alteration temperature regime not supported by the alteration assemblages 
normally encountered in Archean greenstones. Rather, the similarity of the 
alteration assemblages, the inferred temperatures of alteration, and the range 
of olBQ values of z 3 . 5 Archean greenstones (here and in the Barberton, [8 ] ) 
that are virtually identical to modern greenstones, all suggest that the 6180 
composition of seawater has remained near constant back to the earliest 
preserved sections of the Archean. REFERENCES: [1) K. Muehlenbachs and R.N. 
Clayton (1976) J. Geophys. Res. 81, 4365-4369. [2] R.T. Gregory and H.P. 
Taylor, Jr. (1981) J. Geophys. Res. 86, 2737-2755. [3] L.P. Knauth and D.R. 
Lowe (1978) Earth and Planet. Sci. Lett. 41, 209-222. [4] E.G. Perry and 
S.N. Ahmad (1983) Geol. Soc. Amer. Mem. 161, 253-264. [5]J.S.R. Dunlop, M.D. 
Muir, V.A. Milne, D.I. Groves, 1978, Nature , 274, 676-678. [6] R. Buick, 
J.S.R. Dunlop, D.I. Groves (1981) Alcheringa, 5, 161-181. [7] K. 
Muehlenbachs (1987), Mineral. Assoc. Canada Short Course 13, 162-187. [8] 
H.S. Smith, J.R. O'Neil, and A.J. Erlank (1984) in: A. Kroner et al., Archean 
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The integrated ma3s flux necessary to accumulate the Earth in the 
permitted formation int •. ~rval of some 10-100 My yields an initial mass flux 
4.55 Gy ago of the order 109 x the present flux (1). Studies of the lunar 
cratering record at dated Apollo and Luna landing sites indicate that 4.0 Gy 
ago, the impact rate was roughly 103 x the present rate (2).These figures 
correspond to a half-life of some 24 My, averaged over the first few hundred 
My, in the planetesimal population, and slowly lengthening . 

Coupling these results, we investigate the possibility that this 
dramatically declining flux represents a relatively smooth sweepup of 
planetesimals left over after Earth's formation. Wetherill (3) studied the 
dynamical properties of leftover planetesimals in an effort to explain a 
hypothetical terminal catastrophe, or short, sudden bombardment that was 
once hypothesized to have occurred 4 Gy ago. Although Wetherill's models 
were aimed at explaining the supposed cataclysm, one of the models showed 
the plausibility of a relatively smooth decline with an early half-life of 
20-30 My, just as we observe. The analysis suggests that the half-life 
would slowly increase, as bodies are pumped up into more inclined and 
eccentric orbits due to close encounters with Earth. This matches the 
observations. 

Based on these consistencies between the observed record and the 
dynamical analysis of planetesimal calculations, we attempt to reconstruct a 
plausible impact rate for primordial Earth as a function of time during its 
first few hundred My. 

The extremely high impact rates have numerous possible consequences, 
some of which have already been discussed elsewhere. These include: a) a 
giant impact of the second- largest body in E~r.th's zone, dislodging the 
material that formed the moon (4); b) disruption of any early homogeneous 
crust that was forming, with impact basins causing thin spots in some areas 
and piling up crustal debris in pseudo-continental masses in other areas 
(5); c) exposing the hot mantle and helping to initiate convection and plate 
tectonic motions (6); d) severe climatic consequences due to the constant 
dust pall of ejecta (7); e) impact frustration of the origin of life until 
the impact rate declined (8). 
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An extensive trace element and radiogenic isotope database has been compiled for 
Archaean to Recent continental rocks, and it is used to constrain models of lithosphere 
generation and recycling in the development of chemical heterogeneities in the upper mantle. 

Studies of recent destructive plate margin rocks indicate that new continental crust is on 
average basaltic in composition<I), and that it is characterised by relatively low Rb/Sr (-
0.03) and low Th/U. The LIL element contents of island arc tholeiites are dominated by the 
contribution from the subducted slab, whereas those of continental margin rocks are 
dominated by that from the mantle wedge. Data from both oceanic and continental plate 
margins have been integrated in a model which proposes that the flux from subducted crust 
is best estimated from arc rocks in areas where the mantle wedge was exceptionally depleted 
prior to the onset of subduction(2). It is argued that the major site of recent crust generation 
is within the mantle wedge, and that subducted crust contributes - 25% of the Sr and < 15% 
of the K, Rb and Ba in average new continental crust. Sr isotope arguments further suggest 
that < 5% of the Sr in new crust is from recycled continental material with average crustal 
87Srf86Sr ratios (0.716). Finally, in this model, as little as 3% of the Sr in subducted crust 
is required for the slab-derived flux, so that most of the LIL elements in oceanic crust are 
recycled deep into the upper mantle. 

The consequences of such models for recent subduction zone magmatism are: (i) 
destructive plate margins as observed today are not the site of significant crust/mantle 
fractionation of Rb/Sr, Sm/Nd or U/Pb; and (ii) subducted sediments may preserve both 
their trace element and radiogenic isotope ratios beyond the site of arc magmatism. The 
evidence from both upper and lower crustal suites is that crust generation, and intracrustal 
differentiation processes were different in the Archaean and Early Proterozoic(3)_ 
Specifically, Archaean suites typically exhibit elevated Rb/Sr (- 0.12) prior to the 
appearance of plagioclase as a significant fractionating phase, consistent with models of 
remelting basalt at depths greater than the stability field of plagioclase(4,5). Secondly, basic 
lower crustal granulite suites are a feature of mid-Proterozoic and younger terrains indicating 
that crust generation processes changed prior to the mid-Proterozoic, and that they may not 
have changed significantly since. This change in the nature of new continental crust clearly 
affects the nature of the continental material available for recycling into the upper mantle at 
different stages in earth history. 

One aspect of the upper continental crust which appears to have remained uniform is its 
Th/U ratio, either measured, or inferred from Ph-isotopes. This is in contrast to the range of 
time integrated Th/U ratios calculated from MORB, OIB and mantle xenoliths, and it has 
been used to argue that recycled sediment, for example, is not the primary cause of the so-
called DUPAL anomaly in the upper mantle(6). Figure 1 summarises selected Pb- and Sr-
isotope data on Mesozoic continental flood basalts (CFB), and it is clear that high Ti CFB 
plot on an extension of the MORB array. They are therefore similar to, but with slightly 
higher 208pb•j206pb• and ESr than DUPAL OIB. The low Ti CFB are significantly 
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displaced to both higher esr and lower 208pb*,t206Pb*. The mantle source regions of the 
high Ti CFB thus exhibit many similarities to those of particularly DUPAL Offi, in that they 
have experienced similar Rb/Sr, Sm/Nd and Th/U fractionation. The source regions of the 
low Ti CFB, by contrast, are apparently unique to continental areas, and their inferred trace 
element fractionation patterns (as, for example, from Figure 1) are most simply explained by 
the introduction of subducted sediment 

fSr 

Figure 1 208pb • ,t206Pb * versus esr for high and low Ti continental flood basalts. Typical 
continental sediments have 208pb • f206pb * ,., 1 and a range of esr with esr > 
50(6). 

In the same way that Archaean and post-Archaean crust appear to reflect different 
processes of formation and differentiation, there is increasing evidence for systematic 
differences between Archaean and post-Archaean mantle lithosphere(?). The former is 
highly depleted in major elements, reflecting the extraction of komatiite, and is thus less 
dense and probably thicker than post-Archaean lithosphere. The latter has a higher average 
density and is both sufficiently fertile to contribute significantly in the generation of CFB 
(which only exhibit Proterozoic and younger source ages), and it may be more readily 
delaminated into the convecting upper mantle. Such mantle lithosphere has been invoked as 
the cause of chemical heterogeneities in the source of DUPAL type OJB(8,9), and as 
indicated above, sediments are likely to have influenced the composition of low Ti CFB. In 
general, however, it now appears that chemical heterogeneities may be relatively shallow 
level features in the Earth's upper mantle. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Crystal-liquid phase equilibrium relations to 25 GPa (250 kilobars) 

for peridotite, komatiite, and chondrite compositions have been explored 
in a large number of experiments done since 1985 (Japan, ANU, and now 
Stony Brook; 1,2,3,4,5,6,7). The results show a high degree of internal 
consistency (8) largely because equilibrium occurs in less than 3 minutes 
at temperatures typical of most experiments (20000C); this is based on a 
recent reversal experiment done at the Stony Brook lab. The following is 
a summary of these observations : 

1) the liquidus phase changes in the following sequence at the 
approximate pressures indicated: olivine - (13-16 GPa) - majorite - (25 
GPa) - perovskite. For chondrite compositions the sequence is predicted 
to include pyroxene between olivine and majorite (ie., 01-Px-Mj-Pv), but 
this has not been observed in the experiments from Japan (we are testing 
this at Stony Brook, and will report the results). 

2) isobaric and polybaric crystallization sequences for peridotites 
and komatiite in the sys tem CaO-MgO-A1203-Si02 (CMAS) and KLB1 can be 
used to topologically constrain the compositions of l iquids produced on 
the anhydrous solidus. The results show that mantle peridotite is 
compositionally very similar to liquids formed at ultrahigh pressure 
eutectic-like equilibria involving olivine + garnet + pyroxene (L + 01 + 
Gt + Px), and thermal minima involving majorite + olivine (modified 
spinel) (L + Mj + 01/Sp) . Peridotite liquids with more than 39 % MgO and 
CaO/Al203 > .96 are stable on the anhydrous solidus at pressures 
exceeding 14 GPa. Very primitive peridotite liquids having 36 to 39 % 
MgO are stable in the 11 to 14 GPa range. A world data base of over 1000 
samples (8,9 ) demonstrates unambiguously that CaO/Al203 for upper mantle 
peridotite averages around .96, an excellent match with the experimental 
data, but in stark contrast to .79 for chondrites and pyrolite. 

3) for chondrite, CaO/Al203 in majorite coexisting with peridotite 
liquid and modified spinel near the solidus is close to but somewhat less 
than chondritic. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE EXPElliMENTAL DATA 

Upper Mantle 
Liquid peridotites are definitely stable on the anhydrous mantle 

solidus at pressures greater than 11 GPa, and they have compositions 
very similar to spinel-type peridotites. The upper mantle formed from 
the crystallization of these liquids (10). Upper mantle peridotite is 
therefore more magnesian than a chondritic bulk Earth because of 
ultrahigh pressure crystal-liquid phase equilibrium relations, first 
proposed by Herzberg and O'Hara (10), not because of silica 
volatilization (Ringwood, 11), nor because of olivine floation (Walker 
and Agee , 12). 



Lower Mantle 

EARTH'S UPPER AND LOWER MANTLE 
Herzberg, C.T. and Feigenson, M.D. 

Mass balance holds for a chondritic Earth with about 37 % upper 
mantle peridotite + 50 % majorite + 12 % modified spinel. Fractionation 
of majorite + modified spinel near the solidus would have produced a 
lower mantle enriched in Si02 (8). Recent objections to majorite 
fractionation based on Ca/Al (7) are invalid because they are based on 
mass balance arguments that do not apply to thermal minima on the 
anhydrous solidus. Objections to majorite fractionation, which 
presumably occurred 4 ·to 4.5 billion years ago, based on REE of modern-
day upper mantle peridotite ( 7) are also invalid because corrections 
for the effect of some 4 billion years of partial remelting have not been 
considered. Indeed, we have modelled the primordial upper mantle to be 
LREE-enriched and HREE-depleted; second stage melting with garnet stable 
yields a depleted residuum with patterns that range from flat and 
chondritic-looking to LREE-depleted, matching those seen in typical 
spinel-lherzolites and the modern-day MORB source region. 

Fractionation of pyroxene with some olivine at pressures below the 
stability of majorite (11 to 14 GPa) is another good possibility that we 
are currently exploring. 

A Mapa Ocean? 
The ultrahigh pressure phase diagrams do not permit firm conclusions 

to be drawn on the extent of melting in the early differentiating Earth. 
The possibilities that emerge are: 
1. Upper aantle peridotite formed as residual liquids in a 
differentiating "aagaa ocean". For this model to work, ma jorite on the 
liquidus would have remained suspended in vigorously convecting cells 
(equilibrium crystallization), fractionating only at the solidus when the 
degree of crystallization was advanced and convective velocities were 
lowered (fractional crystallization). This model would be compatible 
with hypotheses that advocate collision of the Earth with another large 
object, resulting in wholesale melting of the Earth during the formation 
of the moon. 
2. Upper mantle peridotite for.ed as a partial melt in differentiating 
"aagaa seas/floods/puddles/etc". Melting was regulated by the heat of 
fusion along the solidus. This mode of melting is very similar to that 
which occurs during the formation of basaltic magmas, the ma i n difference 
being higher pressures which yield peridotite magmas rather than basal tic 
magmas. The degree of partial melting would not have exceeded 50 % but, 
time- and space- averaged, would have been gl obal in extent. This model 
would be compatible with non-coll i sional accretionary hypotheses. 

REFERENCES: (1) Ohtani E. et al (1986) Nature 32, 352-353. (2) Ohtani E. 
& Sawamoto H. (1987) GRL 14, 733-736. (3) Takahashi E. (1986) JGR 91, 
9367-9382. (4) Takahashi E. & Scarfe C.M. (1985) Nature 315, 566-568. (5) 
Scarfe C.M. & Takahashi E. (1986) Nature 322, 354-356. (6) Ito E. & 
Takahashi E. (1987) Nature 328, 514-517. (7) Kato T. et al (1988) EPSL 
89, 123-145. (8) Herzberg C. et al (1988) Nature 332, 823-826. (9) 
Herzberg C.T. & Ohtani E. (1988) EPSL 88, 321-329. (10) Herzberg C. & 
O'Hara M.J. (1985) GRL 12, 541-544. (11) Ringwood, A. E. (1979) Origin of 
the Earth and Moon, Springer-Verlag. (12) Walker, D. & Agee, C. (1988) 
EOS 69, 486. 
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NOBLE GAS ISOTOPES IN HAWAIIAN XENOLITHS 

E. Heusser, T. Kirsten, A. Rocholl*, H. Richter 

Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik,Heidelberg, W.Germany 
*Max-Planck-Institut fur Chemie, Mainz, W.Germany 

A series of 15 Hawaiian ultramafic xenoliths from Salt-
Lake- and Aliamanu-crater, Oahu, Hawaii, has bee~ analyzed for 
all rare gas isotopes, including high precision Hej 4He-deter-
minations. This was made possible by a tandem-arrangement of 
two mass-spectrometers. One spectrometer was specially tuned 
for He and had a mass resolution of 720. The second spectrome-
ter ~as ~ptimized to measure small amounts of Xe-isotopes 
(101 em STP}. 
The analyzed samples comprise a group of 3 spinel-lherzolites, 
10 garnet-pyroxenites, 1 spinell-olivin-clinopyroxenite and 1 
gabbro. Of major interest was the group of spinel-lherzolites, 
since they are in general interpreted as representing residues 
of partial melting of a primitive mantle source and are re-
lated to the Hawaiian tholeiites. Extraction of the gases oc-
cured by melting in a Mo-crucible of an inductive-heated fur-
nace. Most samples were degassed in one temperature step at 
1500 c, but also two step degassing has been performed, to 
distinguish the amount of atmospheric gases from the mantle 
gases. For almost all samples duplicate measurements have been 
performed, to improve the isotopic signatures and to check re-
producibility. Further we analyzed cpx, opx and ol minerals, 
in order to find out the amount of gases held in the matrix of 
the major minerals. 
Element abundance patterns are similar to the "planetary"-pat-
tern of ordinary err-chondrites. He conce~trations ar~ lower 
than in MORB-glasses ranging from 5 x 10- to 1 x 10- cm3 
STP. With one exception all samples showed isotopic signa-
~ures, which are typical {gr t~~leiitic MOR-basal£~g i.e. 
He/ 4He = 8-11 x R/Ratm' Ar/ Ar = 103-104 and Xee~ . One 

spinel-lherzolite showed indications for a h!gher contr1tution 
of Pabmit~ve mantle gases, resulting in 3He/ He = 40 x R/Ratm 
and Ar/ 6Ar = 340. Isotopic systematics and possible 
implications for the origin of these gases will be discussed. 
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MAN1LE RESERVOIRS; A. W. Hofmann, Max Planck Institut ftir Chemie, 
Postfach 3060, 6500 Mainz, F.R. Germany 

Isotopic heterogeneity in oceanic island basalts (OIB) has led to the concept that the mantle 
contains several distinct source reservoirs which contribute in varying proportions to the various 
OIB. The reservoir concept contrasts with the recurring idea that the chemical heterogeneities are 
distributed randomly in lumps, layers, or veins, and that the isotopic chemistry of a given volcano 
depends mostly on the effective degree of melting in the source region. This idea, though plausible 
in theory, has never been confirmed in any of the studies where relative degrees of melting could 
be assessed and correlated with the isotopic and chemical composition of the basalts. Rather there 
is overwhelming evidence that large-scale chemical and isotopic mantle heterogeneities are mapped 
quite effectively by oceanic basalts. 

As the amount of available data has multiplied over the past ten years, the number of 
apparently distinct reservoirs has risen from two (primitive and depleted mantle, respectively) to 
five (primitive or "prevalent" = "PREMA," depleted, "HIMU" = high-U/Pb, and two types of 
"EM" or enriched-mantle reservoirs) (1,2). The depleted reservoir produces "normal" (= N-type) 
MORB, i.e. probably more than 90% of all MORB. The other four reservoirs are sampled by 
"enriched" or "plume-type"(= E- or P-type) MORB and by ocean island volcanism. Some ocean 
islands have nearly uniform compositions, but most sample two or more source reservoirs and 
may encompass a wide range of isotopic compositions. The compositional diversity and the 
universal Nb,Ta excess and Pb deficit in all OIB demonstrate that their sources cannot lie in a 
primitive reservoir (3,4). Rather, these basalts must come from comparatively small source 
regions which have been subjected to variable mutual mixing. 

The non-primitive nature of OIB sources invalidates the mass balance models based on Nd 
(and Sr) isotopic compositions of two mantle reservoirs plus one crustal reservoir. A new mass 
balance (3) based on Nb/U and Ce/Pb ratios, which are uniform and higher than primitive in 
MORB and OIB, and lower than primitive in the continental crust, yields a combined mass fraction 
of MORB plus OIB sources ranging from 30 to 80% of the total mantle, depending on 
assumptions about the composition of the continental crust. Overall, it is marginally possible but 
unlikely that the upper mantle above 670 km depth can accomodate the entire MORB and OIB 
source(s). 

It is proposed that a single general mechanism, subduction, produces all four types of OIB 
source reservoirs in spite of their distinctiveness. It introduces substantial amounts of material with 
varied, and apparently appropriate isotopic and chemical compositions into the mantle. A tentative, 
unified model identifies the different OIB source reservoirs as follows: 

(1) HIMU or St.Helena-type: recycled N-type MORB. 
HIMU basalts have MORB-like isotopic compositions of Sr, Nd, Hf, and 208Pb*f206Pb* and 

BalLa ratios, but much higher 206pbJ204Pb. Therefore, their sources have similar depletion 
patterns as MORB, except for U/Pb (and Th/Pb). Thus, these sources have lost Pb in preference 
to U and Th, probably during subduction when island arc volcanics extracted Pb preferentialiy, 
acquired very low U/Pb (as well as low Ce/Pb ratios), and left a high-U/Pb residue in the mantle. 
Evidence for this Pb loss is provided by anomalously high Ce/Pb ratios in the HIMU samples so 
far analyzed (Chauvel, pers. comm.). In addition, it is likely that the original N-type oceanic crust 
received some uranium during ridge-crest hydrothermal uptake. This would contribute to the low 
Th/U ratios and the slightly lower-than normal Nb/U ratios found in St. Helena basalts. 

(2) PREMA or Hawaii-type: recycled P-type MORB, OIB, or oceanic plateaus. 
Common characteristics of these are: relatively high Rb/Sr and Th/U ratios, but low Srn/Nd 

and Lu/Hf ratios. During partial melting under a thickened crust (e.g. under Hawaii, Iceland or 
oceanic plateaus), these element ratios are fractionated because of the presence of residual 
clinopyroxene and sometimes garnet. When such thick (10 to 20 km) oceanic crust is subducted, 
its chances to survive convective mixing and thus to retain its isotopic identity are higher than 
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those of thin, N-type MORB crust. When it is incorporated into a new plume, the above element 
ratios are fractionated again. In this way, repeated recycling of plume-type mantle produces a 
correlated pattern of mother-daughter element ratios, which form the main isotopic "mantle array" 
of correlated Sr, Nd, Hf, and 208Pb*f206Pb* isotope ratios. Because of its relatively high absolute 
trace element concentrations, this P-type material is much less subject to the alterations that affect 
the depleted N-type MORB during its generation and subduction. The repeated reenrichment 
process through partial melting normally leaves garnet in the residue, causing Lu/Hf ratios to be 
fractionated, and this accounts for the correlated 176Hffl71Hf and 143Ndfl44Nd ratios in om. The 
process does not fractionate (Nb,Ta)/U and Ce/Pb ratios, because the participant elements have 
similar bulk partition coefficients during purely magmatic fractionation. 

(3) EM I or Kerguelen type: Recycled P-type oceanic crust with small additions 
of old crustal material. 

The main enrichment trend is the same as that seen in PREMA sources. EM I sources deviate 
from these by having relatively low 206pbf204Pb and 87Srf86Sr but high 207pbf206Pb ratios. The 
exact nature of the continental crust component is not well understood. It might be old sedimentary 
material from a former continental margin or it might be derived directly or indirectly from the 
lower continental crust. The enrichment patterns of EM I sources are such that some EM Is (e.g. 
Koolau tholeiites) have isotopic compositions of Sr, Nd, Hf, and Pb close to primitive mantle 
values. However, this match is fortuitous because both Nb/U and Ce/Pb ratios of these basalts and 
their sources have been fractionated and are clearly not primitive. The locus of possible primitive 
compositions does lie within the broad field of actual, variously enriched isotopic compositions of 
OIBs, but this is a consequence of the source enrichment therefore has no special significance. 

(4) EM-II or Society Island type: recycled N-type MORB with variable but small 
additions of sediments of relatively young age. 

The sediments add components high in 87Sr and 207Pb, high in Pb and low in Nb and Ta 
concentrations. This causes the isotopic trends to deviate from the Nd-Sr mantle array and from 
the so called northern hemisphere correlation of 207pbf204Pb vs. 206pbf204Pb ratios. Low Nb 
concentrations and Ce/Pb ratios are correlated with high 87Srf86Sr ratios on Society Island 
volcanics (6), but the amount of sedimentary material is sufficiently small to keep Nb/U ratios 
between present-day mantle values of about 47 and the primitive mantle value of 30. Thus the 
overall source enrichment of EM-II basalts is dominated by recycled oceanic crust, the bulk 
composition of which has been modified not only by possible hydrothermal effects noted for the 
HIMU sources but also by the addition of small amounts of sediments. 

In summary, the variety crustal rocks that are known to be subducted are capable of providing 
the entire range of enrichment patterns actually observed in various OIBs. On many islands, two 
or more of these types of enrichment are found to be closely associated. This makes it all the more 
likely that a single basic mechanism accounts for all of them, as proposed earlier (6). 

Refs.: (1) White W.M. (1985) Geology 13, 115-278. (2) Zindler A. and HartS. (1986) Ann. 
Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 14, 493-571. (3) Hofmann, A.W., Jochum, K.P. Seufert, M., and 
White, W.M. (1986) Earth Planet Sci. Lett. 79, 33-45. (4) Newsom, H.e. White, W.M., 
Jochum, K.P. and Hofmann, A.W. (1986), Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 80, 299-313. (5) Devey, 
C.W. (1988) Chern. Geol 70,47. (6) Hofmann A.W. and White, W.M. (1982) Earth Planet. 
Sci. Lett. 57, 421-436. 
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DOES THE MOON HAVE THE SAME COMPOSmON AS THE TERRESTRIAL 
UPPER MANTLE? J. H. Jones * and L.L. Hood ** . * SN2, NASA Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, TX 77058; **Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
85721. 

Any theory for the origin of the Earth must at some point deal with the historic difficulties 
in finding a suitable theory for the origin for the Moon. Recent theories of the origin of the 
Moon tend to fall into one of two categories: giant impact or coaccretion [1]. In either case, the 
similarity of oxygen isotopic compositions of the Earth and Moon [2] suggests that the material 
which now comprises the Moon shared some common chemical characteristics with the Earth. 
In particular, it has been argued both that the Mg# [Mg#= Mg/(Mg+Fe), by moles] of the Earth 
and Moon are nearly identical [3] and that the giant impact (or a series of smaller impacts) 
incorporated no more than about 20 percent of the material from the impactor(s) [4]. We have 
asked whether it is possible to place any constraints on these theories using known geophysical 
parameters. In particular, can a Moon with the bulk silicate composition of the Earth's upper 
mantle satisfy the Moon's measured density and moment of inertia criteria? To this end, we have 
employed the differentiation models of Hood and Jones [5] using the composition of the 
terrestrial upper mantle [6]. For comparison we also investigated a second composition, a 
"typical" lunar composition from Jones and Delano [7] which is very similar to the preferred 
lunar composition of Ringwood et al. [8]. 

Method. The differentiation models of [5] fall into four categories (I-IV): (I) removal of a 
lunar crust composition [9], 70 km thick, with subsequent homogenization at all depths below 
the crust; (II) removal of a crustal composition from the upper 500 km with pristine material 
below 500 km; (III) removal of crust to a minimum depth d. with pristine material below Q.; and 
(IV) same as (ITI) but with complete homogenization below 500 km. The depth d. of models (III) 
and (IV) is determined by choosing the minimum depth necessary to remove enough Al20 3 to 
form a 70 km thick lunar crust. For the compositions investigated here, no solutions to model 
(II) were possible because depths d. in model (III) were 645 km and 582 km for the terrestrial and 
model lunar compositions, respectively. 

To calculate density as function of depth, the chemical compositions of the various regions 
of the differentiated model Moons are transformed into mineralogies and coupled with a (P,T) 
model for the lunar interior [5]. Previously we have used three very different thermal models 
[10, 11, 12] to assess the sensitivity of the model to temperature. Here we have retained th:., 
method but no viable solutions using the third thermal model [12] were found for either set of 
compositional models. 

Once density has been calculated as a function of depth, both bulk density and moment of 
inertia can be computed. If the Moon is less dense than it should be, then a small metallic core is 
added and the process repeated until either both the calculated density and moment of inerti :..t 
agree within the error of the measured values or it is clear that no solution is possible. 

Results and Conclusions. In the case of the terrestrial upper mantle composition, we have 
viable solutions only for the Toksoz et al. [ 10] thermal model. The Schubert et al. [ 11] thermal 
model is marginally hotter on average and no solutions are possible. The core sizes necessary to 
allow solutions to the Toksoz model are rather large (>500 km) and approach sizes that are 
prohibited by other geophysical considerations (see, e.g., [13]). In fact these core sizes are 
larger than would be required to deplete siderophiles to observed lunar concentrations-- even 
starting with chondritic siderophile element abundances [14]. Consequently, we conclude that it 
is not physically possible for the Moon to have the same composition as the upper mantle of the 
Earth. If the Moon formed, either by fission or by giant impact, from terrestrial materials, then 
either a second component is necessary or the composition of the Earth's upper mantle has 
changed over time. 
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A corollary of this conclusion is that the Moon is unlikely to have the same Mg# as the 
Earth -- a conclusion that could not be detennined unambiguously from analysis of lunar samples 
[1]. The main problem with using the terrestrial upper mantle as a source for the Moon is that the 
Earth is apparently more depleted in FeO than the Moon. The consequence for our calculations is 
that the Moon is not dense enough. Thus, more core is added to raise the density, which then 
lowers the moment of inertia until an unacceptable limit is reached. As pointed out by Taylor [9], 
a Moon with -13 wt.% FeO (or FeO equivalent) is necessary to meet bulk density constraints. 
For example, using the comparison model that we investigated (i.e., the "typical" model of [7]), 
which has -12 wt.% FeO, there was never a problem finding solutions to the Toksoz et al. and 
Schubert et al. thermal models. In our previous modeling we have found acceptable solutions 
with compositions as low in FeO as -11 wt. %, but -8 wt.% (the value for the terrestrial upper 
mantle) is apparently too low. Of course, there is a certain tradeoff between FeO and Al20 3. If 
there is more alumina then there can be more garnet, which is dense and can partially make up for 
a lack of FeO. However, the terrestrial upper mantle composition of Jagoutz et al. [6] has 
comparatively low concentrations both of FeO and Al2~. 

If we accept the constraints that non-terrestrial materials comprise <20% of the Moon [ 4] 
and that the Moon contains -12 wt.% FeO, then we may calculate the FeO content of the second 
component. Assuming that the FeO content of the upper mantle has not changed over time, the 
abundance of FeO in the impactor is calculated to be >-28 wt.%. The only chondritic samples in 
our collections that contain such large amounts of oxidized iron are carbonaceous chondrites --
none of which has an oxygen isotopic composition similar to the Earth's [2]. Conversely, if we 
assume that the Earth's upper mantle has become depleted in FeO over geologic time, then it is 
puzzling that Ni and Co, which have very different siderophile tendencies, are present in 
approximately chondritic relative abundances in the upper mantle today [6]. Thus, neither 
alternative is geochemically attractive. We have no solution to this conundrum except to reiterate 
that the Moon cannot be comprised entirely of material from the terrestrial upper mantle. 

References. [1) Drake M.J. (1986) Is lunar bulk material similar to Earth's mantle? In Origin 
of the Moon. pp. 105-124. [2] Clayton R.N. and Mayeda T.K. (1975) Genetic relations 
between the moon and meteorites. Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th., pp. 1761-1769. [3] Warren 
P.H. (1986) The bulk-Moon MgO/FeO ratio: a highlands perspective. In Origin of the Moon. 
pp. 279-310. [ 4] Ringwood A. E. (1987) Terrestrial origin of the Moon. Nature 322, 323-
328. [5] Hood L.L. and Jones J.H. (1987) Geophysical constraints on lunar bulk composition 
and structure: a reassessment. Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 17th., E396-E410. [6] Jagoutz 
E. et al. (1979) The abundance of major, minor and trace elements in the earth's mantle as 
derived from primitive ultramafic nodules. Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. lOth., 2031-2050. 
[7] Jones J.H. and Delano J.W. (1989) A three-component model for the bulk composition of 
the Moon. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta. In press. [8] Ringwood A.E. et al. (1987) A 
komatiite component in Apollo 16 highland breccias: implications for the nickel-cobalt 
systematics and the bulk composition of the Moon. Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 81, 105-117. [9) 
Taylor S.R. (1982) Planetary Science: A Lunar Perspective. pp. 481. [10) Toksoz M.N. et al. 
(1978) Thermal evolutions of the terrestrial planets. Moon and Planets 18, 281-320. [11] 
Schubert G. et al. (1977) Subsolidus convection models of the lunar internal temperature. Phil. 
Trans. R. Soc, Lond. A 285, 523-536. [12] Binder A. and Lange M.A. (1980) On the thermal 
history, thermal state, and related tectonism of moon of fission origin. J. Geophys. Res. 85, 
3194-3208. [ 13] Hood L.L. (1986) Geophysical constraints on the lunar interior. In Origin of 
the Moon. pp. 361-410. [14] Jones J.H. et al. (1988) Core formation on the Eucrite Parent 
Body, the Moon and the AdoR Parent Body. Meteoritics. In press. 
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AXIAL SYMMETRY OF HOTSPOT ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS: 
A PRODUCT OF CORE-MANTLE CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS? 

J.S. Kargel1 and K.A. Foland2; 1Lunar and Planetary Lab, University 
2of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721; oepartment of Geology and Mineralogy, 

The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH . 

A quarter century of isotopic analyses have established that the Earth's 
mantle is geochemically structured on kilometer, regional, and hemispheric 
scales. This work builds on that of Hart (1) and shows that the Southern 
Hemisphere "Dupal" isotopic anomaly is preserved and becomes more tightly 
defined in terms of latitude after plate tectonic corrections are made to the 
locations of hot spot volcanics with significant ages. "V;hen the Dupal Anomaly 
is considered together with ot:1er significant isotopic groupings of hotspots, it 
appears that hotspot isotopi·:: signatures are symmetrical about the Earth • s 
rotation axis. This paper presents a preliminarr summary of the evidence for 
symmetry and its geodynamic implications. 

The great lateral extent of the largest mantle structures was graphically 
demonstrated by Hart (1); he mapped the Sr and ?b isotopic compositions of hot-
spot volcanics and found that Northern and Sou·:hern Hemisphere hot-spots are 
isotopically distinct. A broad region of the Southern Hemisphere was termed the 
"Dupal anomaly". Isotopic ratios indicate that this region of the mantle has had 
extreme ti.m_e-integrated enrichments in Rb/Sr ratios and moderately enriched 
Th/Pb and 235U/Pb ratios relative to Northern Hemisphere hotspots. 

Some hotspot isotopic signatures in portions of the Southern Hemisphere are 
themselves anomalous with respect to the prevailing Dupal Anomaly. 
Particularly, volcanic rocks from the South Atlantic island of St. Helena and 
from the South Pacific islands of Tubuai and Mangaia (2) collectively have the 
least radiogenic Sr and the most radiogenic Pb of all oceanic island hotspots; 
these isotopic characteristics indicate extreme time-integrated depletions in 
Rb/Sr and relatively extreme enrichments in U/Pb and Th/Pb (or simply depletions 
in Pb) . This mantle component: has been termed "HIMU" for "high mantle !,lranium" 
(3). In addition to its unique isotopic characteristics, the HIMU component has 
low present-day Rb/Th, Rb/Nb, and Pb/Ce ratios ralative to the Dupal component 
(2); this is consistent with the isotopic raticJs and indicate an event which 
extracted Pb and Rb from the HIMU source and P.nriched these elements in the 
Dupal source . 

Southern Hemisphere hotspots have correlated isotopic and trace element 
ratios which span the range between the HIMU and Dupal components ( 2) . This 
correlation suggests wholesale mixing between the end- members or variable 
degrees of enrichment and depletion of Pb and ID>. Northern Hemisphere hotspot 
compositions fall on a different regression line in Pb-Pb and Pb-Sr isotopi 
space (1). High northern latitude hotspots (Iceland, the Pribilofs, and 
Nunivak Island) are isotopically similar to each other and to Northern 
Hemisphere mid ocean ridge basalts, namely, they have relatively unradiogenic Pb 
and Sr; hotspots from the mid latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean (Azores, Canaries, 
and New England Seamounts) plot at the more radiogenic end of the Northern 
Hemisphere line . Recently acquired data for mantle xenolith-bearing basalts 
from the Western USA (Lunar t::rater Volcanic Field, Nevada; Foland ~ al., in 
prep) and alkaline to sub-alkaline intra-plate (non-orogenic) Mesozoic 
intrusives from New England look isotopically nearly identical to the mid-
latitude Atantic Ocean hotspots (4). 

These observations indicate that hotspot m:mtle sources, as indicated by 
their Sr and Pb isotopic signatures, may be organized into global-scale axially 
symmetric structures. The origin and depth of these structures is uncertain, 
but geochemical and geodynamic considerations suggest some connection to the 
core of the Earth . 

The geochemical arguments have been debated extensively in the last several 
years: Common igneous processes usually fract:.onate Rb/Sr, U/Pb, and Th/Pb 
ratios coherently; therefore, one must develop some scenario which may explain 
the antithetical fractionations of these element ratios. A commonly discussed 
scenario holds that much of the isotopic variati~n in the mantle is the result 
of the subduction of ancient crust or lithosphere altered by seawater 
interaction or various other crustal processes (i.e. 2, 5). Alternatively, these 
fractionations and the long-debated "lead paradox" may be explained by the 
partial extraction of Pb and Rb from the mantle in sulfide melts and the 
deposition of these melts in the core (6-8); as will be discussed below, other 
types of core/mantle open system behavior are also conceivable . 
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CORE-MANTLE CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS 

Kargel J .s. and K.A. Fola nd 

The analyis of Kargel et ~. (9) indicates that over half of the Earth ' s Pb 
and Rb apparently reside in the core; apparently there is virtually no U or Sr 
in the core. On the basis of this analysis it is impossible to determine when or 
how Pb and Rb entered the core. However, the lead paradox argues strongly that 
Pb was extracted from the mantle significantly after the origin of the Earth but 
still sometime in the first billion years (7). Considering the core's 
infinitesimal U/Pb ratio, core Pb should be highly unradiogenic relative to 
mantle Pb. 

The iff.erred Rb content of t he core suggests that over half of Earth ' s 
radiogenic Sr should have ~een generated in the core (9). The partitioning 
behavior of sr and the short mixing time-scale of the liquid outer core indicate 
that the core's radiogenic Sr should have entered the lower mantle nearly as 
rapidly as it was produced. 

Several models of the c.ore ' s convective st.ructure suggest that the core 
exhibits axially-symmetric zonal flow near the core-mantle boundary ( 10, 11): 
this flow pattern may be similar to those of ott~r internally heated, rotating 
fluid bodies including Jupiter (12) and the sull . Theoretical models indicate 
that a convecting body of this sort will display large latitudinally-correlated 
variations in heat flow . 

It is reasonable to assume that the silicate/liquid metal partitioning 
behavior of Pb, like other chemical equilibrium constants, is temperature-
dependent. It also appears that there is an approximately equilibrium abundance 
of Pb in the core and mantl e (9). If the core-mantle boundary exhibits an 
axially symmetric thermal structure then this raises the possibility that Pb may 
be leached from some latitude belts and re-precipitated elsewhere. Zonal flow 
also offers the potential for homogenizing the isotopic composition of the lower 
mantle along a given latitude belt. Therefore, it is possible that core-mantle 
chemical interactions may change the U/Pb ratio of the lower mantle in a non-
uniform, axially symmetric fashion. 

Unlike the case with Pb, no experimental data are available on the 
silicate/metal partitioning behavior of Rb; therf!fore, we have not been able to 
determine whether or not the core is near satut·ation with respect to Rb. A 
workinCJ hypothesis might assume that Rb and Pb are leached and re-precipitated 
more or less together along the core/mantle boundary, thereby explaining the 
antithetical correlations of time-integrated arad present-day U/Pb and Rb/Sr 
ratios in Southern Hemisphere hotspots . Since the Sr abundance in the core is 
very likely to be '?3~ar the equilibrium value (oJ~ possibly supersaturated), the 
deposition rate of Sr may also be laterally variable. 

In summary, the axially symmetric belt-and-zone thermal-convective 
structure of the core may manifest itself in a belt-and-zone sr and Pb isotopic 
structure of the lower mantle . Given this, the present hypothesis requires the 
convective destabilization of the lower mantle and the formation of hotspot 
plumes originating near the core-mantle boundary. This hypothesis predicts that 
the Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf systematics of the lowermost mantle should be unaffected by 
core solution and re-precipitation, since neither parent nor daughter isotopes 
are significantly soluble in the core. Indeed, the Nd isotopic composition of 
the HIMU component falls near the average composition of hotspots, in contrast 
to its extreme Sr and Pb isot~pes . However, if mechanical zonal mixing occurs 
along the core/mantle interface, Nd and Hf isoto~es may be mixed or homogenized. 
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COMPOSITION OF EARTH'S INNER A~D OUTER CORE AND PRIMITIVE MANTLE 
J.S. Kargel, D. Musselwhite, J.S. Lewis, and T. Swindle; Lunar 
and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 

TI1ere have been numerous efforts to infer the average compositions of the 
E~rth and other terrestrial planetary objects. This abstract is the first in a 
series evaluating and synthesizing these and our own compositional estimates. 
This pt~per is concerned strictly with the composition of the Earth and its 
constituent chemical reservoirs. 

l-Ie have compiled several published Earth composition estimates (1-8) 
together with our own compositional estimates based on trace elements in alkali 
basalts from Nevada (9) and Liberian dolerites (10), and halogens in mid-ocean 
ridge basalts (11). After comparing and critically evaluating these 
compositional estimates we determined a "best bulk silicate Earth" (BBSE) 
composition. The BBSE values represent straight averages of the individual 
estimates if there is close agreement. Grossly deviant values are generally 
excluded from the average. For compatible elements the xenolith-based estimates 
are weighted more heavily than the volcanic rock-based estimates. 

Figure 1 shows the average composition of ordinary chondrites (12), 
normalized to Type CI carbonaceous chondrites (13), plotted against a volatility 
index; the latter consists of the solar nebular condensation temperatures 
appropriate for 50\ condensation in a solar-composition nebula at 10-4 bars 
total pressure (14). This figure shows that these nominal condensation 
temperatures provide a useful volatility index, even if they ignore the details 
of the temporally and spatially varyiable nebular and accretion environments. 

Figure 2 plots the BBSE composition against the volatility index . Unlike 
the ordinary chondrites, there has clearly been some process in addition to 
volatility that has depleted the concentrations of many elements in the silicate 
Earth. It has long been believed that this process was the separation of an Fe-
Ni-S core (6, 15, 16). 

Figure 2 and similar plots for the Moon and for the Shergottite and eucrite 
parent bodies show that the elements Mg, Na, F, Zn, and In are consistently 
among the least depleted elements for a given volatility index. These element 
abundances appear to be controlled principally by volatility; these element 
abundances describe a linear "volatility trend" for each planet. For a given 
element, one may infer a siderophilejchalcophile depletion factor by normalizing 
the element abundance to the abundance predicted by the volatility trend. 

Figure 3 shows the volatility-compensated depletion factors (presumably due 
to core formation) on a periodic table of the elements. There are four groups 
of elements which have apparently been partitioned significantly into the core: 
the siderophiles, the chalcophiles, the heavier alkali metals, and the heavier 
halogens. 111e estimated core composition is given in Table 1. 

Thic analysis supports the published concepts of significant quantities of 
S, K, and Pb in the core (15-18). The core apparently contains about 98% of 
Earth's s, 93% of P, 65% of Rb, 60\ of Pb, and possibly 45% of K. The apparent 
core and mantle abundances of Pb yield a corejmantle partition coefficient for 
Pb of about 3.3, assuming equilibrium; this is close to the nominal 2.5 obtained 
in partitioning experiments (19); this inferred partition coefficient also 
argues for early extraction of Pb into the core during the Earth ' s first 300 
million years (20). The inferred K content in the core is about the same as the 
absolute solubility of Kin Fe-FeS liquid (21); however, the K/S ratio of the 
core is an order of magnitude greater than obtained in the same experiments. 

This analysis finds total low-mass components in the core make up about 3.7% 
of its mass. This estimate is insensitive to errors in the BBSE s and P 
contents; it is, however, se:~sitive to the slope of the volatility trend in 
Figure 2: thi s uncertainty could contribute a factor of two error in the 
estimated impurities content. Nevertheless, the estimated content of impurities 
is corsiderably less than the 15\ estimated earlier based on the assumption that 
the whole Earth contains a full chondritic complement of s (15). This level of 
impurities appears to be insufficient to account for all of the "light" 
component (22): the remainder could be Si (17, 19) or O; C could probably 
constitute only a few tenths of a percent of the core (23) . 

The core has extremely low U/Pb and extremely high Rb/Sr ratios; therefore, 
the core s9ould have evolved unusually unradiogenic Pb and nearly pure 
radiogenic 8 Sr. Chemical interactions between the core and lower mantle should 
result in unusual and very diagnostic lower mantle Pb and Sr isotopic 
compsitions. Some of these isotopically anomalous regions may be tapped by 
ocean island basalts (Kargel, this volume). 

A fractional crystallization model, utilizing the partition coefficients of 
reference 6, was applied to the core to derive the compositions of the solid 
inner anu the liquid outer portions of the core (the solid core constitutes 5% 
of the core's mass). The Pt group elements are strongly concentrated in the 
solid inner core. Co and Ni are abundant in both the inner and outer core. The 
chalcophiles and alkalis are abundant in the outer core only (Table 1). 
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Table 1. CollpO•ition ot the core. 

Ele:ent Total outer Inner 
core core core 
average averaqe average 

majon ( \) 
Fe 87.7 87.7 88.0? 
Ni 7.2 7.0 9.4 
s 3.1 3.3 trace? 

ainora (\) 
cr 0.6 ? ? 

"" p 
Co 
Cl 
K 

0.5 
0.4 
0.34 
0.09 
0.05 

? 
0.4 
0.32 
0.1 
o.os 

? 
0.7 
0.76 
trac,? 
trace? 

traces (pp•) 
Rb 4.3 4.5 trace? 
Pb 0. 57 0.60 0 
Ko 7.8 
w 0.73 
Rt o. 32 

7.2 
0.12 
o.oos 

ll 
12 
6.3 

Ir 4 .12 
Au 0.68 

0.06 
0.7 

80 
0.9 
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IN T:-IE EARLY ~01 .AR s ys •rE1I ON 
DATA OF TRACK STUDIES OF ORDINARY CHONDRITES . 1 .1 . :i~ashka-
-c -r • ··-r ov , ~.~ •N .:.~oro· l:;l ::ova , A ' . Y a . Cu 'l \:rJ.pnl.(,l~,l'-' '1 ., · • • ..l..l&vru.;:nl.na; .,. 1 ' • " v •• I V er-
nadsky Inn'I.Jitutc of Geochemistry and Analytical Ollcmistry , 
Academy of 8ci2nces , USSR, j.~oskow,U ::I SR. 

It is inferre d now (c.g .[1] ) that the unive1.·sa1 accre -
tion )rec ess in cludes a g r eat r.J.any of staGe s of cosmit:' 
nat ter aL;.:;re~ation-frora dis persive du.st through the grain 
aggregates to the primary planetesimals and then to the 
larg er bodies and planets . ~rhe s ili cat e mineral grain aggre -
gates which entered into chondrules and mat rix of chondri-
tes during accretion can pr ovide a unique source of infor-
mation about the pre-compaction environment conditions and 
radiation of primitive mat ter ( e . g .[2,3]). It is necessary 
to distinguish clearly the preaccretion stage from the 
later regolith evol ution history during of which the gas-
rich meteorites have stored both SF VII - nuclei tracks and 
SW noble gases simultaneously. 

The paper presents the results of pre-accretion t rack 
study of ol ivines from Nikolskoe L4-5 and Elenovka 15 or -
dinary chondrites containing no solar ~ases [4].Firstly 
t he chondrules and crystals from Nikolskoe chondrite were 
selected by a special method taking into account the accre-
tion structure of chondrites [ 5] . The method includes samp -
le structure analysis and rather exact mapping of picked 
grain positions .This allowed to localize the re gions (Fig.1) 
enriched in pre-irradiated chondrules (black spots) up to 
order of value as compared to bulk sample [ 6].At first 21 
chondrules from different parts of the fragment (dark 
field) have been studied in attempt to search for CR track-
rich regions and then 117 chondrules from reveal ed locali-
zation (white field) have been investigated more detailly . 
Pre -accreti on i rradiation tracks have been found in 32 of 
a 70 chondrules containing large olivine crystals (>50JLm). 
Textures of most irradiated chondrules are microporphyri-
tic.There are from one to a few olivine grains with P.vH~ 

106-101 cm-2 in a whole chondrule section.The localizati-
on revealed by us accords with the morphology and texture 
of meteorite fragment rather well and can be interpreted 
preliminarily as accretionary shell containing the admix-
ture of chondrules with another radiation and/or thermal 
history . 

The possible influence of accretion process on track 
characteristics was elucidated by comparative scanning of 
chondrule and matrix olivine crystals ( sizes::>30.fL:m) from 
Elenovka L5 chondrite .Distributions of track densities Cp) 
measured inN 260 matrix grains and inN320 grains from 46 
chondrules are shown in Fig. 2 . The clear difference between 
two distributions is obs~rved,The percentag e of chondrule 
crystals withP>7.1 05Qm - ~s oftv 10% only . The only chond-
rule crystal hasp.::- 10·1 em- and the track density g radi-
ents are quite absent.At the same tim~ the part of matrix 
crystals with.P>7.105cm-2 exceeds "'601o.However there are no 
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~rystals with p::::-1 o7cm - 2 and with gradients in the matrix. 
The observed ess ential exceeding of the averae;e p value 
fo r matrix olivine grains in ~omparison with that for 
~:hondrules can be explained by a par·cial track annealing 
in crystals entered into chondrules . ~'he formation of chon-
drules most of which had micr oporphyr itic and fine -~rained 
·textures [ 7 ] could supposedly take l}lace at the accreti on 
stage in the gao - dus t nebula . 

Thus our data indi~ate the storace of pre - accretion 
VH - nucl ei cosmic ray tracks in ol i vines from two ordinary 
~hondrites containine no solar gases . It was obtained also: 
1 ) a preliminary confirmati on of reality of the v rima.ry ac -
~:ret ional s tructure in the Nikol~koe L4-5 chondrite frag -
ment;2)a clear difference between track characteristics 
in chondrule and matrix crystals of Blenovka L5 chondrite 
which can be explained by higher degree of thermal in.flu -
ence on chondrule precursor. 
References . 1 . Al fven H . , Arrhenius G • .S vol uti on of the solar 
system ,1 976,NA~A SP - 345 . ·.-,ashington , DC. 2 . Pellas P . et al ., 
Nature ,1 969 , 223 , p . 272 - 27 4. 3oGoswami J . N. et al ., ~)pa ce Sci . 
R e v • 1 9 8 4 , 3 7 , P.1 1 1 - 1 5 9 • 4 • S c h ul t z 1 • , ~~ ru s e H • H e l i um , n e on , 
argon in meteorites . A data compilation ,1 983 , I.iainz , 88 p . 
5 . 8kripnik A. Ya . LPS . XIX , 1988 , p . 1091 - 1092 . G . Ko rotkova 
N. N. ct al ., ibid , o . 641 - 642 . 7 . I~ashkarov LoL .,et n.l ., ibid , 
p . 589 - 590 . 

Fi3 .1. Reconstruction 
of accre·t;i onal structu-
re in Nikol~koe 14 - 5 
chonclri te fragment on the 
·t r ac1{ data . Dot ·ted 1 ines 
show assumed structural 
boundaries . 

Fig . 2o Frequency distributi -
ons of track densities ( .P ) 
measured on polished sur-
fa~es of the oliv ine grains 
from chondruleo (! - curve) 
an d matrix (li - curve) of 
Elenovka 15 ordinary chond -
rite . n - Uumber of c r y:.:>tal s 
under investigation . 
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EFFECT OF HEAVY BOMBARDMENT ON THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE EARLY 
AiMOSPHERE; James F. Kastlng, Department of Geosciences, The Pennsylvania 
State University, University Park, PA 16802 

Current modele or the Hadean atmosphere (3.8 to 4.5 Ga) suggest that it 
consisted mostly or N2, co2, and H2o. along with smaller amounts of more 
reduced species, primarily H2 and CO (1,2,3.~). Hydrogen is thought to have 
been provided by volcanism and by photooxidatlon of iron in the ocean and to 
have been lost by escape to space; CO would have been produced by outgassing 
and by photolysis of co2 (1,5,6). Bombardment of the early Earth by late:~
arriving planetesimals (or comets) could conceivably have altered the balance 
in favor of these more reduced gases by providing an additional source of 
reducing power0• If the impactors were similar in compos! tion to ordinary 
chondrites, Fe and FeS would have constituted some 10 to 20% of their mass 
( 7). Carbonaceous chondri tic, or cometary, material would have been more 
highly oxidized, but may still have contained some percentage of reduced 
compounds. During impact, a significant fraction of this reduced material 
would have interacted with the atmosphere at very high temperatures. The 
likely effect would be to strip off oxygen atoms from co2 and H20, creating an 
impact source for CO and H2• One can estimate the magnitude of this source by 
using impact flux estimates derived from the lunar record. A reasonable 
figure, based ~~ the crater OrientalE and several other craters of similar 
age, is-s x 10 . g of material per 10 years at 3.8 Ga (8). If the impacting 
material contained on average about 1% elemental iron, and if all of this iron 
was oxidized to FeO~ t~y equivalent hydrogen source would be about 3 x 109 (H2 +CO) molecules em~ s · . This is comparable in magnitude to other sources of 
hydrogen on the early Earth (1 ,6). The flux of impactors, however, may have 
been much larger than this pr'ior to 3.8 Ga; Maher and Stevenson (9) suggest 
that the frequency of impacts decreased exponentially during the Hadean with a 
time constant of about 70 Ma. The impact flux at 4.5 Ga could thus have been 
some 10 times higher. This additional influx of reducing power would almost 
certainly have overwhelmed the capacity of the atmosphere to convert CO back 
into co2 by photochemistry (10). An early atmosphere dominated by CO would be 
the likely result. (H2 would still have been lost rapidly by escape to 
space. ) 

The chemical effects of such impacts will be studied by incorporating 
them into a one~dimensional photochemical model of the primitive atmosphere. 
The goal of this study will be to determine if and when the atmosphere changed 
its composition from CO to co2• Possible implications for prebiotic synthesis 
and the origin of life will be considered. 
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PLANETESIMAL EFFECTS ON PLANET ORBITS, SPIN, AND HEATING 
w. M. Kaula, Department of Earth & Space Sciences, U. c. S. A. 

A major problem of the origin of the Earth is why it be-
came so different in secondary properties from Venus, the body by 
far the most nearly similar in primary properties: the two pla-
nets differ less than 30 percent in mass, mean density, and solar 
distance. Several of the secondary differences-- the surface 
temperature , the absences of water, magnetic field, and plate 
tectonics in Venus-- are explicable as consequences of evolution . 
But there are two great differences that must depend on forma-
tion : the states of spin + satellite, the Earth being prograde 
with a satellite, and Venus being retrogradei and the retention 
of heavy primordial inert gases, especially j6+38Ar, of which 
Venus has about 80 times as much as the Earth. Dissi~ative 
processes must evolve and maintain Venus's very slow spin (1), 
but primordially Venus must start retrograde (2) : the more so, 
the lower the 1/Q required to slow down (3). Regarding the argon 
1ifference , attempts to explain it by nebula or solar wind ef-
fects ( 4,5 ) have remained unpersuasive. The obvious hypothesis 
for the two differences is the late stage impact history, as 
suggested by Cameron (6): the Earth got hit by a big body, degas-
sing it and knocking off the protolunar matter, while Venus was 
not hit by anything nearly as large. 

Hence the question is what was the population of bodies--
masses and orbits-- characterizing the penultimate stage of ter-
restrial planet formation : what constraints can be placed on it 
by these differences in secondary properties of Venus and Earth 
(as well as the primary properties of al l four planets)? Wethe-
rill (7,8) showed that, given a suitable confinement in semi-
major axis of a starting swarm of 500 planetesimals, about four 
planets will be obtained, with the final stages entailing impacts 
of bodies of about 0.3 Me at velocities of about 9 km/sec . Hence 
his Monte Carlo models support Cameron's (6) conjecture, but he 
did not calculate the spins resulting from collisions in the 
model, and did not explore in any detail the implications of the 
observed outcomes in spin and volatile retention for the plane-
tesimal population. 

Earlier discussions of the implications of planet spin 
rates and obliquities (9,10) concluded that they limited the siz e 
of the forming planetesimals. Indeed, Safronov's (9) main obser-
vational argument for the runaway growth of the largest body in a 
zone was the obliquities. This problem has been reexamined by 
Hartmann & Vail ( 11) with a model defined by distributions in 
mass and approach velocity & offset of impactors with the conclu-
sion that impactors could have had masses 20% of the planet's . 

We have adapted an Opik algorithm, developed for another 
purpose, to this problem. The main difference of the algorithm 
from Wetherill's is that a priori four bodies are designated as 
"planets"; the remainder, as "planetesimals'; and only planet: 
planetesimal interactions are taken into account. The applica-
tion discussed here is essentially a combination of the later 
stages of the modelling by Wetherill (8) with the impact: spin 
modelling of Hartmann & Vail (11). In addition to spin orien-
tation and magnitude, energy dissipation upon collision is calcu-
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lated, since variation therein would pertain to the hypothesis of 
an impact-generated volatile difference (6). 

The starting conditions for the runs already made approxi-
mate those of the 31 My, or 81% accreted, stage of Wetherill (p. 
537 of (8)J: four planets, 81% as massive as the final, plus 
fifty planetesimals of masses m randomly selected from a distri-
bution n(m) = k m-1.5, with a maximum not more than 200 times the 
minimum, and a total mass 23.5% of the total mass of the planets. 
Random selections were also made of the action elements from 
distributions of similar form, with negative correlations of -0.3 
of the eccentricities and inclinations with masses. The starting 
spins were all prograde, with magnitudes in accord with the empi -
rical rule that the angular momentum densities were proportionate 
to M5/6 (3): i.e., LOD's of 19 hours for proto-Earth and proto-
Venus, 27 hours for proto-Mars, and 30 hours for proto-Mercury. 

In the thirty runs made to date, there were no significant 
differences in the averages of the outcomes for Venus and Earth, 
but appreciable variations about these averages in individual 
cases for these two planets: 1. retrograde spins for 15% of 
cases; 2. slow downs of spins for 15%; 3. speed ups of spins to 
angular momenta of the Earth+ Moon (i.e., LOD of less than six 
hours) for 10%; 5. summed energy dissipations/unit mass ranging 
from 3xlo6 to 2xlo7 J/kg (equival ent to 3,000 to 20,000 C tempe-
rature rise); and 6. orbit eccentricities ranging from 0.001 to 
0.039. These effects may be too low because the m-1.5 formula 
for masses gave maxima too low: . 02 to .05 M•, less than sugges-
ted by Wetherill's (8) figure. 

The results for Mercury were fra%mentation in 90% of cases: 
i.e., spin ups to instability (LOD<2.6 ), with energy dissipa-
tions of 107 to 2x108 J/kg. Mars was fragmented in 50% of cases, 
and had dissipations of 2x106 to 4xlo7 J/kg. 

The modellings are thus consistent with the hypotheses that 
the spin + satellite states of Venus and Earth; a greater outgas-
sing of the Earth; the stunted growths of Mars and Mercury; and 
the predominantly iron composition of Mercury are all results of 
the late stages of their growths being impacts by planetesimals 
with masses ranging up to well above the Moon's. However, an 
appreciably greater range of parameters needs to be explored, 
and better physical models of impact effects on fragmentation, 
satellite formation, and outgassing need to be developed. 
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The Formation and Evolution of the Earth's Core: Constraints from High-Pressure 
Experiments 

Elise Knittle, Quentin Williams, Earth Sciences Board, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064 
and Raymond Jeanloz, Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 

High-pressure, high-temperature experiments using the laser-heated diamond cell provide an important 
and unique dataset constraining the temperatures of the Earth's core, the incorporation of light-alloying 
components into the core and the chemical evolution of the core-mantle system. Melting studies to over 
100 GPa on Fe, FeS, FeO and two model core compositions containing 10 weight percent of oxygen and 
sulfur, Feo.610o.39 and Feo.84SO.l6• document that temperatures in the Earth's core are greater than 4500 
(+/-500) K: higher than most previous estimates. The high temperatures suggest that either significant 
radiogenic element enrichment occurs at depth in the Earth (perhaps as a contaminant in the liquid outer 
core) or that the deep Earth retains heat from the accretion process or from core formation. In addition to 
constraining core temperatures, high P-T experiments document fundamentally different chemical behavior 
for oxygen and sulfur when alloyed with iron at high pressures. The Fe-FeO system exhibits solid-solution 
behavior above the metallization pressure of FeO at 70 GPa, whereas the Fe-FeS system has a eutectic 
composition to pressures greater than 100 GPa. The metallization of both solid and liquid FeO at- 70 GPa 
itself represents a dramatic change in the bonding properties of oxygen with iron at high pressure. In 
particular, the metallic behavior of FeO liquid at high pressures shows that oxygen will alloy with iron 
under these extreme conditions. This is in constrast to the behavior of the Fe-0 system at low pressure, 
where oxygen has very limited solubility in liquid iron (<0.2 percent). The ability of oxygen to alloy with 
liquid iron at high pressure supports the idea that oxygen could be an important, if not dominant, light 
alloying constituent of the Earth's core. Our results suggest that because oxygen and sulfur alloy with liquid 
Fe under different physical conditions, the incoporation of these important light alloying components into 
the core depends on the pressure at which core formation initiated and the chemical composition of the core 
began to evolve. Sulfur is a likely candidate for the dominant light-alloying component in the outer core if 
molten iron segregated from the silicates in the early Earth when pressures in the planet's interior were low. 
However, the incorporation of oxygen could only begin at higher pressures. If 70 GPa was the required 
pressure (noting that lower pressures may have been sufficient), this implies that the Earth must have 
accreted to 4500 km in diameter before this interior pressure was reached and oxygen could alloy with liquid 
iron. Therefore, the incorporation of oxygen into the core would be more characteristic of a late stage in the 
core-fonnation process. An additional scenario for the incorporation of oxygen into the outer core comes 
from the experimental observation that chemical reactions occur between silicates and liquid iron at 
pressures greater than 40 GPa. This observation suggests that chemical reactions between the Earth's core 
and the mantle may be an important process in the evolution of the chemical composition of the core. 
Specifically, in accord with experimental results, chemical reactions between the core and mantle will 1) 
dissolve components of silicates (particularly oxygen) into the outer core and 2) create regions at the core.._.... 
mantle boundary which are enriched in silicate components ((Mg,Fe}Si03, and Si0:2) and regions enriched 
in the metallic component (FeO and FeSi alloys). Therefore, chemical reactions have been experimentally 
shown to provide a mechanism for incorporating light alloying components into the outer core. In fact, 
these reactions suggest that oxygen will inevitably be present in the outer core and that the chemical 
composition of the outer core continues to evolve even to the present day. 
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GIANT IMPACTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE EARLY EARTH. 
Christian Koeberl* and Virgil L. Sharp1on, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3303 NASA 
Road One, Houston, TX 77058, USA ( also at: Institute of Geochemistry, University of 
Vienna, A-1010 Vienna, Austria). 

In the early solar system cratering was a very important process, even more important than now, since 
planetesimals were much more abundant than today. It is not easy to draw an exact line between the 
accretionary process, when planetesimals collide and merge to build up larger planets, and a later stage, when 
remaining planetesimals impacted on the planets. It can be assumed that even after the main accretionary 
stage large impacts continued to be important for the growth of the early planets, adding a few percent of 
mass over several hundreds of millions of years. Although the major phase of the buildup of the terrestrial 
planets required only a few million years, the final accretion stages continued over a much longer time, in 
excess of 100 my (e.g., [1]). The orbital evolution of remaining planetesimals leads to an increase in the 
relative velocities and thus to hypervelocity impacts that are no longer accretionary (in the sense of simple 
"merging" of bodies), but catastrophic. The giant impactor hypothesis of lunar origin (e.g., [2]) would lead to 
numerous smaller bodies and fragments travelling in a similar orbit as the earth and the moon. These 
fragments will eventually impact on the earth and, to a lesser extent, also on the moon. 

It is well known from lunar studies that the cratering rate during the first billion years of lunar history 
was very high. Dating of lunar rocks has demonstrated the virtual absence of rocks older than 4.0 Gy, which 
Jed to the concept of a terminal lunar cataclysm [3). The normal cratering rate declined in the form of an 
almost exponential curve since about 4.6 Gy, and, taken alone, would make it difficult to understand the 
absence of older rocks. In addition, the dating of several large lunar basins (Orientale, Imbrium, Serenitatis) 
yielded ages of about 3.8 Gy, which is additional evidence for a terminal cataclysm. There seems to be ample 
evidence for unconformities (spikes) in the simple impact rate decay curve, with shorter periods of intense 
impact bombardment (probably resulting from the breakup of larger planetesimals) up to about 3.8 Gy ago 
(e.g., (4]). 

Considering the larger geometrical and gravitational cross section for the earth it is obvious that the 
impact rate was higher on earth than on the moon by a factor of at least 2 [5). If the late bombardment 
observed on the moon is a physical reality we would expect a considerable temporary increase in the impact 
rate on earth, too. The size frequency of the impacts is not well known. As on the moon there are two major 
possibilities, one where only large bodies are responsible for the spikes, and another one with a normal size 
distribution of planetesimals and meteorites. Although the second possibility would add a large mass to the 
earth, only the impact of large bodies is relevant for global evolution. Part of the kinetic energy of the 
impacting body is transferred into thermal energy, which adds significant amounts of heat to an already hot 
system. The late bombardment, which has also been effective on earth, was probably responsible for a 
constant disruption, breakup, and reworking of the terrestrial crust. It is not clear if the energy was sufficient 
for sustaining a global magma ocean over longer periods of time, but any crust that was forming at that time 
was reworked. 

No terrestrial rocks with ages > 3.8 Gy have been preserved, with the exception of some relict miner a 1<; 

(zircons) from earlier lithologies. Although these rocks arc not necessarily pristine, they indicate that most 
probably no crust has survived before that time. This hiatus coincides very well with the terminal lunar 
cataclysm. There are geochemical arguments, based on trace element contents of lherzolites (e.g., the 
enrichment in siderophile elements as well as their ratios, [6,7]), that the primitive upper mantle of the earth 
suffered a late stage bombardment after the formation of the core. The inferred chemistry of the 
planetesimals (projectiles) is chondritic and similar to the chemistry of the ancient lunar meteoritic 
component of Apollo 17 [7]. The discovery of indications for a late stage bombardment adds significantly to 
the probability of a terminal cataclysm. Since then tectonic processes have been important for reworking the 
terrestrial crust, but the fact that some rocks as old as 3.8 Gy have survived may be considered important. 

There is a very good chance that the late stage bombardments left some scars on the terrestrial surface 
which may still be found. One way to deal with this question would be to look for shock effects in selected 3.8 
Gy old rocks. Although we (and other workers) have so far been unable to find shock signatures in a 
preliminary study of Amitsoq gneisses, we conclude that it is very likely that the record of the late 
bombardment may still be present in some of these old rocks. Most Archean rocks have been subject to 
metamorphic events, but severe shock effects are not readily destroyed. An example would be the Vredefort 
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structure, or the Sudbury structure, where a shock event was followed by tectonic events without completely 
erasing the indications of shock. If carefully selected Archean rocks are studied for shock effects it seems 
probable that some features will be discovered. We feel that impact processes have been of great importance 
during the first several hundred million years of the history of the earth, and that the oldest rocks of the earth 
may contain evidence of early large scale impacts. 

References: [1] Wetherill, G.W. (1986) in: Origin of the Moon, LPI Houston, p. 519-550. [2] Taylor, S.R. 
(1987) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta ~. 1297-1309. [3] Tera, F., Papanastassiou, D., and Wasserburg, GJ. 
(1974) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. n, 1-21. [4) Hartmann, W.K. (1980) in: Proc. Conf. Lunar Highlands Crust, 
Pergamon Press, p. 155-171. [5] Grieve, R.A.F., and Parmentier, E.M. (1984) in: Proc. 27th Int. Geol. 
Congress, !2, 99-114. [6] Kurat, G., and Koeber~ C., in prep. [7) Morgan, J.W. (1986) /. Geophys. Res. 21., 
12375-12387. 
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NOBLE GASES IN OCEANIC VOLCANIC ROCKS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 
TERRESTRIAL MANTLE; Mark D. Kurz, Chemistry Department, Voods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution, Voods Hole, MA 02543 

The isotopic compositions of the noble gases, particularly He, Ar, and 
Xe, in oceanic basalts can provide important constraints on the evolution 
of the earth's mantle. The highest 3He/4He ratios are found in basalts 
from oceanic islands such as Hawaii and Iceland (Kurz et al., 1982). These 
data suggest that the mantle sources for these islands have had a higher 
time-integrated 3He/Th+U ratios, and hence are less degassed than mid-ocean 
ridge basalts (MORB) or other islands. The argon and xenon isotopes in the 
samples that have the highest 3He/4He (i.e., Loihi seamount near Hawaii) 
are close to the atmospheric composition, suggesting either atmospheric 
contamination, or that the undegassed mantle is similiar to the atmosphere 
in these parameters (Allegre et al., 1983). Noble gas data from MORB 
glasses have less variable 3He/4He ratios than those from oceanic islands, 
and include the highest ratios of 40Ar/36Ar and 129Xe/130Xe. These data 
can best be explained by a heterogeneous mantle which retains a significant 
mass of relatively undegassed material. 

One of the most important constraints on the the or1g1n of mantle 
heterogeneity and the degasssing hisory of the early earth are the xenon 
data from MORB glasses. The difference in 129Xe/130Xe between MORB and the 
atmosphere, and the short half-life of extinct 129 I, require that the 
upper mantle and atmosphere were separated within 100 my of accretion 
(Staudacher and Allegre, 1982). This can be explained by early outgassing 
of the atmosphere, or by heterogeneous accretion of the earth (Ozima et 
al., 1985). If the atmosphere was produced by outgassing, the xenon data 
also suggest that the mantle has retained heterogeneity in the noble gases 
since accretion. 

One significant problem in interpretting the noble gas data is 
evaluating the relationship between measured values and the inferred mantle 
reservoirs. In particular, data from MORB and oceanic islands can be 
extremely variable on a local scale, which may relate to small scale mantle 
heterogeneity, magma migration processes, or surficial contamination 
processes. Helium, strontium and lead data from Mauna Loa volcano in 
Hawaii (Kurz et al., 1987, and unpublished) demonstrate that noble gases in 
volcanic systems can evolve significantly with time, and that detailed 
sampling is required to properly use the noble gases as mantle tracers. 

Allegre, C.J., Th. Staudacher, P. Sarda, and M. Kurz (1983) Nature 303:762-
766. 

Kurz, M.D., V.J. Jenkins, and S.R. Hart (1982) Nature 297:43-47. 
Kurz, M.D., M. Garcia, F. Frey, and P.A. O'Brien (1987) Geochim. Cosmoch. 

Acta 51:2905-2914. 
Ozima, M., F.A. Podosek and G. Igarishi (1985) Nature 315:471-474. 
Staudacher, Th. and C.J. Allegre (1982) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett 60:389-406. 
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EVIDENCE FOR A VERY ANCIENT CRUSTAL FRAGMENT IN THE 
ARCHEAN SLAVE PROVINCE 

T.M. Kusky, Department of Earth and Planetary Science, The Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218 U.S.A., S.A. Bowring, and C. lsachsen, 
Department of Earth and Planetary Science, Washington University, St. Louis, 
Missouri, 63130, U.S.A. 

A growing body of evidence indicates that a large ancient crustal fragment 
occupies the western part of the Slave Craton in Canada's North West Territories. 
The western Slave Province, or Anton Terrane (Kusky, 1988), is characterized by a 
mixed suite of meta-igneous and meta-sedimentary gneisses, intruded by 
voluminous quantities of granitoids. The gneisses are in places structurally 
overlain by mixed mafic/felsic volcanic sequences, and by graywacke turbidites. 
Other meta-sedimentary sequences containing quartzites and metapelitcs appear 
to unconformably overlie the gneisses (Easton, 1985). The eastern margin of the 
Anton Terrane is marked by a complicated structural zone coincident with a 
strong Bouger anomaly. Younger meta-sedimentary and meta-igneous rocks of 
the eastern Slave Province are interpreted to have been thrust over the Anton 
Terrane along this zone (Kusky, 1988). In the west the Anton Terrane dips under 
Proterozoic rocks of the Wopmay orogen. Evidence for the age of the Anton 
Terrane comes from several independent studies, and is summarized here (Figure 
1). Zircons separated from a tonalitic gneiss in a basement culmination of 
Wopmay Orogen have yielded Pb-Pb ages in excess of 3.5 Ga, and have a strongly 
negative £ Nd value at 3500 Ma, impling derivation from even older rocks. 
Chamberlain et al. ( 1984) report U - Pb zircon ages in excess of 2900 Ma for 
tonalitic gneisses occuping 200 km2 east of the Wopmay fault. Frith ct al (1986) 
obtained a three point concordia intercept age of 2989 Ma for basement in the 
Grenville Lake area. Nikic et al (1980) have obtained a 3210 Ma Pb-Pb age on 
tonalitie boulders from a diatreme near Yellowknife, and Bibikova ct al. (1988) 
suggest 3340 and 3390 Ma Nd model ages for the same rocks. Sh'arcr and Allegre 
( 1 982) have analyzed detrital zircons from the Contwoyto Formation on Point Lake 
and have shown several source ages; three fractions correlate with the age of 
volcanism in the Slave Province (2660 - 2710 Ma), but two fractions arc 
significantly older. These include upper-intercept ages of 3250 + 1 10/-90 Ma, and 
3530 +200/-160 Ma, suggesting derivation from the Anton Terrane. Franklin and 
Thorpe (1982) suggest, from an analysis of lead-isotope data on volcanogenic 
massive sulfide deposits, that Slave Province lead has been variably contaminated 
from a crustal source. Assuming a reasonable age for the sulfide deposits of 2670 
Ma, they further calculated an age for the contaminant of 4017 +/- 60 Ma. Rocks 
of the Sleepy Dragon terrane, which have been correlated with the Anton 
Terrane (Kusky, 1988), yield a similar set of ages. For instance, Krogh and Gibbins 
(1978) obtained an U-Pb age of 3152 Ma for a chloritic granite on Point Lake. In 
the south, the Sleepy Dragon Complex yields U-Pb ages of 2829 +40/-31 Ma 
(Henderson et al., 1987), and Nd model ages of 3300 Ma have recently been 
reported from here (Dudas et al., 1988). There is thus a growing body of evidence 
which suggests that there are protoliths in the Anton terrane with ages in the 3.2 
- 3.5 Ga interval, and there is some indication that an even older crustal 
component exists in the western Slave Province. The Anton Terrane of the 
western Slave Province should thus be considered as yet another remnant of 
continental crust which formed in the earth's first billion years. 
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Figure 1. Terrane map of the Slave Province (from Kusky, 1988) showing the 
locations of dated samples discussed in text. Sm-Nd dates in parentheses, U-Pb and 
Pb-Pb dates are unornamented, and other age estimates in square brackets. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THREE-BODY INTERACTIONS WITH AN ENERGY 
DISSIPATION SUBROUTINE FOR CLOSE ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN TWO BODIES: IMPLICATIONS 
FOR PLANETARY ACCRETION AND PLANETOID CAPTURE PROCESSES; R. J. Malcuit, Dept. 
of Geology and Geography, D. M. Mehringer and R. R. Winters, Dept. of Physics 
and Astronomy, Dension University, Granville, Ohio 43023. 

A three-body (Sun, Earth, planetoid) numerical code with an energy-
dissipation subroutine [using equations from (1)] has been devised to study 
the effects of close gravitational interactions between Earth-like planets 
and large planetoids (lunar-mass and Mars-mass) in Earth-like, co-planar 
heliocentric orbits. The major variables for the two interacting bodies are: 
(1) the perigee distance (rp) of close encounters, (2) the displacement Love 
number (h) for each body, (3) the specific dissipation factor (Q) for each 
body, (4) the Earth anomaly (the position of the Earth-like body relative to 
the Sun at the beginning of the calculation), and (5) the planetoid anomaly 
(the position of the planetoid relative to the Earth-like body at the 
beginning of the calculation). The results of these simulations can be 
placed into five categories: (1) close non-capture encounters in which the 
encountering body is deflected in a near-parabolic orbit by the Earth-like 
body and then continues on a heliocentric orbit; (2) non-capture geocentric 
orbital scenarios in which the encountering body goes into geocentric orbit 
for a few orbits and then returns to heliocentric orbit; (3) stable 
gravitational capture scenarios in which the encountering body is inserted 
into a geocentric orbit because of radial tidal energy storage and subsequent 
dissipation within the two encountering bodies; (4) grazing collision 
scenarios in which the closest approach distance is greater than the sum of 
the planet-planetoid radii but less than the grazing limit when the 
equilibrium tidal bulges are considered; and (5) collision scenarios in which 
the distance of closest approach is less than the sum of the planet-planetoid 
radii. For lunar- like bodies (Moon-mass and density) characterized by a 
displacement Love number (h) of 0.5 and a Q of 1 and an Earth-like planet 
with he = 0.7 and Qe = 1, the grazing encounter limit at perigee (for 
equilibrium tidal deformations of the interacting bodies) is about 1.36 Re 
and the stable capture limit is about 1.45 Re. For a Mars-mass body with 
lunar density and the same displacement Love number and Q values used in the 
case of the lunar-like body and interacting with an Earth-like body with the 
deformational properties stated above, the grazing encounter limit at perigee 
is about 1.71 Re and the stable capture limit is about 1.88 R~. Using the 
traces of the two-body parabolic trajectories associated with the rp limits 
as a measure of the "capture" window, we find that this window is larger for 
Mars-mass bodies than for lunar-mass bodies of the same density. 

Calculations for planetoids in geocentric orbits in an elastic system 
(no energy dissipation) suggest that orbits with apogee distances beyond 
about 200 Re are unstable relative to solar perturbations. The total energy 
for a lunar- mass body in an orbit with a major axis of 200 Re is about -2.0 x 
103 ~ ergs and that for a Mars- mass body is about -23.0 x 1035 ergs. Thus, 
about that much energy must be dissipated within the interacting bodies 
during a close encounter for stable capture, if we assume that the relative 
velocity at infinity (va) is near 0. Fig. 1 shows plots of calculated 
scenarios for Mars-mass (and lunar density) bodies interacting with an Earth-
like planet. 

Some tentative conclusions from our limited set of calculations (all co-
planar) are (1) that all retrograde runs within the "capture" window have 
resulted in either escape or collision, (2) that most encounters within the 
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prograde capture window result in stable capture, (3) that collisions from 
geocentric orbit (mainly from the retrograde direction) are about equally 
distributed between retrograde and prograde directions at impact, and (4) 
that the prograde capture window diminishes as h decreases and/or Q increases 
relative to the values given above. Reference: Peale and Cassen (1978) 
Icarus, 62, 245-269. 

Figure 1 . Plots of orbital scenarios for the case of a Mars-mass {lunar-
density) planetoid encountering an Earth-like planet. Earth is at the 
origin, the curved line is the path of the planetoid . For all scenarios: he 
= 0 . 7, Qe = 1, hpt = 0.5. Qpt = 1, Earth anomaly= 0° (Sun starts to left of 
diagram), Earth orbital eccentricity= 0 . 0170, planetoid orbital eccentricity 
= 0.0230, path of planetoid begins at 450 Re from Earth-like planet, non-
rotating reference frame. (a) Retrograde Encounter-Escape Sequence: 
planetoid anomaly= 199.2°, energy dissipation on first encounter= 11.3 x 
1035 ergs, rp = 2.12 Re. (b) Retrograde Collision Scenario: planetoid 
anomaly= 199.8°, energy dissipation on first encounter= 29.5 x 103~ ergs, 
rp = 1.&0 Re, collision in retrograde direc tion at 0.74 Re. (c) Complex 
Collision Scenario: planetoid anomaly= 199.4°, energy dissipation on first 
encounter= 15.3 x 1035 ergs, rp = 2. 01 Re, collision on fourth perigee 
passage is in prograde direction at 1.36 Re. (d) Stable Capture Scenario: 
planetoid anomaly= 208 .1°, energy dissipation on first encounter= 18.8 x 
1035 ergs, rp = 1.95 Re, close encounter on fourth perigee passage {not 
shown) causes stable capture. 
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Evolution of the Terrestrial Environaent from the Iapact-induced 
Steam Ataosphere to the Present N2 Rich Atmosphere 

Takafumi Matsui*, and Eiichi Tajika** 

*Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48109-2143 

**Geophysical Institute, University of Tokyo 

It has been widely accepted that the terrestrial planets 
were formed by accretion of planetesimals. If this were the 
case, the surface of proto-Earth and -Venus would have been 
covered by magma ocean due to the blanketing effect of an impact-
induced steam atmosphere (1). In the case of Earth, the steam 
atmosphere becomes unstable with decreasing impact flux thus 
forming the proto-ocean. This, however, is not the case for 
Venus due to higher solar flux (2). Then the proto-atmosphere 
just after the the formation of the Earth is mainly composed of 
C02 which is the second abundant volatile species of the present 
Earth's surface environment. The question is how such co2 rich 
atmosphere evolves to the present N2-rich atmosphere. In this 
paper we discuss this long-term evolution of the Earth's 
environment by using a simple geochemical modeling of co2 cycle 
between four reservoirs: atmosphere, ocean, oceanic plate and 
continent. 

Model: Geochemical model of the co2 cycle between 
reservoirs used in this study is summarized in Fig. 1. 
sake of simplicity we neglect the biological effect 
cycle. 

the four 
For the 

on this 

Mass balance equations: Mass balance of carbon, calcium and 
magnesium between the four reservoirs is expressed by the 
following equations. 

d Pc/dt = -Fm - Fac + F Ca p + F Mg p 

d Mca/dt = F C w + F CaSi w + Fv-sw - F Ca p 

d Mmg/dt = F MgSi w - Fv-sw - F Mg p 

where Fw, Fac• Fv-ws• Fm and Fp are the fluxes due to weathering, 
accretion, volcanic-seawater reaction, metamorphic magmatism and 
precipitations, respectively. 

Numerical results: The above equation are numerically 
solved. We assumed that chemical equilibrium is always achieved 
between the atmosphere and ocean and the distribution of c 
between them is dependent on the pH of the Ocean. An example of 
the numerical results is shown in Fig. 2. This model is 
characterized by the ratio (F=0.75) of the precipitated oceanic 
CaC03 between accreted and subducted plates, and pH of ocean (pH 
= 8) As is evident in this figure, the predicted present 
abundance of each reservoir matches well with the observed one. 
The results are highly dependent on F. When F is lower, most of 
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c is stored in the oceanic plate and much higher values of c 
content are found in the atmosphere. When P is largest, most of 
c is concentrated into the continent and the surface temperature 

0 stays around 0 C or below. To arrive at the present environment 
it is necessary that the distribution ratio F ot the precipitated 
caco3 between the continent and the mantle is around 0.75. This 
suggests that the Earth should have both ocean and granitic 
continent to become a habitable planet. 

References : 

( 1) 

( 2) 

Matsui T. And Abe Y. (1986), Nature 319, 303-305; 
Abe Y. and Matsui T. (1987) J. Geophys. Res. 90, C545-C559. 
Matsui T. and Abe Y. (1986}, Nature 322, 526-528; 
Abe Y. and Matsui T. (1988) J. Atmospheric Science (in 
press) . 

Fig. 1 . A geochemical model of 
model of C02 cycle between 
reservoirs. 

Fig. 2. Temporal variation of 
C, Ca and Mg content in each 
reservoir. A, L , P and M 
represent the atmosphere, 
continent, oceanic plate and 
ocean reservoirs, respectively. 
The arrows on the right ordinate 
represent the present abundance. 
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THERMAL EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: EFFECTS OF VOLATILE EXCHANGE 
BETWEEN ATMOSPHERE AND INTERIOR; P. J. McGovern and G. Schubert, 
Department of Earth and Space Sciences, University of California, 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 

A parameterized model of mantle convection that includes the 
effects of volatile exchange between the mantle and the surface 
reservoir and the softening of the mantle by the dissolved volatiles 
is used to study the thermal history of the Earth. Based on the 
deformation data of Chopra and Paterson (1984), it is assumed that the 
activation energy for temperature-dependent solid-state creep is a 
linear function of weight percent of volatiles. The mantle degassing 
rate is taken to be directly proportional to the rate of seafloor 
spreading which depends on the mantle heat flow. The rate of 
regassing also varies with the seafloor spreading rate, but it depends 
on other factors as well, including the mass of the atmosphere-
hydrosphere system and the efficiency of volatile recycling through 
island arc volcanoes. Thus, because the degassing/regassing rates are 
a function of convective vigor which is regulated by mantle volatile 
content (through the volatile dependence of viscosity), the 
devolatilizationjrevolatilization of the mantle is self-consistently 
calculated. Model results indicate that mantle degassing and regassing 
rates quickly equilibrate during an early stage of rapid Earth cooling 
and adjust to regulate a more gradual cooling of the Earth over most of 
geologic time. These adjustments occur in the first several hundred 
million years of Earth's history. Most of the net volatile release from 
the mantle (or, in some cases, net volatile absorption into the mantle) 
occurs early, in accord with isotopic evidence for rapid formation of 
the atmosphere. The net mass of volatiles released from the mantle is 
easily comparable to that of Earth's oceans. When mantle viscosity 
depends on both volatile content and temperature, changes in volatile 
content are compensated by changes in temperature so that the mantle 
evolves with the viscosity and convective vigor required to transfer 
its internally generated heat. Thus, the mantle is hotter (colder) as 
a consequence of degassing (regassing) compared to a mantle with a 
volatile-independent rheology. The ratio of internal heat generation 
to total heat flow (the Urey ratio) is regulated by the temperature 
dependence of viscosity; models with high initial Urey ratios build up 
high temperatures very rapidly, thereby enhancing heat flow and 
reducing the Urey ratio. Early volatile loss from the mantle leads to 
a more rapid buildup of high temperature; thus, the 'corrective' heat 
flow occurs even faster. Due to these feedback effects, the present 
value of the Urey ratio cannot exceed unity. 

Reference: 

1. Chopra, P. N., and M. S. Paterson, The Role of Water in the 
Deformation of Dunite, J. Geophys. Res., 89, 7861-7876, 1984. 
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GIANT IMPACT THEORY OF THE MOON'S ORIGIN: IMPLICATIONS 
FOR THE THERMAL STATE OF THE EARLY EARTH; H. J. Melosh, Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, and M. E. Kipp, Sandia 
National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM 87185. 

Ideas on the early thermal structure of the earth have evolved rapidly over the last few decades. 
Most of this evolution is ultimately traceable to the size of the planetesimals from which the earth is 
believed to have formed. Less than twenty years ago most authors (eg. 1,2) supposed that the 
earth accreted from myriads of small planetesimals that, upon impacting the surface of the growing 
proto-earth, proceeded to radiate most of their heat to space. Under such conditions the earth 
would have had to accrete over the remarkably short interval of 0.5 Myr ( 1) if melting temperatures 
were to be reached anywhere within its interior. Less than ten years ago, Kaula (3) realized that if 
most of the planetesimals are in the 30-100 km diameter range, then a large fraction h (where h ~ 
0.5) of their original kinetic and gravitational energy would be buried below the earth's surface at 
depths too large for conduction or radiation to easily dissipate it to space. Kaula's model predicts 
that the temperature distribution in a growing planet is a parabolic function of radius R in the 
planet, increasing from the inside of the planet toward the surface as R2 until the solidus is reached, 
at which point liquid convection holds the temperature between the liquidus and solidus. This 
initial temperature inversion would have been wiped out by core formation as density-driven 
convection mixed the initially cool interior with the hotter external regions (as well as released more 
gravitational energy). This model permits the earth to grow over the much longer interval of ca. 50 
Myr, which is more in consonance with the predicted dynamical growth timescales. 

Most recently it has been suggested that the moon formed as a result of a collision between the 
proto-earth and a Mars-size planetesimal (4). Computations by Wetherill (5) show that large 
impacts of this kind are plausible events near the end of planetary accretion, ahout 100 Myr after 
accretion began. The chemistry of the moon, particularly its low abundance of metallic iron, 
suggests that the earth's core had already formed at the time the putative giant impact event took 
place. The initial state of the earth's mantle is unknown, although the 1Q31 J released by core 
formation (if the earth was initially homogeneous) would have been enough to raise the mean 
temperature of the earth 1,500 °K. Thus, the earth's early mantle was probably already molten at 
the time of the impact. Even if it was not, we will show below that an impact energetic enough to 
have ejected the moon would certainly have left the entire mantle molten (and some of it 
vaporized!) afterwards. 

The idea of a Mars-size impactor was first suggested by the anomalously large angula1 
momentum of the earth-moon system. It is easy to show the present angular momentum could 
have been imparted only by the impact of a body with a mass in the vicinity of that of Mars, 
although other factors such as impact velocity and impact parameter (a measure of the obliquity of 
the impact) also play a role. The total energy that such an impact would add to the earth is the sum 
of the projectile's gravitational potential energy, ca. 6.7 x 106 Jlk:ilogram of the earth, and the 
projectile's kinetic energy, 0.054 v2 per kilogram of the earth, where v is the encounter velocity 
between the projectile and the proto-earth. Taking a typical silicate heat capacity of 700 Jlk:g°K and 
a latent heat of melting of 4.2 x lOS Jlk:g, this implies that even if the entire earth's mantle started 
out cold, the distributed energy of the impact would raise the earth's mean temperature nearly 
9,000 °K for v=O. For v=lO km/sec the mean temperature would rise by more than 16,000 °K. 
Given a mantle liquidus in the neighborhood of 3000 °K (6), it is clear that melting, even 
vaporization, must be widespread in such a collision. 

Although the total energy available from the collision of a Mars-size projectile with the proto-
earth is impressive, the distribution of the energy within the earth is equally important. If, as has 
been suggested by Stevenson (7), this energy is mainly expended in vaporizing the projectile, the 
earth may acquire a transient silicate vapor atmosphere without strongly heating the deeper mantle. 
Some simple considerations of the physics of impact cratering makes this situation unlikely, 
however. When two bodies collide at high speed, strong shock waves propagate from the point of 
the impact into the adjacent target and projectile. These shock waves weaken as they spread, with 
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the maximum pressure falling off approximately as Po(r/rp)2-3, where Po is the pressure at the 
contact between projectile and target, rp is the projectile radius and r is the distance from the impact 
site. Although the complex geometry in a planet-sized collision makes this relation difficult to 
apply exactly, it suggests that if rp is roughly half the earth's radius, the shock pressure at the 
earth's center is at most a factor 5 less that Po. But even in the lowest velocity impact, when the 
projectile strikes at the earth's escape velocity, 11.2 km/sec, Po is on the order of 240 GPa, so that 
the shock pressure perturbation deep in the earth generally exceeds about 50 GPa. This is close to 
the shock pressure needed to cause melting in initially cold rocks. 

To address the temperature rise in the earth more exactly, we have performed a series of 2-
dimensional numerical hydrocode computations designed to simulate the impact between the proto-
earth and a Mars-size protoplanet. We used the code CSQ IT, implemented on the Cray II 
supercomputers of the Sandia National Laboratory. This computation uses realistic equations of 
state for dunite in the mantles and iron in the cores of the two colliding planets. The earth has a 
central gravitational field, and is initially adjusted so that it has a temperature profile similar to that 
of the present-day earth. These models thus start out relatively cold, with the mantle temperatures 
initially below the solidus of dunite. We have performed computations at a variety of initial 
velocities and impact parameters, including pairs that give the earth-moon system its present 
angular momentum. 

At the lowest velocity (v=O), for impact parameters of 0.5, 0.88, 1.0, and 1.25 times the 
earth's radius, the strongest heating upon impact is initially confined to the hemisphere on which 
the projectile strikes. Temperatures rise typically 3,000 to 4,000 °K between the site of the impact 
and the earth's core. Unfortunately, our computations do not extend to long enough times for the 
entire projectile to merge with the earth in the high impact parameter runs. In these cases we had to 
stop the computation while some of the projectile was still falling on portions of the earth more 
distant from the impact site. In these cases we believe that more than half the mantle will be 
strongly heated, so the quoted results must be seen as a lower limit. 

The results for the higher impact velocity v = 7.8 km/sec are more spectacular. For all the 
impact parameters studied (0.5, 0.59, 1.0, and 1.25 earth radii) the mantle was heated nearly 
uniformly by 3,000 to 4,000 °K. The projectile's core was almost entirely vaporized, being heated 
to more than 8,000 °K after release from high pressure. A fast, much hotter vapor plume also 
carries several lunar masses of material out along trajectories that eventually take up elliptical orbits 
about the earth. 

These computations, in conjunction with the more general considerations described above, 
indicate that a moon-forming impact would have had a profound effect on the earth's thermal state. 
The shock produced by the impact would have heated the earth to great depths, raising at least the 
hemisphere adjacent to the impact above the melting temperature. There seems to be no way to 
avoid the conclusion that a large moon-forming impact is inevitably accompanied by widespread 
melting of most or all of the earth's mantle. This scenario raises implications for the geochemistry 
of the earth that will be dealt with in an accompanying abstract (8). 

REFERENCES: (1) T. C. Hanks and D. L. Anderson, Phys. Earth Planet. Int. 2, 19-29 (1969). 
(2) H. Mizutani, T. Matsui and H. Takeuchi, Moon, 4, 476-489 (1972). (3) W. M. Kaula, J. 
Geophys. Res. 84, 999-1008 (1979); W. M. Kaula, Geol. Assoc. Canada Sp. Pap. 20, 25-34 
(1980). (4) See, eg, the introductory discussion in H. J. Melosh and C. P. Sonett in Origin of the 
Moon, LPI (1986) pp. 621-642. (5) G. W. Wetherill, Science 228, 877-879 (1985). (6) E. 
Takahashi, J. Geophys. Res. 91, 9367-9382 (1986). (7) D. J. Stevenson, Ann. Rev. Earth 
Planet. Sci. 15, 271-315 (1987). (8) B. Tonks and H. J. Melosh, this volume (1988). 
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EFFECT OF TOTAL PRESSURE AND OXYGEN FUGACITY ON CONDENSA-
TION AND EVAPORATION BEHAVIOR OF HIGH-TEMPERARTURE REFRACTORY 
PHASES IN THE EARLY SOLAR NEBULA. B. 0. Mysen, Geophysical Laboratory, 2801 
Upton St., N.W., Washington, D.C., 20008, USA. 

Evaporation, condensation and melting behavior in the system Ca0-Mg0-Al20 3-Si02 

has been determined experimentally to 2000oC between 10·2 bar and 10-10bar pressure. The 
pressures were determined with the weight-loss technique in Knudsen cells (1), calibrated 
for the present experiments by 121• The pressure uncertainties are ±0.3-0.4 log units. The 
oxygen fugacity was controlled with the Mo-Mo02(MMO) and C-CO-C02 (CCO) buffers, 
which yield f(02) in the range from 1-1.5 orders of magnitude above and 3-3.5 orders of 
magnitude below, respectively, that of the iron-wiistite f(02) buffer. Temperatures were 
monitored with W-W74Re26 thermocouples. 

Phase relations involving enstatite, forsterite, silica, hibonite, calcium dialuminate, 
corundum and spinel have been determined. At pressures above 1Q·L 1Q-7 bar (depending 
on composition), melt occurs in the condensates. All phases except corundum, silica and 
forsteri te melt incongruently. For the aluminates, initial melting produces corund urn+ liquid, 
whereas for enstatite, initial melting results in forsterite + liquid. With dilution of the gas 
phase appropriate for the early solar nebula, melt + crystals will condense in the 
subsystems Mg0-Si02 and Ca0•2Al20 3-Al20 3 at pressures above -lQ-1 bar, whereas for 
MgAl20 4, melt is stable only at total pressures above 101 bar. Fractional distillation of liquid 
will result in forsterite +corundum+ spinel in the residue with total pressure between w-
1 and 101 bar, whereas at higher pressures, the residues will be essentially 
forsteri te+corund urn. 

The evaporation phase relations at pressures below that where liquid is stable are 
strongly dependent on oxygen fugacity. Whereas at the f(02) of the MMO buffer, all phases 
except enstatite evaporate congruently, at the f(02) of the CCO buffer, hibonite and spinel 
evaporate incongruently to corundum and an Mg- or Ca-rich gas, respectively. The 
corundum, spinel and hibonite vaporous volumes are, therefore, sensitive to f(02). En-
statite evaporates incongruently under all conditions to forsterite+Si-rich vapor. 

The enthalpies of evaporation derived from experimentally-determined vapor pres-
sure versus temperature curves; 

~H ~s lnP =--+-
v RT R (1) 

have been used to construct vaporous phase diagrams for the system Ca0-Mg0-Al20 3-Si02 
(Fig. 1). In the pressure range 1 o-1-10·4 bar, the earliest phases to condense from solar nebula 
gas are forsterite+spinel+calcium dialuminate (CA2) with the condensation sequence spi-
nel--7forsterite--7CA2 at P> 10·3 bar and forsterite--7spinel--7CA2 at P<10·3 bar. At the f(0

2
) of 

the MMO buffer, the latter sequence remains to lower pressure, whereas at the f(02) of the 
ceo buffer, the earliest phases are forsterite+corundum+hibonite+spinel to pressures 
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Figure 1- Vaporous phase relations in the system Ca0-Mg0-Al20 3-Si02 at pressure and 
oxygen fugacities as indicated. Abbreviations: Fo = forsterite, CA2 =calcium dialuminate, 
Hib = hibonite, Cor = corundum. Inserts indicate temperatures as reaction points and S. 

above about 1 o..s bar, and forsterite+corundum+hibonite at lower pressure. The absence of 
spinel on the vaporous at P<lO..sbar is controlled by the reaction relationship between vapor 
and corundum at the f(02) of the CCO oxygen buffer. Because of the reaction relationships 
between enstatite and vapor, enstatite will condense later than forsterite under all condi-
tions investigated. 

Ill Paule, R C. and Margrave, J. L. (1967) In: The Characterization of High-Temperature 
Vapors (ed.: Margrave, J. L.), 130-151. Wiley, New York. 
'2' Mysen, B. O. and Kushiro, l. (1988). Amer. Mineral. 73,1-19. 
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HETEROGENEOUS ACCRETION OF THE EARTH: EVIDENCE FROM 
SIDEROPHILE ELEMENTS AND THE COMPOSITIONS OF ASTEROIDS AND METEORITES. 
H.E. Newsom, Dept. of Geology and Institute of Meteoritics, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
NM 87131, U.S.A. 

Several types of geochemical evidence suggest that the Earth did not accrete from a single 
reservoir of material with a unique composition and oxidation state. Evidence for heterogeneous 
accretion of the Earth comes from siderophile elements, volatile elements, and the chemical and 
isotopic composition of the atmosphere. The variability in the composition of meteorites and 
asteroids may provide clues to the nature of the early solar system, which allowed for different 
sources of material to contribute sequentially to the accretion of the Earth. 

The siderophile elements provide evidence for heterogeneous accretion involving a large 
fraction of the Earth's mass. The depletion of siderophile elements in the Earth's primitive mantle 
(i.e. the Earth's silicate portion) can be divided into two groups (I, 2]. The moderately siderophile 
elements are 0.1 to 0.0 I of chondri tic abundances, while the highly siderophile elements are all 
approximately 0.002 times chondritic. New data for the moderately siderophile elements Mo and W 
[3], and As and Sb [4] are consistent with this conclusion (Fig. I). Wltnke [5] explained this pattern 
in terms of a two component model, with the Earth accreting initially from a highly reduced volatile-
free component, followed by a volatile-rich oxidized component after approximately two thirds of 
the Earth had accreted. During this second phase of accretion, the concentrations of the moderately 
siderophile elements built up to their present levels, but the abundances of the highly siderophile 
elements must have remained below their present levels due to a small amount of metal or sulfide 
segregation [3]. The final stage of accretion, amounting to less than I% of the mantle, brought in the 
so-called late veneer after all core formation had ceased, and established the observed chondritic 
relative abundances of the highly siderophile elements. The composition of the accreting material 
as a function of the percent accretion of the Earth for this model is shown in Fig. 2. 

The accretion of a late veneer on the Earth has been criticized due to the possible lack of 
evidence for such a veneer of material on the Moon [6]. The important questions include, the depth 
to which the veneer is mixed on the Earth and Moon, and the relative accretion rates for the Earth 
and Moon. Morgan et al. [7] has shown that the veneer material could be accounted for in the lunar 
regolith, for the restrictive assumptions that the veneer was only mixed to a depth of 670 km on the 
Earth, and that about 33 times as much material accreted to the Earth, as to the Moon, due to 
gravitational focusing [8]. Another possibility is that the late veneer is due to material from the core 
of an impactor connected with the origin of the Moon [6,9]. 

An alternative model for the abundances of siderophile elements in the mantle, inefficient 
core formation, has been explored by Jones and Drake [ 10]. They suggest that small amounts of Fe-
metal and S-rich metallic liquid containing siderophile elements could have been left behind in the 
mantle during core formation. Heterogeneous accretion, however, is also consistent with the volatile 
element evidence, including the existence of liquid water on the Earth's surface [II]. Liquid water 
would not be stable in the case of homogeneous accretion of material containing approximately 30% 
Fe-metal. 

Both heterogeneous accretion and inefficient core formation models have problems explaining 
the low sulfur abundance and the chondritic Ni/ Co ratio in the mantle [I 0]. Another problem with 
both models is the remarkable homogeneity of siderophile elements in mantle derived samples. This 
homogeneity in the mantle could be explained by melting and rapid convection due to giant impacts, 
if differentiation of the mantle can be avoided. 

The assumption that the Earth accreted heterogeneously from several different reservoirs of 
material raises the question of the location of these reservoirs. The origin of this material can be 
explained by widespread transport of material across large heliocentric distances, including from the 
asteroid belt [ 12], but an alternative hypothesis is the accretion of the Earth from planetesimals with 
variable compositions that formed in the vicinity of the proto-Earth, analogous to the highly variable 
asteroid spectral types in the asteroid belt [ 13]. Spectral observations of asteroids reflect the diversity 
of materials in the asteroid belt, with 14 distinct classes in different regions of the main belt. Recent 
theoretical and observational evidence suggests that the meteorites are derived from the asteroid belt 
at 2 to 3 A.U .. As an example of the variability in meteorite compositions, the metal content of the 
8 primitive chondrite groups and the primitive meteorites Bencubbin, Kakangari and ALH 85085 
ranges from 0-35 wt%, and they are all presumably derived from the inner asteroid belt. Therefore 
the composition of the Earth may be due in part, to the stochastic order of assembly of the 
components available in the vicinity of the Earth. 
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Refs. [1] Wlinke et. al. (I 984) In Archean Geochemistry (eds. Kroner et al.) Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 
1-24. [2] Wlinke & Dreibus (1988) Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A 325, 545-557. [3] Newsom & Palme 
(1984) Earth Planet. Sci. Let. 69, 354-364. [4] Sims et al. (1988) this volume. [5] Wlinke (1981) Phil 
Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A 303, 287-302. [6] Drake (1987) J. Geophys. Res. 22. E377-E386. [7] Morgan 
et al. (1981) Tectonophysics 75, 47-67. [8] Bandermann & Singer Icarus 19, 108-113 (1973). [9] 
Newsom & S.R. Taylor (1989) Nature in press. [10] Jones & Drake (1986) Nature 322, 221-228. [11] 
Lange and Ahrens Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 71, 111-119. (12] Patterson and Spaute (1988) this volume. 
[13] Newsom and Scott (1988) abstract Meteoritics, in press. Acknowledgements: N.S.F. grant EAR 
8804070 (H. Newsom) and NASA grant NAG-9-30 (K.Keil). 

Fig. 1. Depletion of siderophile elements in the primitive mantle [3]. 

Fig. 2. Schematic iiiustration of the composition of accreting material during the formation of the 
Earth. 
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G Ga 40Ar-39 Ar 'AGE' OF ZAIRE CUBIC DIAMONDS: 
PRE-SOLAR OR EXCESS 40Ar?. M. Ozima.1), S. Za.shu1>, Y. Ta.kiga.mi1>, G. Thrner2>, 
1Geophysica.l Institute, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, JAPAN; 2Depa.rtment of Physics, 
The University of Sheffield, Sheffield, U. I<. 

Za.shu et a.l. (1) reported that ten cubic diamonds from Za.ire yielded excellent linear 
correlations in both 40 Ar-K and 40 Ar / 36 Ar-J( / 36 Ar diagrams. If the linear arrays are a.s-
sumed to be isochrons- which is the ba.sic premise in K-Ar dating- the ages would be about 
6 Ga. which is older than the age of the Earth. As possible interpretations of the extraordi-
nary age, they suggested (i) that experimental a.rtefect, (ii) that the 40 Ar in the diamonds is 
excess 40 Ar· and ha.s 110 age meaning, (iii) that the ba.sic assumptions underlying the K-Ar 
dating method, such as the consta.ncy in 40 J{ / J( isotopic ratio and of the decay constant >-e 
of 40 J(, were not satisfied, or (iv) that the diamonds or the inclusions in the diamonds are 
pre-solar. 

As the experiments were repeated with different ma.ss spectrometers, ga.s extraction 
lines and calibration systems both for argon and potassium to yield the identical results, 
the experimental artefact can be safely dismissed. As to the third possibility, Podosek et 
a.l. analysed two Zaire cubic diamonds from the same group used for the K-Ar· dating, and 
found normal K-isotopic composition (2). This result also rules out the possibility of change 
in >.e. Consequently, we are left with the remaining two possibilities, (ii) excess 40 Ar or (iv) 
a. pre-solar origin. We therefore applied the 40 Ar·-39 Ar stepheat.ing dating on four Zaire cubic 
d iamonds from the same group as in the previous K-Ar dating(l) and J( isotopic studies(2) 
to examine whether the 40 Ar· is excess or in situ decay radiogenic. 

In an 40 Ar·/36 Ar·-J( / 36 Ar· diagram where]( wa.s measured as 39 Ar·, there is an excellent 
linear correlation (Fig. I). Thermal release patterns for 40 Ar and 39 Ar· are identical. Both the 
experimental results suggest strongly that the 40 Ar· is in situ decay radiogenic, and therefore 
the correlation line represents 'an isochron'. The calculated 'isochron age' is 5.7Ga which 
agrees well with the f{-Ar isochron 'age' of the diamonds. 

However, the 40 Ar-39 Ar· stepped heating experimental data. also show that 38 Ar de-
rived from C/(37 CL(n, "f.,e-p8 Ar) correlates excellently with the 40 Ar f 36 Ar-CL/36 Ar diagram 
(Fig.2), and a. thermal release pa.ttern for 38 Ar is identical with those for 39 Ar(K) and 40 Jlr 
(Fig. 3). The observed excellent correlations and also the identical thermal release patterns 
among 40Ar, Ke9 Ar·) and Cl(38 Ar·) can be most reasonably explained by fluid inclusions 
which leached K, Cl, as well as 40 Ar· from environmental rocks a11d were trapped in the 
diamonds, since trace elements, once leached in fluids, would be well homogenized to give 
rise to uniform elemental ratios. They would also give an identical thermal relea.se pattern, 
because they were trapped as fluid inclusions at the same sites. Na. analysed by INAA for 
five Zaire diamonds from the same group as those for this study also correlates excellently 
with K, of which ]{ / N a ratio is about 3. The supposed fluid inclusions are very likely to 
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correspond to sub-1n.icron fluid inclusions recently found in several cubic diamonds including 
two from Zaire and attributed to pristine mantle fluids by Navon et a/.(3) 

Other noble gases (Ne, 36 Ar, Kr, Xe) show thermal release patterns quite distinct 
from 40Ar, 39Ar and 38Ar(Cl) (Fig. 3), indicating that they are of a. different origin from 
the 40 Ar. Since these noble gases are quite tightly trapped in the diamonds judging from 
the thermal release patterns, and also Ne has non-atmospheric but solar-like isotopic ratios 
( 4), they must have been trapped in the diamonds during crystallization in the mantle. The 
two distinct residing sites for noble gases can be best explained on the basis of a two stage 
growth model for cubic diamonds concluded by Boyd et al(5); while the most of the 36 Ar and 
other noble gases were trapped in the core of cubic diamonds, 40 Ar was later trapped as fluid 
inclusions in the coat of diamonds in the upper mantle. The solar like Ne(4) which resided 
in the core then represents the mantle region where the core of the diamonds crystallised, 
possibly in the deeper mantle. 
Reference: (1) Zashu, S. Ozima, M. Nitoh, O. (1986), Nature, 323 710-712.; (2) Podosek, 
F.A . Pier, J. Nitoh, O. Zashu, S and Ozima, M. (1988), Nature (in press).; (3) Navon, O. 
Hutcheon, I. D. Rossman, G. R. and Wasserburg, G. J. (1988), Abstract: Lunar Planet. Sci. 
Con f., Houston 827-828.; ( 4) Ozima, M. and Zashu, S. (1988), Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta., 
52, 19-25.; (5) Boyd, S. H.. Mattey, D. P. Pillinger, C. T. Milledge, II. J. Mendelssohn, M. 
and Seal, M. (1987), Earth Planet. Sci. Letters, 86, 341-353. 
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HIE CH011CAL CIJ1P051 T ION or THE EAIHH 
H. PALHE AND H. WANKE, Hax-Planck-lnstilut fur U1emie, Saarslr. ZJ, D-6500 Ha.i.nz, r.R. Germany 

A Ha,jor Elements 
The major element co1nposition of the Earth is easenlially chondrilic: The elements Si, Hg, 

Al, Ca, and re occur 1n the bulk Earth in the sane proportions as in chondr1tic meteorites and 
1n the photosphere of the Sun i.e. in the sveraye solar system. This can be demonstrated by 
s1mple masa-bsl ance cquat1ons, aasUlling 3~ of the IAass of lhe Earth to be in the core. 

Hass bal~1ce equat1on for the mantle (only major components): 
HgO + SiOz + AlzOJ + CaO + reO = 100 

By inserting chondrilic ratios of SiOz/HgO, AlzU,fHgO elc. one obtains an equation relating HgO 
of lhe upper mantel to roo. Such relationships are plolled in rig. 1 for different types of 
chondnllc 01eteorilea. If, for ex~ple, the bulk Earth had a Cl-chondrilic COftllosilion, the coli-
position of ils manlle rust plot along the line labeled Cl. 
Mass balance for the core: 

recore x Xcore + remanlle x (1-Xcore> = Mymanlle x (1-Xcore> X (re/Hg)bulk 
Assuning a chondutic re/My-ralio for the bulk Earth (re/My is conslant in different types of 
carbonaceous chondrites, in contrast to Si/Hy) and 32~ by weig1t for the core, it is possible lo 
calculate a second rclallonship bel-en reo and MyO with opposite slope. Thio is also shown in 
rig. 1 where two cases for the a.ount of rein tho core are considered: 6~ (A) and 75~ (B). The 
1ntersection of these lines wilh the reO-HgO-mantol correlation lines define the HyO and reo 
(and thus the composition) of the mantle. The composition of lhe mantle of a CV-chondrite Earth 
with 3~ core and 75~ iron jn the core is given in Tabl. 1. Eslilllates fran upper manlle rocks 
are also listed in this Table and plolled in F"ig. 1. The good ayrea111tmt of the CV-model compo-
silion wilh those dar ived from upper manlle rocks denonstrates that the Earth is basically chol'l-
dritic 1n composition. 

r1g. 2 shows the Earth's manlle compositions in o Hg/Si vs. Al/Si diayran (1). Both ratios 
are h1\11er in the mantle of the Earth lhon in moal meteorites classes. Two poss1bi!Jt.ics ex1sl: 
1.) The ~anlle of lhe Earth is inhomogeneous: 

The lower manlle has a lower Hg/Si ralio lhus co11vensaling for the hiyh upper manlle rallo 
and the bulk (arlh could have a Cl-ralio. 

Fig. 2 
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(A) P_yrol itP., Rin!JI'IOOcl {4); (0) w;;ukc el al. (2); 
(C) Pal~ and Nickel (5). 
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CHEHICAL COMPOSITION OF TilE EAR1H 
Palme H. and Wanke H. 

2.) The manlle of the Earth is homogenerus in composition. 
This either implies a bulk COfi'POS.ition of the Earth similar to CV-chondrites, or it may re-
flect loss of Si from the upper mantle. 
Si may be lost either by volatilization or by partitioning into the core (see 2 and refer-
encies therein). There is at present no convincing evidence to strongly favrur any of the 
above mentioned possibilities. 

B Trace Elements 
Refractory elements occure in chondrit i.e relative abundances in the upper mantle of the 

Earth. It is therefore not to be expected that they are grossly di fferenl in the lower mantle. 
The absolute contents of refractory elements (i.e. Al/Si-rstio) is somewhere between the CV and 
the Cl ratio (Fig. 2). 

The most volatile crnong the refractory element, V, as well as Cr and f.tl are considerably 
depleted in the upper manlle ror.ks. It is di ff1cult to explain these depletions by volat i ltty 
alone. Some fracUon of these elements may have partitioned into the core in an llArly more re-
ducing stage of the evolul ion of the F:arlh. Simultaneously some Si could have entered the core. 

Moderately volatile lithophile elements (Na, K, Rb, U, r) are depleted 1n the upper mantle 
of the Earth. This may either be a characteristic properly of the material that made up the 
Earth or it may reflect loss of volatile and moderately volatile elements during accretion (per-
haps loss of an early hot aunosphere containing some fraction of these elements). 

The pattern of siderophile and chalcophile elements is complicated and cannot easily be ex-
plained by a single process. The contents of Ni, lr, etc. in the upper mantle rocks are far too 
high to record equilibrium between metal (core) and silicate (mantle). It is possible, although 
unlikely, that equilibrium occurred at greater depths where metal/silicate partition coef-
ftcients would be lo~>er. Il has also been su;Jgesled that the high content of siderophiles in the 
upper mantle reflects inc~lete separation of rnelal to the core (3). Anolher possibi 1 i ty is 
some type of inhornogenerus accreU on, where the ace ret ing material becomes more and more oxi-
dLzed as accretion proceeds. The last spike of matter is so oxidized that metallic Fe is no more 
stable and siderophile elements are quantitatively retained. The highly oxidized crust of the 
Earth as well as the uniform enrichnent of highly siderophile elements ( lr, Pt, Ru, Os, etc.) in 
the upper mantle speak .i.n favour of this model. Before this final stage of accretion, conditions 
were still fatrly oxidizing therefore only very Ni-ri.ch metal and/or sulfide was able to segre-
gate to the core. In fact, the h.i.gh Ni-content of the upper mantle ol i.vine (3000 ppm) records 
the quilibrium with Ni-rich metal. Only metal with 80 to 900: Ni could coexist wtth such an oli-
vine. Under these conditions only elements with high metal (sulfide)/silicale partition coef-
flcients can be extracted to the core, prirnari ly highly siderophile elements. Other elements 
would be less affected, depending on their metal (sulfide)/silicate partition coefficients. 

In summary, the Earth is, in a broad sense, chondrilic, but it is not clear if the Earth 
composition is identical to any of lhe groups of chondritic •neteorites. The CV-chondriles, for 
exanple, woulcl come closest to the major element composition of the Earlh. There are, however, 
differenci.es in oxygen fugacity and oxygen isotopic co~osi t ion t.hal exclude this lype of mete-
orite as a parent material for the Earth. For a more detailed understanding of the bulk co•rpo-
sil.ion and the accretion history the followinq quest ions need to he answered: 
1.) What is the 1 ight element(s) in lhe core? 
2.) Is the lo~>er mantel riifferent in co~ostlion from the upper mantle? 
J.) Were volat•le elements lost dur.ing the accret.ion of the Earth? 
4.) What processes ~>ere responsible for estabLishing the presently observed pattern of sidero-

phile and chalcophile elements in the upper mantle? 
5.) What fraction of the mantle has the typical upper-mantle pattern of these elerrents? 

Furthermore, additional data are required to obtain better upper mantel abundances, as the abun-
dances of some of these elements are only poorly known. 

Ref.: (1) Jagoulz E. et al. (1979) PtPSC 10th, 2031; (2) Wanke H. el al. (1904) In: Archean Geo-
chemistry, Springer; (J) Jones J.H. & Drake M.J. (19A6) Nature 322, 221; (ll) Ringi'Ood A.E. 
(1979) Origin of the Earth, Springer; (5) Palme H. & Nickel K.G. (1985) GCA 49, 2123. 
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The outcome of runaway growth is examined in the Earth's accretion zone. 
It is found that runaway growth of a few planetary embryos quickly leads to 
high relative velocities (>10 m/sec) of the 1- to 10-km diameter swarm plane-
tesimals due to gravitational stirring. Such velocities cause the swarm 
planetesimals to fragment by mutual collisions. This fragmentation of swarm 
planetesimals during runaway growth leads to a size distribution with most of 
the mass in fragments less than 10-m diameter independent of the initial 
planetesimal size. 

In the presence of solar nebula gas, these fragments will have reduced 
relative velocities and enhanced accretion cross sections with the embryos, 
thereby aiding in their rapid runaway growth. Orbital decay due to gas drag 
enables fragments to be continuously fed to the embryos and greatly expands 
their feeding zones. It seems likely that much of the Earth accreted from 
fragments originally at much farther distance from the Sun, possibly including 
fragments originally in the asteroid belt. 
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ON THE LOSS OF EARTH'S PRIMORDIAL ATMOSPHERE. R. O. Pepin. School of 
Physics and Astronomy. University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. MN ~545~ 

It is possible. perhaps probable, that a preexisting atmosphere would have been largely 
lost in a Moon-forming collision of a very large body with Earth ( 1 ). Thus it is of interest to 
consider evolutionary scenarios in which the Earth 's primary atmosphere. coaccreted prior to 
the culliston from volatiles captured from the nebula and degassed from impacting 
planetesimals. was ejected in this way. Loss of primary volatiles in an appropriately timed 
giant impact event turns out to be an attractive way to deal with an intrinsic problem in the 
nebular capture hypothesis when applied to both Earth and Venus. It could also explain why a 
1)'~. carbonaceous chondrite (CI) accretional component, invoked for Earth on geochemical 
grounds (2.3). has left no detectable signatures in contemporary noble gas distributions. 

Hunten's expression Ps = p0 e"- (4) for the surface pressure of gravitationaJJy condensed 
nebular gases. together with equations for radial temperature (T) and pressure (p0 ) profiles 
from a current accretion disk model (5). are taken to approximately describe isothermal 
capture of nebular matter by planets. The exponent 7-. is GMp)l l kTr = [1!545 x w-t5(Mp / r)f213 ]!T 
with nebular molecular weight ,11 = 2.3 amu and present planetary mass Mp and radius r in cgs; 
f is the fraction of Mp accumulated at the time of capture. The column mas~ of an accreted 
species of molecular weight M is (1.013xl06)SH(M/ 2.3)p8 / gf113 g/ cm2·planet. where SH 
represents the nebular partial pressure of M. Psis in atm. and g =present surface gravity. 

Now suppose that all of the solar-composition gases in a primary atmosphere derived 
from nebular capture. Then on Venus. using Ar for illustration. the accreted amount is 6 0) 
g36Ar/cm2-pJanet in one example model. from the equations above Ps ~ )9 atm and i\. " 
ln(p5/ p0 ) = 1.484 x 104 IT. assuming f = 1 for the moment. In Wood and Morfill's (5) model of the 
solar accretion disk . temperatures and pressures are both proportional to (dm/ dt)213 . where 
dm/ dt is the rate of mass flow into and out of the disk. Self- consistent values ofT and Po at 
Venus· radial distance that satisfy these expressions for 7-. can be found for a particular value 
of dm/ dt. In the present example they are T = 930 K and Po = 7.0 x 10~ atm for dm/ dt = 0.59 (in 
units of solar masses/ 106 yr). Capture of the primary solar gas component on Venus thus 
requires a somewhat cooler and more tenuous nebula than in the illustral!ve example gtven by 
Wood and Morfill. v.·here their nominal choice of dm/dt = 1 yields T = 1325 K and Pn c 1.0 x t0-6 
atm at 0 72 AU With dm ldt "0 59. the Wood-Morfill formulation yields tT. p0 ) values at 1.0 and 
1.52 AU of (570 K, 3.4 x 1~ atm) and (305 K. 1.3 x 10~ atm) respectively. and with these the 
predicted concentrations of 36Ar on Earth and Mars from nebular capture are readily 
calculated usin~ the above equations. They are very high for Earth and ne~ligible for Mars. 
The f = 0.6 case. as expected. requires a significantly cooler nebula and lower mass flux 
through the disk for equivalent gas capture by planets that were only 60~. accumulated. 

The enormous amount of accreted 36Ar predicted for Earth js largely an artifact of the 
breakdown of the isothermal assumption in Hunten 's (4) equation under conditions of high 
capture. Atmospheric heating by release of accretionaJ energy leads to hydrostatic 
equilibrium at much lower surface pressures. However. more realistic estimates. calculated 
from a detailed treatment of nebular capture on Earth (6). still exceed the model abundances of 
StAr in the primary terrestrial atmosphere by factors of:: )0-)00. Thus if temperature and 
pressure in a Wood-Morfill nebula were such that the full complement of primary solar gases 
required for Venus was accreted from the nebula. Earth would have captured far too much of 
these gases and consequently its original primordial atmosphere must have been almost 
completely removed. 

Stripping of this atmosphere might have left behind the "correct" amounts of solar-
composition gases on Earth; or. alternatively, they were Jater resupplied as a second-
generation primary atmosphere . Incomplete Joss probably cannot account for the solar gas 
component. since one would expect impact-erosion residues of a few percent or less to be 
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fractionated (7) . It seems more likely that a primary atmosphere reaccumulated on the planet. 
principally from the nebula. If so. there are consequences relating to the timing of a giant 
impact and the subsequent physical state of the proto-Earth. Resupply from ambient ~ases 
would require an early collisional eYent. prior to nebular dissipation at to:: 1-10 myr. In 
addition . the abundances of gases recondensed after the event must have been lover. 
compared to amounts captured prior to impact. by factors of:: 50-500 as noted above. Important 
considerations in addressing this latter requirement are the thermal state of tht: post-impact 
proto-Earth. its collisional spinup to high angular velocity, and the consequences of this 
environment for Hunten 's (41 simple barometric law for isothermal nonrotating atmospheres. 
While not yet studied in detail. the combined effects of higher temperature and possibly rapid 
atmospheric rotation (41 could have limited the efficiency of post-impact nebular gas capture 

A giant collisional event vould also have removed the volatiles accumulated in Earth's 
original primary atmosphere from impact-degassing of planetesimals accreted prior to the 
event. This poses a problem in accounting for the presence at to of the isotopically solar but 
eJementaJJy fractionated noble gases (the "P"-component) needed in the models to match 
observed distributions. But it also allows us to address the issue of how the large contribution of 
CJ- type volatiles implied by a 15% CJ accretional component in Earth might be accommodated 

There are several possible ad JJoc explanations for the presence of P-type gases in the 
regenerated post-impact primary atmosphere: accretion of refractory carriers of adsorbed P-
component gases after the impact but prior to to: accretion of P-carrying cometary matter in 
the same time interval; or survival of a remnant of the earlier atmosphere . The latter may be 
the most plausible way to account for this component in the context of the giant impact 
hypothesis. It requires post-impact retention of -0.4 - 4% of pre- impact xenon abundances. 
and progressively smaller fractions of the lighter noble gases. consistent with the elemental 
fractionation expected in a surviving residue of collisional atmospheric ejection. 

As to the possibility of a large volatile component in the original primary atmosphere 
from accretion and degassing of CI material. let us assume it was there. In the case of total 
atmospheric expulsion by impact. there would be no survival of CI isotopic signatures in 
present-day terrestrial noble gas compositions. as observed. and therefore no problem. But 
suppose instead that a fraction of this atmosphere remained as the "P-component" Isotopic 
compositions of P-gases are required to be solar or nearly so in the present models. but with 
this origin as atmospheric residues they are sensitive to the pre-impact mixing ratios of Cl and 
solar components. and so there is a constraint on these ratios. It turns out. however. that the 
gases contributed by a 1'5% CI mass fraction in the planet are marginally allowed residual "P-
component" Xe compositions are only slightly heavier than solar. and all final Xe isotope ratios 
calculated for Earth are within < 2cr of expected values. 

It appears that gravitational condensatwn of nebular gases is a feasible way to supply 
solar-composition noble gases to the primary atmospheres of Earth and Venus . The process is 
very inefficient for Mars. in agreement with atmospheric modeling Required accretwn disk 
temperatures are on the cool side of many estimates. but not unreasonably so. The particularly 
mteresting result. With respect to the giant Moon-forming impact theory . iS that nebular 
conditions leading to accretion of the Venus solar inventory imply a large oversupply on 
Earth. If capture models are to be vtable most of thts excess must be ejected from the planet. 

References. ( l) Cameron. A G. W. 0983)/carus ,6, 195-201 :---- ( 19~8) . this volume. (2) 
Ringwood. A. E ( 1977) Pub • 1299. Res School of Earth Sciences. Australtan Nat Univ . 
Canberra. 6)pp; ---- (1979) . On the Origin oftJJe EartlJ and Moon. Springer Verlag. New York. 
CP Wanke, H. 0981) PJJLZ Trans. .Ro;val Soc. Load A 303. 287-302 . l<t) Hunten. D. M 
(1979)/carus 37. 113- 123. (5) Wood. j. A .. and G. E. Morfill (1988) In Meteorites and tlJe Earl;v 
Solar S,vstem (j. Kerridge and M. Matthews. Eds.). 1n press. Univ. of Arizona Press. Tucson t6 l 
Hayashi, C .. K. Nakazawa. Y. Nakagawa (1985) In Protostars and Planets II (D. Black and M. 
Matthews. Eds.). pp. 1100-1153. Univ. of Arizona Press. Tucson . (7) Hunten. D. M., T. M. Donahue. 
]. F. Kasting. J C. G. Walker ( 1988) In Origin a.nd Evolution of Planetary a..ad Sat-ellite 
At.mosplJeres (S . Atreya, J. Pollack, M. Matthews. Eds.). in press . Univ. of Arizona Press. Tucson. 
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IRON OlliS AND EARTH EVOUJI'ION 
J . A. Philpotts, MS 923, U. S. Geological &lrvey, Reston VA 22092 

Olympic I:arn, Australia; Kiruna, Sweden; Payan Obo, China; and the 
~lissouri ferroan felsic association, are all examples of billion-ton 
concentrations of iron oxides considered to he of mid- to late-Proterozoic 
ae;e ( 1) • Although these deposits differ in nany characteristics , their 
la~e size, unusual features, and approximate contemporaneity suggest that 
they may be differing rnanifestations of similar processes. At the very 
least, the deposits appear to reflect unusual conditions in the crust and/or 
mantle. Iron enrichment also occurs in iron-titanium deposits and 
ferro-syenites in rocks of the anorthosite association, many of which are of 
similar age (2) and could be a related phenomenon. ~st of the deposits 
appear to be internally derived, and several show highly enriched light 
rare-earth abundance patterns . 

Large-scale hydrothenna.l circulation or igneous processes involving 
contamination or extreme fractionation, perhaps with liquid immiscibility 
enhanced by phosphorus or carbon content , a re among possible genetic 
processes f or these iron ores . Fbr some igneous ores, the high- level 
emplacement of high- specific-gravity oxides would seem to require extensive 
fractionation at low pressure or transport of the iron from depth as 
silicate, carbonate , or volatile-rich fluid . Some deposits show little 
crustal geochemical signature; mantle contributions (in additi on to any 
thermal contribution) are indicated . The deposits do not seem related, in 
general, to either inrnediate subduction or extensive basaltic volcanism. 
Plumes appear to be a more likely mantle source. If it is of mantle origin, 
high iron content mQght come from extensive fractionation; scavenging by 
volatiles; recycling of suhducted 2 Ga sedimentary banded iron formation 
(BIF) or carbonate; or oxidized (~Ti-P bearing?) iron from the D" layer at 
the core-mantle interface. 

Some BIF may have an origin similar to that of the internally derived 
iron deposits . The concentration of BIF around 2 Ga has been ascribed to 
increased oxygenation of the atmosphere/hydrosphere to levels leading to the 
formation of iron oxide (3) . However, this requires a fine balance thro\~h 
time of iron, oxygen, and sulfur in diverse environments. The similarity of 
Archean and Proterozoic BIF ( 4) in spite of likely environnental changes, 
favors a volcanogenic source of the iron. The relative paucity of volcanics 
associated with Proterozoic BIF might be explained in tenns of trru1sport of 
iron by fluids . 'The currently obset'ved dearth of internally derived 2 Ga 
iron ores could be due to their destruction following emplacement in oceanic 
reg:ilnes. 

The increasing oxygenation of the atmosphere at about 2 Ga , as 
evidenced by disappearance of placer uraninite and appearance of red beds, 
etc ., is generally attributed to photosynthesis. Phosphorus is an essential 
constituent of the fuel providing energy for living organisms. Phosphates 
are common accessory phases of internally derived iron ores . The iron-
enrichnent activity may have added significant amounts of phosphorus to the 
hydrosphere at about 2 Ga, leading to increased photosynthesis and a more 
oxygenated atmosphere. Similar addition at about 1.5 Ga may have 
facilitated the emergence of eukaryotic organisms (5) . 
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FORMATION OF THE EARTH AS A MULTIDIFFUSIVE CONVECTION MECHANISM 
A. Rice , Dept. of Physics , University of Color ado Denver, 1200 Lar imer St . , 
Denver, CO 

Early gravitational sorti ng of a prot- stellar nebula will yield both tem-
perature and concentration gradients from the outer reaches of the nebula in 
toward the axis of rotation: mass and temperature increasing inward. The tem-
perature gradient would impose convection in a radial di rection as well as nor-
mal to the plane of the disk of the nebula . Convection in systems that also 
have concentration gradients imposed on them show a propensity to break up into 
layers of uniform density such that each layer is well mixed and of uniform 
concentration and temperature . Gradients occur only at the boundaries sepera-
ting the layers. These gradients are quite sharp and are conducive to signifi-
cant Soret fractionation if there are many such boundar ies in place for a long 
period of t i me . If the concentration and temperature gradients along the radius 
of the disk of the proto-stellar nebula induce a similar type of layering. se-
veral interesting possibilities arise : 1) the layers will be concentric around 
the proto-sun, 2) the innermost layers will be hottest and will contain heav-
ier and more refractory components, the outermost layers will be coldest and 
contain lighter components, therefore inner planets will be composed of heavy 
material, outer planets of light material, 3) Coriolis components in both out 
and ingoing convective streams will yield cyclonic motion in the shear zones of 
each boundary with sense the same as the rotation of the proto-stellar cloud. 
Pressure lows at the center of these vortices in the boundary layers facilitate 
accumulation of debris , i.e., planetary formation with rotation in the same 
sense as the forming star , 4) the above dynamics remove angular momentum from 
the condensing cloud , 5) planets formed in such fashion will be slow rotators 
if they are inner planets, fast rotators if they are outer planets, 6) boun-
dary layers will be thin in the inner regions, thick in the outer regions, fa-
cilitating formation of small planets in the inner regions and large planets 
in the outer regions , 7) convective heat transfer will modulate boundary layers 
to minimize eccentrici ty , 8) orbits formed in this fashion will all be coplan-
ar , 9) within the low pressure zones of the vortices in th~ boundary layers, 
much smaller analogs of the original proto- stellar nebula can form which evolve 
in a similar manner yielding a planet surrounded by satellites, all coplanar , 
all with orbital and rotational motion in the same sense as the sun, 10) as-
suming quasi- steady hea t flux out through the layers in the radial direction 
require~ that the distance between boundaries seperating each layer be given by 
r. = C2 which has the form of the Titius-Bode relationship . This convective 
m~chanism for solar system formation is far removed from that proposed by Von 
Weizsacker and should not be confused with it . As the earth possesses the cha-
racteristics indicated above , it ' s formation may have proceeded from a multi-
layered , multi-diffusive convective process . 
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EARLY IDSTORY OF 1HE EAR1H-MOON SYSTEM 
A.E. Ringwood, Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra, 
2601 

Currently, there is widespread support for a model of planet formation (1) which implies that 
accretion was a hierarchical process and that the Earth was formed largely by the coagulation of 
a population of intermediate-sized bodies, some of which were themselves of planetary size. 
For example, it was proposed that 1-2 Mars-sized bodies, 3 Mercury-sized bodies and many 
lunar-sized bodies participated in the formation of the Earth (1). The Moon is believed to have 
formed as a byproduct from the collision of a Martian-sized planetesimal with the growing 
Earth, eg (2). It is recognized that this accretion scenario would lead to complete melting of the 
Earth (2); hence a test of the hypothesis is possible. 

Complete melting of the Earth's mantle would have been followed by extensive 
crystallization differentiation. New high pressure experimental measurements of partition 
coefficients of many minor and trace elements between liquidus silicate perovskites, garnets and 
melts permit the consequences of a differentiation process of this type to be modelled (3). 
These results show that it would have led to the development of a primitive crust strongly 
enriched in Ba, K, Rb and Cs, and relatively depleted in U, Th, Pb, Sr, 'Z:r and Hf. Moreover, 
gross fractionations between Sc, 'Z:r, Hf on the one hand and the REE on the other, would have 
been caused. There is no sign of these fractionation patterns in the Earth's earliest crustal rocks 
(- 3.9 Ga) and zircons(- 4.20 Ga). If a primitive crust of this type had formed and had then 
been consumed by subduction, prompt remelting and re-formation of new crust would have 
occurred because of the high buoyancy and low melting point of the subducted crust. The heat 
generated by 40K strongly concentrated in crustal rocks would have facilitated upward 
segregation of recycled crust. The overall result of these processes would have been the 
formation of a smaller "steady-state" primitive crust, and strong contamination of the upper 
mantle by material possessing the primitive crustal geochemical signature described above (3). 

The absence in the earliest crustal rocks and minerals of geochemical signatures that would 
have been caused by melting and differentiation of the mantle provides strong evidence that 
extensive melting and differentiation did not in fact occur. This, in turn, suggests that the 
Safronov-Wetherill scenario for accretion of terrestrial planets and formation of the Moon (1) is 
seriously flawed. 

Additional problems with this hypothesis arise from the demonstration that ferroan 
anorthosites crystallized in the lunar crust at 4.44 ± .02 Ga (4), only - 100 m.y. after the 
commencement of accretion of terrestrial planets. According to Wetherills' accretion model (1), 
about 2 percent of the planetesimals in the terrestrial planet region of the solar nebula remained 
to be swept up after 100 m.y. These should have caused massive meteoritic contamination of 
the upper 20 km of primitive lunar crust on a scale which is considerably greater than observed. 

These problems might be alleviated if: 
(a) accretion of the terrestrial planets occurred on a much shorter timescale ( < 1Q1y) than the-

lOS yr timescale proposed by (1). 
(b) the largest accreting bodies were closer to lunar than to Martian size, 
(c) a large proportion of accreting material was present in the form of bodies smaller than 10m 

and, 
(d) accretion was largely completed before the gases of the primitive solar nebula had been 

dissipated, as proposed by (5). 

Accretion from a smaller-sized population of planetesimals could have provided a hot but not 
totally molten Earth in which core-formation proceeded simultaneously with accretion, whilst 
most of the mantle remained unmelted (6). Gas friction would have imposed low eccentricities 
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upon the orbits of small planetesimals and caused them to spiral inwards towards the sun. This 
would have resulted in preferential capture of planetesimals by the Earth in prograde 
circumterrestrial orbits (5), thereby providing an efficient means of converting orbital angular 
momentum of planetesimals to rotational angular momentum of the Earth. The presence of a 
hydromagnetically coupled and co-rotating primitive terrestrial atmosphere extending to about 3 
Earth-radii would have increased the radius of capture by the Earth, thereby enhancing the 
effectiveness of this process (5). Protolunar material may have been ejected from Earth's 
mantle by multiple impacts from a series of medium-sized planetesimals (eg. 0.1-1 lunar 
masses). The co-rotating primitive terrestrial atmosphere is believed to have played an 
important role in trapping ejected material in circular coplanar orbits. In this way, a disc of 
Earth-orbiting planetesimals or moonlets may have formed and subsequently coagulated to 
form the Moon (7). 
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THE ROLE OF LARGE INFREQUENT IMPACTS IN THE THERMAL 
STATE OF THE PRIMORDIAL EARTH. Danny Rintoul, (Physics Department, 
Caltech} and David Stevenson (Division of Geology and Planetary Science, 
Caltech} Pasadena, CA 91125. 

INTRODUCTION. The Earth is thought to have reached its present mass 
in the first 5 to 1 Ox1 07 years of its existence. This has often been modeled as a 
steady continuous accretion of mass. If this is the case, then it has been shown 
by Abe and Matsui [1] that this continuous depositing of energy would have kept 
the Earth's mantle molten for most of the Earth's accretion. However, it is now 
increasingly believed that most of the mass arrived in large discrete bodies, 
some as large as the moon or even Mars. These impacts would have caused 
large amounts of energy to be deposited in the Earth over a very short period of 
time which in turn would have caused a very non-uniform thermal evolution. It 
is then possible that the Earth was cool for large portion of its accretional stage. 
An understanding of these thermal processes is necessary to better understand 
the physical state of the early Earth, which affected the origin and early 
evolution of the Earth's atmosphere, hydrosphere, and mantle, and perhaps 
even the origin of life. 

METHOD. In this model, I assume a mass spectrum of projectiles 
defined by n(m} oc m-a, where a=1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, and 1.95, and n(m} is the 
number of bodies with mass between m and m+dm. With this, I assume a 
maximum projectile size of .2 Earth masses and generate masses down to a 
lower limit which is a function of a, but is on the order of .001 Earth masses. I 
then start with an initial body of .1 Earth masses and start taking projectiles from 
my distribution and impacting the Earth with them. After the impact I calculate 
the heating of the Earth's mantle (assuming a uniform heating) and the time 
needed for the Earth to cool down to 1200 °K, at which point a solid skin forms 
over the magma ocean and prevents cooling of all but the outer skin of the 
magma ocean. The time difference between the impacts is determined by 
assuming the projectiles collide with the early Earth at a rate determined by 
dm/dt oc R2(1-M/M1}. where M1 is the final Earth mass. 

IMPACT HEATING AND COOLING. The change in temperature is 
determined by setting .5mv2=47teR2DpC~ T where: 

m = mass of the projectile 
v = is the velocity of the projectile which is assumed to be the 

escape velocity of the Earth at the time of impact 
E = efficiency of the conversion of kinetic energy into deposited 

heat 
R = radius of the Earth at the time of impact 
D = depth of the magma ocean 
p =density of the magma ocean 
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CP =Specific heat of the magma ocean 
!). T = Change in temperature of the magma ocean 

The efficiency factor is the proportion of kinetic energy not lost by heat 
immediately radiated out into space. The tail end of the mass spectrum, which 
contains smaller projectiles is approximated as a constant heat flux and taken 
into account when the Earth was cooled. To calculate the rate of cooling, I have 
used the model given by Zahnle et al [2], which relates the heat flux of the early 
earth to the surface temperature. I have approximated this curve by a function 
of the form -a+bT4 for termperatures above 1361 °K and a constant for 
temperatures lower than that. This model assumes a constant H20 abundance 
at 46.4 bars. 

RESULTS. My standard parameter values for my program were a 
magma ocean depth of 300 km, a total accretion time (.95 Earth masses) of 
5x1 07 years, and a heating efficiency of .5 for both the background and discrete 
impacts. For these values, I found that for values of a ~1.75, the background 
flux was large enough to prevent cooling of the Earth's mantle to 1200 °K. 
Whether or not the Earth's mantle cooled was a strong function of the efficiency 
to the conversion of the smaller particles to deposited heat, and not so much the 
larger ones. This was due to the fact that the high temperatures caused by the 
infrequent larger projectiles cooled very quickly due to the T4 cooling, and the 
steady low temperature heating by the background particles caused a heating 
that didn't cool so rapidly compared to the rate that the particles were coming in. 
If less of the kinetic energy of the smaller projectiles was deposited in the 
Earth's mantle, then the Earth could have easily been cool for approximately 
99% of its accretion period. Also notable is the fact that at times during the 
middle of the accretion, the Earth could have been hotter than at the beginning 
of end due to the collision rate being greater then. I also found that if the 
accretion time for the earth dropped below approximately 3.5 x1 07 years then 
the rate at which the background flux would have come in at a high enough rate 
to keep the Earth's mantle molten. 
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Timing of dissipation of the solar nebula divides theories 
on formation process of terrestrial planets into two categories 
(or stages): the gaseous (1) and the gas-free (2) accumulations 
of planetesimals. In the course of gaseous accretion, the 
terrestrial planets as well as jovian planets gravitationally 
attract the nebular gas and the primordial H2-He atmospheres are 
formed surrounding them. The optically-thick solar-type 
atmosphere should prevent rapid escape of the accretional energy 
and enhance the surface temperature of a protoplanet (3). When 
the planetary mass MP reaches 0.2ME (ME being the present Earth's 
mass), temperature at the planetary surface Ts exceeds melting 
temperature of silicates and planet-forming materials start to 
differentiate during the accretion. 

Figure: Temperature, pres-
sure, and mean molecular weight 
at the bottom of the primordial 
atmosphere (i.e. planetary 
surface) for relative number 
density of oxygen atom (which 
is nearly proportional to H2o 
abundance). The planetary mass 
is lME, mass accretion r'te of 
planetesimals is lME/10 [yr], 
dust abundance is equal to 
interstellar value (0.003 
[kg/kg]), and average size of 
dusts is lxl0 - 5[m]. 
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The structure of the primordial atmosphere is determined by 
opacity and mean molecular weight as well as energy outflow. In 
the outer region of the atmosphere, dust materials from incoming 
planetesimals are the main source of the opacity, and in the 
bottom region where dusts should evaporate because of high 
temperature, gas species such as H2 and H2o are the principle 
source. The previous study ( 4) suggested that evaporation of 
dust materials should suppress the temperature gradient in the 
atmosphere and suppress the surface temperature to be around 
2200 [K] (at M = 1ME) (see case N (0) /N (0) solar = 1 in Figure) . 
In the presen~ numerical study of the primordial atmosphere, we 
newly take into account a rather detailed expression of dust 
opacity (5) and the effect of additional H2o. 

When M > 0.2ME and the surface temperature is high enough 
(>1500 [K]) f iron oxide or silicate of surface or floating 
materials should oxidize the atmospheric H2 to supply the 
additional H2o into the atmosphere. The additional H2o increases 
gas opacity; the surface temperature increases to be higher than 
that in the previous results and the bottom region of the 
atmosphere becomes convectively unstable. If the H2o production 
proceeds rather effectively according to a probable oxygen buffer 
system (QIF: sio2-Fe-Fe2sio4 or IW: Fe-FexO), PH20;PH4 would be 
enhanced to be 0.3 at the planetary surface (the relat1ve number 
of oxygen atoms being about 100 times larger than the solar 
value) . Then increase in gas mean molecular weight )A. enhances 
the surface temperature largely (3000(K] at Mp = 0.5ME and more 
than 6000(K] at M = 1ME, see Figure) since T.s oc ;-<. Such high 
surface temperat~re promotes the evaporat1on of the surface 
materials (7, 8, 9). The lower convective zone extends to the 
Roche radius (2.8RE) just overlapping with the condensing zone of 
silicates; there 1s a possibility that the evaporated silicates 
are transported upward by convection and recondense to be source 
materials of the moon. 
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During the last decade, disparate lines of evidence have merged to 
indicate that the Earth was inhabited by life as from almost 4 Gyr ago (1]. 
In particular, the isotope age curve of sedimentary carbon can ~3 bj~t 
explained as an index line of autotrophic carbon fixation, with C/ C 
fractionations between organic carbon and carbonate largely consonant with 
the isotope-discriminating properties of RuBP carboxylase as the principal 
co2-fixing enzyme of the photosynthetic pathway. Allowing for1j secondary 
metamorphic overprint of the oldest (>3 . 5 Gyr) sedimentary 6 c values, 
biologically mediated carbon isotope fractionations have persisted rather 
uniformly over the hitherto known record, attesting to an extreme degree of 
evolutionary conservatism in the biochemistry of autotrophic carbon fixation 
( 2] . 

Fig. 1 . Isotope age functions of carbonate (C b) and organic carbon 
(C ) over 3.8 Gyr of recorded geological history C~§ compared with the 
is8t8pic compositions of their progenitor materials in the contemporary 
environment (marine bicarbonate and biogenic matter, see r i ght box). Num-
bered groups of extant autotrophic organisms are (1) C3 plants, (2) C4 
plants, (3) CAM plants, (4) eukaryotic algae, (5) cyanobacteria (natural and 
cultured) , (6) photosynthetic bacteria other than cyanobacteria , (7) 
methanogenic bacteria. The envelope shown for fossil organic carbon covers 
an update of the data base originally presented by Schidlowski et al. in 
(1]; conspicuous negative offshoots such as at 2.7 and 2.1 Gyr indicate the 
involvement of methane-utilizing pathways i n the formation of the respective 
kerogen precursors. Note that the isotope spreads of extant primary 
producers have been transcribed into the record with just the extremes 
eliminated, the resulting isotope age functions thus representing an index 
line of autotrophlc carbon fixation over almost 4 Gyr of Earth history . 
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Accordingly, autotrophy -- and notably photoautotrophy as the quantita-
tively most important process of carbon assimilation -- had been extant as a 
biochemical process and as a geochemical agent since at least 3.8 Gyr ago. 
There is good reason to believe that the potential of the biosphere to 
generate economic energy deposits dates back to the same time. The 
demonstrable absence from the record of such deposits before the dawn of the 
Phanerozoic is most probably due to the small mass half-age of coal- and 
hydrocarbon-hosting strata rather than to an inherent incapability of a 
microbially dominated biosphere to give rise to economic-grade carbon ac-
cumulations. 

(1) Schopf, J.W. (Ed.) 1983. Earth's Earliest Biosphere: Its Origin and 
Evolution. XXV+ 543 pp. (Princeton University Press). 

(2) Schidlowski, M. 1987. Ann. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 15, 47-72. 
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THE ROLE OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS IN THE ORIGIN OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ON 
THE EARTH, Everett L. Shock and Mitchell D. Schulte, Department of Earth and 
Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA 

Fischer-Tropsch and Miller-Urey mechanisms for synthesis of organic com-
pounds from mixtures of inorganic gases may accurately describe the formation 
of carbonaceous material on interplanetary dust or reactions in the atmos-
pheres of the outer planets but are difficult to apply to prebiotic synthesis 
on the Earth. Numerous lines of evidence from geochemistry and atmospheric 
chemistry suggest that early in the Earth's history the necessary gas mix-
tures were either evanescent or nonexistent (1,2). Nevertheless, considerable 
research into the origin of life continues on the assumption that a steady 
source of organic compounds was available for subsequent reactions. Evaluat-
ing the significance of this substantial body of work awaits identification 
of terrestrial environments in which organic compounds could have formed. 
This, in turn, can only be accomplished by analyzing prebiotic synthesis 
within a geochemical framework. As a first step in this analysis we are coh-
sidering the role of aqueous solutions in the synthesis of organic compounds 
from a wide variety of starting materials. 

Volatile elements would have been incorporated into the Earth during its 
formation from a variety of sources including: ices, carbonates and other 
salts, hydrated silicates, and condensed organic phases such as those found 
in carbonaceous chondrites and interplanetary dust. Depending on the response 
of these materials to accretionary events, a wide variety of reactants, from 
reduced gases to complex, condensed organic phases, may have been available 
for prebiotic synthesis. Alteration of these compounds by aqueous solutions 
would have led to different suites of products owing to differences in temp-
erature, pressure, oxidation state, composition of the aqueous phase and co-
existing minerals, and differences in initial composition. It is not clear 
from the outset which of these variables would have had the greatest impact 
on prebiotic synthesis, but the complexity of these problems makes a theor-
etical approach attractive in order to narrow the list of possibilities be-
fore performing laboratory studies. 

Recent advances in theoretical geochemistry allow calculation of the 
standard molal thermodynamic properties of a wide variety of aqueous organic 
species as functions of temperature and pressure (3). These species include: 
alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, alkylbenzenes, alcohols, ketones, amines, carboxy-
lic acids, and amino acids. By combining calculated equilibrium constants for 
reactions involving these species with mass balance constraints, the distri -
bution of aqueous organic species in stable and metastable states can be 
evaluated. In the current study we have considered two vastly different en-
vironments, a hydrothermal system and low-temperature surficial weathering. 

The hydrothermal system is similar to a modern submarine vent environ-
ment in which aqueous solutions move mixtures of reduced inorganic species 
(for example, CH4 and NH3) through an oxidation gradient imposed by various 
mineral assemblages (iron-wlistite (IY), fayalite-magnetite-quartz (FMQ), 
pyrrhotite-magnetite-pyrite (PMP), magnetite-hematite (MH)). It is proposed 
that rapid oxidation of the reduced starting materials leads to metastable 
states in which aqueous organic species form rather than the stable assem-
blages dominated by co2, N2, and graphite. Metastable states of this type are 
ubiquitous in nature at temperatures < 600°C (4). The process we envision is 
similar in many respects to Miller-Urey synthesis except that all reactions 
occur in aqueous solution at explicit oxidation states and at higher tempera-
tures and pressures where reaction rates are fast and an external source of 
energy, such as an electric discharge, is likely to not be required. Distri-
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bution of species calculations allow evaluation of the activities of aqueous 
organic species as functions of temperature, pressure, oxygen fugacity, and 
activities of aqueous methane and ammonia. The dependence of these variables 
on one another can be interpreted with a series of two-dimensional activity 
diagrams contoured for activities of the aqueous organic species. Calcula-
tions at 350°C, 500 bars, and constant activities of methane and ammonia 
indicate that the activities of aqueous organic compounds are strong func-
tions of oxygen fugacity. The dominant species from a list of -80 aqueous 
organic species include: formic acid, acetic acid, propanoic acid, methanol, 
ethane, methanamine, glycine, and glutamine. The activities of these species 
increase with increasing oxygen fugacity corresponding to the FMQ, PMP, and 
MH buffers. As an example, at log activities of methane and ammonia of - 1, 
the log activity of glutamine varies from -16.1 at FMQ to -2.7 at MH. These 
activities can be used to estimate the contribution of submarine hydrothermal 
vents to prebiotic s~~thesi~l Given a log activity of glutamine of -8, a flow 
rate of 1 liter sec vent , and an average spacing of 100 km between vents 
on 60,000 km of ridge du9ing thg Arc~ian, the globaS production of g~utam~~e 
would have been 27.6 x 10 g (10 yr) or 27.6 x 10 metric tons (10 yr) . 
These calculations provide a framework for evaluating the efficiency of se-
questering agents and catalysts such as clay minerals and zeolites. 

If complex, condensed organic phases survived accretionary reprocessing, 
it is likely that polyaromatic hydrocarbons, heteroatomic compounds, and 
other higher molecular weight species were present in solid phases at or near 
the surface of the early Earth. By analogy to CM carbonaceous chondrites, in 
which pervasive low- temperature aqueous alteration is apparent (5,6), weath-
ering processes could have led to the aqueous alteration of these compounds 
on the Earth. In preliminary calculations we have used pyrene, a polyaromatic 
hydrocarbon with the formula c16H10 , as a model compound and consider anal-
teration process at 25°C and 1 5ar in which pyrene reacts with aqueous solu-
tions containing variable activities of ammonia at several oxidation states. 
The distribution of aqueous organic species in the metastable assemblages re-
sulting from this alteration depends dramatically on oxidation state. As an 
example, at log a NH3 = -2 and log a pyrene = -2 and values of log f0 2 below 
about -75, the alkanes are the predominant species, with lesser but signifi-
cant activities of carboxylic acids. Between log jO values of - 75 and - 72.3 
(MH) the carboxylic acids displace the alkanes and glycine and alanine attain 
log activities > -12. At oxidation states above the magnetite- hematite assem-
blage, carboxylic acids and amino acids become the predominant species, and 
are the only significant species above log f02 = - 66, with log activities in 
the range -2 to -6. This implies that the prevailing oxidation state during 
aqueous alteration of polyaromatic hydrocarbons will dictat~ whether hydro-
carbons or amino acids form. Although these calculations refer to a simpli-
fied system, they suggest that significant amounts of amino acids and carbox-
ylic acids could be produced at 25°C and 1 bar during aqueous alteration at 
mildly oxidizing conditions. 
(1) Levine, J.S. (1982) J. Mol. Evol., 18, 161- 172. 
(2) Walker, J.C.G. (1977) Evolution of the Atmosphere, MacMillan, New York, 

318 p. 
(3) Shock, E.L. and Helgeson, H.C. (1988) Geochim. cosmoch. Acta, 52, (in 
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(4) Shock, E.L. (1988) Geology, 16, (in press) .. 
(5) McSween, Jr., H.Y (1987) Geoch. Cosmoch. Acta, Sl, 2469-2477. 
(6) Halbout, J., Mayeda, T.K., and Clayton, R.M. (1986) Earth and Planet. 
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ABUNDANCES OF AS, SB, MO AND W IN THE CRUST AND MANTLE: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR TERRESTRIAL ACCRETION AND <;ORE FORMATION THROUGH 
GEOLOGIC TIME. K.W. Sims •#, H.E. Newsom#, E.S. Gladney and K. Keil#; #Dept. of Geology 
and Institute of Meteoritics, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131; • Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Health and Environmental Chemistry Group MS K-484, Los Alamos, NM 87545. 

INTRODUCTION The depletion of moderately siderophile elements in the Earth can be 
interpreted in terms of a two component model (I] suggesting heterogeneous accretion of the Earth, 
with an initial reduced component giving way to an oxidized component. The alternative metal 
retention model [2], involves an incomplete core formation event. We are determining the abundances 
of As and Sb in the mantle and crust, and improving our knowledge of the abundances of Mo and 
W. The abundances in the primitive mantle of compatible siderophile elements, such as Ni and Co, 
are well known from mantle nodules, because they are retained in olivine during partial melting. The 
abundances of incompatible siderophile elements such asP, W, Mo, Sb and As, must be determined 
by normalizing the abundances of these elements to lithophile elements of similar geochemical 
behavior in both mantle reservoirs and crustal reservoirs. 

The siderophile depletion data can also be used to constrain the possibility of core formation 
through geologic time. Newsom et al. [3] showed that the depletion of Mo in the Earth was 
independent of the Pb isotope variations that have been interpreted as due to continual core 
formation [4]. This work has been expanded by examining the abundance of Mo in the crust to 
confirm the earlier conclusions [3] based only on data from mantle derived oceanic rocks. 

As, Sb, W, and Mo in four loess samples and an Australian post- Archean shale were 
determined in triplicate by Radiochemical Epithermal Neutron Activation analysis [5]. Previously 
unpublished As and Sb abundances in oceanic rocks were determined in the same metal extraction 
experiments as the Mo and W determinations reported in Newsom et al. [3]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Newsom et al. [3] showed that Mo is correlated with the light 
rare earth element Pr in mantle derived oceanic rocks. Our new crustal data fall within the 
uncertainty for the Mo/Pr ratio from the oceanic rocks, suggesting that this Mo/Pr ratio represents 
the ratio in the primitive terrestrial mantle. The W data agree precisely with earlier analyses [6, 7]. 

Sb is similar in geochemical behavior to Pb and Ce during igneous fractionation (Fig. I). The 
crustal derived materials appear to be enriched in Sb relative to Ce by a factor of 5, similar to Pb [3]. 
This enrichment is possibly due to hydrothermal processes during crustal formation. Compared to 
previous estimates of the depletion of Sb in the primitive mantle [8,9], our data suggests that the 
primitive mantle is more depleted, perhaps by a factor of 5. 

As behaves somewhat like the heavy rare earth elements such as Yb, especially regarding the 
similar As/Yb ratios in mantle nodules and mantle- derived oceanic rocks (Fig. 2), but the data are 
more scattered than for Mo, W or Sb. The crust appears to be enriched by a factor of 5 in As relative 
to Yb, compared to the mantle-derived samples. This data suggests that the As/Yb ratio in the crust 
is actually a factor of 3 greater than previous estimates [8]. The primitive mantle abundance is much 
less constrained and may be similar to the estimate of Sun [9] or as much as a factor of 2 lower. 

As and Sb are more volatile than Mo and W, and their depletion in the Earth's mantle is due 
to both volatility and core formation. The depletion due to core formation is estimated by assuming 
their original abundance was similar to lithophile elements of similar volatility. The resulting 
depletions for As and Sb are similar to the depletions for Ga and W respectively, qualitatively 
consistent with heterogeneous accretion of the Earth. Quantitative evaluation of their depletion will 
require the planned experimental determination of metal/silicate partition coefficients. 

CONCLUSIONS This study has shown that the Mo/Pr ratio is the same for crustal derived 
loess and sediments, and mantle derived samples and probably represents the ratio for the primitive 
mantle. Additional data we are obtaining on archean rocks will help constrain the question of core 
formation throughout geologic time. New data on As and Sb for the crustal and mantle derived 
samples provides much improved estimates of the overall depletion relative to chondrites of these 
elements, and the portion of their depletion due to core formation. The preliminary analysis of the 
data suggests that the depletions are consistent with heterogeneous accretion of the Earth, but 
determination of metal/silicate partition coefficients is required. The new data also indicate that 
crustal formation has enriched Sb and As by an unknown process, possibly involving hydrothermal 
alteration, causing them to behave in a much more incompatible way than during oceanic volcanism. 

Refs. [I] Wiinke (1981) Phil Trans. R. Soc. Lond. A 303, 287-302. [2] Jones & Drake (1986) Nature 
322, 221-228. [3] Newsom et al. (1986) EPSL. 80, 299-313. [4] Allegre et al. (1982) Phil. Trans. R. 
Soc. Lond. A 306, 49-59. [5] Gladney (I 978) Anal. Lett. All(5), 429-435. [6] Taylor et al. (I 983) 
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LARGE IMPACTS AND THE SURVNAL OF ECOSYSTEMS ON THE EARLY 
EARTH, N.H. Sleep, Depts. Geology and Geophysics, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305; J. Kast-
ing, Depts. Geoscience and Meteorology, Penn. State Univeristy, University Park, PA 16802; K . J. 
Zahnle, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035 and H. Morowitz, George Mason Univer-
sity, Fairfax, VA 22030. 

It is obvious that the earth experienced impacts during its accretion that would have wiped 
out any life forms. The size of later impacts until heavy bombardment ended around 3.8 B.Y. and their 
effects on lifeforms are less obvious, but can be quantified. The last impact to sterilize the planet was 
probably the last impact to fully evaporate the ocean. It is possible that no pre-existing complex 
organic chemicals would survive such an event. Lesser, but still dangerous, impacts evaporating the 
photic zone in the ocean would have been more frequent, and would have occurred later. It is possible 
that sterilization followed such a lesser impact if the global ecosystem were dependent on photosyn-
thesis, and this capability was lost. 

It takes 5 X 1027 J to vaporize the ocean. A significant fraction of the impact energy, conserva-
tively estimated as 25%, is spent heating and evaporating water. For a typical asteroidal impact velo-
city of 15-20 kmjsec, a 1- 2 X 1020 kg object is needed. The corresponding object, some 500 km in 
diameter, would have been comparable to, or somewhat smaller than, Pallas or Vesta. It added about 
100 m to the diameter of the earth. The comparable mass for a comet would be much lower. 

The number, energy, and mass of objects hitting the earth between the time of its accretion and 
3.8 B.Y. ago must be obtained indirectly because no intact terrestrial rocks of that age are known. Use-
ful constraints are obtained from the record of cratering on the moon, the geochemistry of the lunar 
highlands, from the chemistry of earth's mantle, and from the chemistry of shergottitic meteorites which 
are believed to come from Mars. Direct estimates of the energy of impact have been obtained only for 
Orientale, the youngest (ca. 3.8 B.Y.) and best preserved of the basins. Bratt et al. [1985aJ estimate 
from thermal contraction of the basin an impact energy between 4 X 1025 J and 3 X 1026 J. A second 
estimate is obtained from the ejecta volume of 3 X 1019 kg [Bratt et al., 1985b] . As much of the ejecta 
is not melted, the thermal energy of the ejecta is less than 4 X 1026 J (assuming 1000° K of heating). If 
around 3/8 of the energy goes into heating ejecta, then the total energy is less than 1.2 X 1026 J, in the 
middle of the range for the first estimate. For typical asteroidal impact velocities, this corresponds to a 
1.3 X 1018 kg object with a diameter of 90 km . Ejecta volumes [Spudis et al., 1988J and conventional 
diameter scaling indicate that the largest late basin, Imbrium (3.85 B.Y.), required twice this energy. 
There are numerous other older basins on the moon. Although the absolute chronology is in doubt, the 
larger surface area of the earth implies a basin forming impact about every million years. 

The total mass of impactors is constrained by the total amount of meteoritic components present 
in the lunar crust. Ni and lr abundances indicate a meteoritic component of 1-4% in the highland crust. 
The mixing depth is on the order of 35 km [Spudis and Davis, 1986]. This indicates an equivalent thick-
ness of a kilometer. Similarly, the late chondri tic component inferred from Shergottitic meteorites, 
about 0 .1% of the mantle, is equivalent to a layer 1 km thick on Mars [Drake, 1987J. However, the late 
veneer component in the earth's mantle, 0 .74% [Chou et al., 1983J, is equivalent to a layer 18 km thick. 
Most probably the terrestrial thickness represents an earlier time before the lunar crust became a nearly 
closed system, about 4.4-4.5 B.Y. The rarity of large impacts after 4.35 B.Y. on the moon is indicated 
by the rarity of breaching of the KREEP layer deep in the crust. 

The mass (1.5 X 1021 kg) of an equivalent thickness of a kilometer implies a largest impactor of 
some 3-5 X 1020 kg on the earth assuming conventional mass distribution of objects. In the process of 
accreting this last kilometer the earth probably accreted 2-5 objects capable of vaporizing the oceans. 
Clearly, the impact history is difficult to deduce in detail because of the statistics of small numbers. As 
the impact rate decreased with time the last ocean vaporizing event may have been as early as 4.3 B.Y. 
However, simply scaling from Imbrium indicates there is some probability that it occurred as late as 3.8 
B.Y. 

The timescale for recovery from an ocean evaporating impact is at least 2000 years. The max-
imum rate at which a planet with liquid water at the surface can radiate infrared energy to space defines 
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the " runaway greenhouse" threshold. This rate therefore determines the maximum rate at which water 
vapor can condense out of the atmosphere. For early Earth, this maximum rainout rate was around 150 
em/ year [Kasting, 1988]. Accordingly, it took some 2000 years to rain out t he oceans. Much of the bal-
ance of the energy released by the impact would also have to have radiated at this rate. Any additional 
delay in the onset of rainout, and any longer-term heat release from the impact, lengthens this time. 
The timescale for recovery from an Imbrium-scale impactor, which evaporates some 200 meters of water, 
is around 150 years. 

The global lethality of an impact depends on the long term survival of ecosystems, rather than the 
immediate survival individual organisms and species. The key issue is the survival of primary producers 
which supply t he energy to the rest of the ecosystem. It does no good to identify a survivable environ-
ment if some essentia l skill - most likely photosynthesis -- is irretrievably lost. For simplicity, we con-
sider 3 types of ecosystems: (1) Primary productivity is by photosynthetic autotrophs; {2) Primary pro-
ductivity is due to oxidation-reduction reactions of chemoautotrophs; and (3) The existence of combined 
photo- or litho-autotrophs and heterotrophs which can survive for long periods of no primary produc-
tivity using system reserves of organic compounds. The first type of ecosystem might be wiped out 
when the photosynthetic organisms die when the photic (top 200 m) of the ocean is boiled. Surface con-
ditions remain untenable for hundreds of years. The Imbrium object would have done this had it hit the 
earth. The second type of system is harder to evaluate as modern hydrothermal vent com munities ulti-
mately depend on photosynthetic oxygen. In the third case the primary producers would survive by act-
ing as heterotrphic anaerobes utilizing organic reserves. To survive an event that nearly boils the ocean, 
the reserves must last several thousand years. 

The sedimentary colum n is the last refugium for organisms, but an unlikely one for primary pro-
ducers. Colonization below 100 meters of marine sediment is imaginable in regions of low heat flow. 
Even in the event of complete evaporat ion of t he ocean, the thermal pulse from the surface would not 
itself have been lethal much below 100 meters, given a typical sedimentary thermal conductivity. But 
photosynthesis is an unlikely attribute of any such survivors. It is possible that matters were analogous 
to the environment confronting the first life-forms, had they been heterotrophs; if so, one might imagine 
photosynthesis re-evolving among the survivors. But it is equally if not more likely that such organisms 
were too specialized to do so. 

Hence (1) if anything survives anywhere it ought to be easy to recolonize the planet; however (2) 
the obscure environments in which survival of an ocean evaporating impact is possible may have been 
too specialized for RNA-based organisms to have been colonized in the first place. 

Owing to the high opacity of seawater to infrared radiation, thermal radiation from the hot rock 
vapor would have been absorbed only in a very thin surface layer. Boiling would have been confined to 
this layer. Without mixing, the interior of the ocean would remain cool. Some photosynthetic organ-
isms will survive the intial impact by being mixed into deeper waters. There is a good chance that pho-
tosynthesis would have survived an Imbrium-scale impact; especially if photosynthesis was not obliga-
tory, or if the ability to form spores or akinetes had been dev eloped. 

Finally, mid-ocean ridge organisms appear particularly likely to survive an impact that partly boils 
the ocean. The conditions, contamination with rock, salinity variations, and higher temperatures basi-
cally extend the vent environment. 
Bratt S. R., Solomon, S. C. and Head , J. W. (1985a) J. Geophys. Res., 90, p. 12415-12433. 
Bratt S. R., Bergman, E . A., and Solomon, S. C. {1985b) J . Geophys. Res. , 90, p. 10249-10260. 
Chou C.-L., Shaw, D. M. and Crockett J . H. {1983) J . Geophys. Res., 86, p. A507-A518. 
Drake M. J . {1987) J. Geophys. Res., 92, p. E377-E386. 
Kast ing, J . L. (1988) Icarus, 74, p. 472-494. 
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INTRODUCTION. The mode(s) whereby core fluid drained from the mantle 
are poorly understood yet important for at least three reasons: (1) The dynamical pro-
cesses determine the extent to which chemical equilibrium is established between core 
and mantle, and the pressures and temperatures of this equilibration. This determines 
the deviation of the core composition from "pure" Fe- Ni. (It is sometimes insufficiently 
appreciated that fluid dynamics may be just· as important as thermodynamics in de-
termining core composition.) (2) Core formation dynamics may influence the earliest 
thermal history because of the farge associated gravitational energy release. (3) The 
incomplete drainage of cor.e- forming fluid may strand some siderophiles in the mantle, 
creating a potentially important contribution to the present day mantle siderophile 
abundances [1]. 

Most past work has focused on macrosegregation models of core formation in 
which large blobs of liquid iron migrate through a solid or partially molten mantle 
(see review [2]). There are reasons to doubt that this is the complete story or even 
sometimes correct: (a) Very high temperatures may have prevailed during much of 
core formation so tha~ everything is molten and some of the core fluid is emulsified in 
the mantle; (b) Even when the mantle is partly solid, segregation of core forming melt 
may not occur; percolative flow (if possible at all) may dominate. This contribution 
concentrates on the implications of these new considerations. 

CORE FORMATION FROM AN EMULSION. Durin~ large impacts, extensive 
melting and very high temperatures are produced transiently [3]. Although some of the 
iron of the projectile's core may remain as an "intact" body (because of self gravity) 
much of the iron is emulsified in the mantle fluid. The subsequent rainout can be 
computed by the following considerations. Relative to neighboring mantle fluid, an 
iron-rich droplet of radius R has Stokes drift velocity V ~ ~g~pR2 /TJ, where the 
parameters have their usual definitions (77 = viscosity of silicate mantle). Howev('r, 
droplets cannot be larger than the radius at which viscous drag forces overcome surface 
tension effed.R, i.e., 77VjR;::; ajR (a= liquid iron surface tension). The silicate liquid 
viscosity may be quite low at high pressure [4J. Solving, one finds R ;::; 1 em and 
V ;::; 10 em s- 1 (comparable to the convective velocity suggested by Kolmogorov 
scaling). Some recent experiments and simple theory designed for magma chambers 
[5] enable me to estimate the core drainage rate, given the expectation that most of the 
iron fluid is in large droplets. The characteristic mantle drainage time is a few times 
H jV ,...._ 102 years, where H is the mantle depth. Thus, de-emulsification can be fast 
even when the liquid mantle is undergoing vigorous thermal convection. An important 
implication of this core formation mode is the excellent chemical equilibrium achieved, 
since the chemical diffusion time within and between droplets is even smaller than the 
settling time. 

PERCOLATIVE CORE FORMATION. The high surface tension of pure iron 
liquid prevents the formation of an interconnected network of iron- rich liquid in a solid 
matrix of mantle minerals, at least at low pressures. Presence of alloying constituents 
(especially sulfur) and the effect of pressure [6J may eventually establish the same type 
of interconnection that occurs in basaltic melts and is responsible for the upward per-
colative flow leading to the dominant type of volcanism on Earth. The latter seems 
desirable since it is otherwise difficult to understand how core formation could have 
approached high efficiency. (Remember that there is nothing fluid dynamically wrong 
with a planet that has up to half of its total mass as dispersed metallic iron- solid or 
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liquid - in its manti<>!) If percolation is achievable in the deepest mantle tht>n convec-
tive transport of dispt>rsed iron from higher up will guarantee good drainage. Usi ng a 
simple Darcy's law approach in which the "melt" (iron) flux is u"" 10-3 R2 F gtl.p/ 7J,. 
(! = mE'It fraction, R =grain size , 17,. """ core fluid viscosity) one predicts that f'"" rjt 
a.t. long t.ime t, where r ,$ 102 years. In fact, a compaction zone !71 will develop at 
the base of the mantle because of the possibly large bulk viscosity o( the mantle, but 
t.h is does not. greatly change the conclusion that very little iron remains s tranded in 
t.he manti<' even during the accretion process itsel f, probably not enough to explain 
the siderophile abundances unless no other chemical assimilation process (oxidation) 
i nten·enes. 

SUMl\1ARY. Recent. developments suggest. that it is appropriate to move away 
from the old ideas of "diapiric" core formation modes. As a consequence, greater 
chemical equilibration with the deep mantle seems likely, including a p rimordial core 
that is saturated in mantle phases. This implies subsequent underplating of the mantle 
(D"?) with implications for geochemical evolution. Highly efficient drainage of core 
liuid seems lik<>ly except for a thin boundary layer j ust above the core. 
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U, Th, AND Pb ABUNDANCES IN HAWAIIAN XENOLITHS: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR MANTLE DIFFERENTIATION. 

M. Tatsumoto, U.S. Geological Survey, MS 963, Box 25046, Denver, CO 80225. 

U, Th, and Pb abundances in minerals from xenoliths from Hawaiian volcanic 
rocks have been determined. The concentrations of the three elements are one 
order of magnitude lower for olivine, the same order for orthopyroxene, and one 
order higher for clinopyroxene compared to phenocrysts from basaltic volcanic 
rocks (1]. Choosing experimentally determined values for clinopyroxene of DPb 
[2] and DU [3 ], and assuming DTh is the same as Du, partition 

coefficients of these three elements for other mafic minerals can be obtained 
from the abundance ratios in xenoliths (Fig. 1). It should be emphasized that 
DPb/DU values calculated in this way are almost the same as those obtained 

from phenocrysts/matrix values, although the absolute D's are notably higher in 
Pb U the latter. D /D are >20 for plagioclase, -10 for olivine, -5 for 

orthopyroxene, and -3 for clinopyroxene. 
The high values of DPb/DU for olivine and pyroxene are consistent with 

the idea that the Moon was extremely depleted in volatile elements from the 
outset. The 238u;204Pb (p) value for the Moon was 300-500 at its formation, 
p for early cumulates from the lunar primary magma ocean was lower (-50), and p 

of later cumulates gradually increased. With anorthosite floating to form the 

crust, late-stage cumulates had higher p values (-300), and residual liquids 
(the source for KREEP) consequently had tremendously high p values (>600). 
Because Pb is a chalcophile element and is partitioned into sulfides in 
preference to U and Th, the Pb evolution is probably more complicated. However, 
this scenario is also consistent with p values calculated from observed Pb 
isotopic compositions of KREEP (>700), mare basalts (-300), green glass 
(-20-55), and anorthosites (<50). 

The abundance ratios for xenolithic garnet are still to be determined; 
however, garnet phenocrysts in volcanic rocks show a small DPb/DU value 
(<0.1). The Pb paradox (enriched Pb isotopic signatures for the depleted 

mantle) observed for MORB has been explained in numerous ways; for example, Pb 
removal from the mantle to the core (4], a primitive Pb supply from the lower 
mantle to the upper mantle and a short residence time there [5], and a younger 

age for the Earth than chondritic meteorites [6]. If the D value of garnet 
phenocrysts can be applied to mantle chemistry, the Pb paradox may be explained 
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by the involvement of garnet during petrogenesis. Nearly constant ~values of 
8±3 for Pb of terrestrial rocks indicates that either the Earth's mantle and 
crust did not differentiate from a primary magma ocean into a layered mantle, 
convection has effectively homogenized the mantle, or the abundance ratio for 
garnet/pyroxene is well balanced in the mantle. 
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Fig. 1. Partition coefficients of U, Th, and Pb (• for phenocrysts; • for 
xenolithic minerals) 
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The planetesimal hypothesis postulates that the Earth accretes from a hierarchy of 
bodies, the largest of which may approach Mars in size, during a period of 10 7-1 o8 years 

after T0 (4560 m.y.). What was the chemical and mineralogical composition of these 

planetesimals? Were they already differentiated into silicate mantles and metallic cores? 
What was the previous history of the materials? To address these questions, it is necessary 
to consider the initial state of material in the nebula. Two extreme models exist. In the 
first, condensation from a hot nebula produces the condensation sequence of oxides, 
silicates, Fe metal and sulfide. In the second, lower temperature scenario, the dust in the 
rotating disk of gas and dust was oxidised. A wide range of meteoritic evidence attests to a 
cool rather than a hot nebula. This includes preservation of isotopic anomalies, particularly 
for oxygen, rapidly cooled chondrules, presence of hydrated minerals in CI and multiple 
evaporation and condensation episodes to account for CAL 

Chondrule production occurs very early. Their total range in 1-Xe ages is about 5 
m.y. Chondrules form by melting of pre-existing dust in the nebula: volcanic and impact 
origins can be ruled out. Cooling times [ <1 hour] are too fast to allow for condensation 
from a hot nebula. Chondrules are dominantly silicate objects, depleted in siderophile and 
chalcophile elements. They are very variable in elemental and oxygen isotopic composition, 
but average compositions from differing groups are relatively uniform; the matrix accounts 
for the intra-group variations. Matrix and chondrules are complementary in composition, 
eg. in Fe/Si ratios. 

Were the chondrules melted preferentially from pre-existing metal-poor silicate dust 
or from a dusty oxidised component closer to CI composition? The most likely scenario is 
that they were melted from oxidised pre-existing dust and that reduction of iron, depletion 
of siderophiles, chalcophiles and some volatiles occurred during this stage. In this scenario, 
metal-sulfide-silicate fractionation occurs effectively at T 0 . The E, H, L, and LL 

chondrites, accumulated from this material, have similar whole rock ages of 4,555 ± 4 
million years. Pb-Pb and Rb-Sr ages give the time of U-Pb and Rb-Sr separation. 

Accordingly volaule depletion also occurred effectively at T0 . 
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Presumably these events correlate with early T Tauri solar activity, which cleared the 
inner nebula of gas. Nebular lifetimes are estimated at 105-106 year. Accordingly, 
metal-sulfide-silicate phases were initially formed under low pressure conditions in the 

nebula. 
There is a limit to how far we can pursue the meteoritic analogy; none of the present 

population of meteorites are candidates for left-over building blocks of the planets. All 
differ significantly in K/U ratios, oxygen isotopes and other parameters. Chondritic 
meteorites are generally less depleted in volatile elements (as shown by K/U ratios of 6 x 
104] than Mars [2 x 104], the Earth or Venus [both about 104]. They are derived from the 
inner asteroid belt ; more primitive unfractionated compositions occur in the outer belt. 

Volatile depletion apparently was thus greater in the inner solar system than in the 
region of the Asteroid Belt. If the Asteroid Belt is a relic of early nebular conditions, then its 
zoned nature indicates that the terrestrial planets probably accreted from rather narrow ( <0.5 
AU) feeding zones in which the abundance of volatile elements varied; Mars appears to 
have about twice the volatile content of the Earth. 

The planets thus appear to have accreted from planetesimals which were already 
volatile depleted. Melting in these parent planetesimals is likely to have produced further 
metal-silicate separation, in addition to that inherited from the meteoritic precursors. 

Igneous processing in asteroidal bodies began within a few million years of T 0 . The 

basaltic achondrites have an average crystallisation age of 4,539±4 m.y., nominally only 
about 20 m.y. younger than the oldest dated material [Allende CAl: 4,559±4 m.y.j. The 
iron meteorites, of which over 60 differing types are known, also indicate the widespread 
occurrence of intra-asteroidal differentiation. 

Material in planetesimals acctreting to the Earth is thus likely to have experienced one 
or more stages of fractionation from an originally oxidised condition in the primordial 
nebula. As this fractionated metal-sulfide-silicate material accretes, there may be little further 
opportunity for metal silicate equilibibration, assuming that core fom1ation occurs rapidly. 

Data source: Kerridge, J.F. and Matthews, M.S. 1988, Meteorites and the Early Solar 
System. Univ. AJ1zona Press. 
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A WELL STIRRED MAGMA OCEAN: IMPLICATIONS FOR CRYSTAL 
SETTLING AND CHEMICAL EVOLUTION ; W. B. Tonks and H. J. Melosh, Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. 

The cooling of a magma ocean is the generally accepted explanation of the observed 
dichotomy between the Europium-enriched anorthositic crust and the Europium-depleted basaltic 
source regions of the moon (i.e. Wood, 1970). Since the Earth does not have this distinctive 
signature, it has been argued by a number of workers (i.e. Kato et. al. (1988) and Drake et. al. 
(1988)) that it never had a magma ocean. However, the accretion models of Kaula (1979), 
together with the energetics of core formation strongly suggest that if the moon had a magma 
ocean the Earth should have had one also. This is especially true if the moon was formed by the 
giant impact of a Mars-sized body as noted in the works of Melosh and Kipp (1988) and Cameron 
and Benz (1988). 

The cooling of a magma ocean was studied in detail by Hofmeister (1983). She assumed 
that crystals are removed from the magma when formed and modeled the chemical evolution as a 
batch fractionation process resulting in a layered structure very different than the present Earth. It 
seems, however, that the effect of convection in keeping the magma ocean well stirred has not 
been taken into account in the past. This work is a preliminary analysis of this effect. It is 
presumed (McBirney and Murase, 1984) that the magma behaves as an ordinary liquid until the 
concentration of crystals in the crystal-magma mush exceeds about 50%, at which point the mush 
locks up, the crystals and liquid are then unable to separate, and any further heat transfer must take 
place by subsolidus convection. The magma will thus solidify into the same chemical composition 
as the starting material since the liquid fraction and solid fraction remain intimately mixed. Note 
that in this study we explicitly exclude consideration of liquid-mush separation. We are well 
aware that this effect may be important, but limit our work to the question of crystal settling for 
reasons of practicality. 

We investigated the suspension of crystals in a convecting magma ocean using the following 
relatively simple model, shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1. Basic model showing 3 distinct regions of behavior at the beginning of the 
computation. 

It is assumed that the liquidus and solidus temperature profiles of the planet follow the 
adiabat. This is only strictly valid for a very small planet although recent experiments on the 
melting curves of peridotite at very high pressures (Takahashi, 1986) indicate that this 
simplification may not be too unrealistic. The planet is melted uniformly to depth D, and is 
originally at the liquidus. The temperature difference between the surface and the magma sets up 
free convection. The model considers only the effect of the cooling magma. After a time 6.t, the 
ocean has lost an amount of energy equal to h6.t, where h is the heat flux. The heat flux h is 
derived from the Nusselt number Nu (h=hcNu, where he is the heat that would be conducted 
through a slab of thickness D), which itself is related to the Rayleigh number of the convection 
though the following relationship: 
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Nu =.089Ra u 

The magma ocean on both the earth and moon is initially convecting vigorously with an initial 
Rayleigh number (Ra) on the order of 1Q27, in a regime described by Kraichnan (1962). The 
flow is broken into 3 regions if the following condition is met: 

where Pr is the Prandtl number. 
Region 1 is a thin region where heat is transported by conduction, region 2 is a turbulent 

boundary layer where heat is transferred primarily by convection but in which viscosity 
dominates. Region 3 consists of highly turbulent fluid in which large eddies of spatial scale on the 
order of the depth of the ocean dominate. These eddies give rise to upward directed forces which 
have the potential to keep the crystals in suspension (Bagnold, 1965). In particular, if the 
effective frictional velocity arising from region 3 is about the same as the terminal velocity of 
settling crystals, the crystals should stay in suspension. Thus the ratio (S) of the frictional 
velocity to the terminal velocity was calculated, using Kraichnan's equations and a routine that 
calculated the Stoke's fall velocity if the local Reynold's number of the crystals was <1 (which it 
was in all cases calculated thus far) and invoked the drag coefficient if the local Reynold's number 
was > 1. Thus if S> 1, the magma ocean remains well stirred with a significant fraction of its 
crystals remaining in suspension. It is of interest to discover what factors, if any, cause S> 1. It 
should be noted that the only parameters that changed between the Earth and Moon models were 
the bulk compositions and the accleration of gravity. The liquidus and solidus temperatures, 
among other parameters, were purposely kept constant in these calculations 

The terminal velocity falls off as 1/v but the frictional velocity falls off as 1/vn/3 where vis the 
kinematic viscosity and n is the power in the Rayleigh-Nusselt number relationship. Thus S 
increases as the viscosity increases as crystalization proceeds as shown above. This also implies 
that S increases as the Si02 content of the magma increases. The above models indicate that 
millimeter sized crystals are likely to be suspended in both lunar and terrestrial magma oceans, but 
crystals of size 1-10 em will probably not stay suspended. Increasing the depth of the ocean 
enhances the liklihood that the crystals will be suspended, but the decrease of the acceleration of 
gravity between the Earth and Moon seems to have only a small effect. A potentially large effect 
not yet modeled is that of an increase in the liquidus and solidus temperatures with pressure. This 
may markedly enhance the terrestrial ocean's ability to keep crystals in suspension. Another 
aspect for study is the point at which region 3 disappears. If there is no region 3, the magma 
ocean's ability to keep crystals in suspension drops greatly. None of the models run thus far 
have had region 3 disappear even at 50% crystallization. 

In spite of these uncertainties, it seems likely that crystals in a lunar magma ocean are more 
likely to sink (or float) than crystals in a deeper, more vigorously stirred terrestrial magma ocean. 
Although our inital runs show this effect to be smaller than we initially expected, we feel that a 
thorough discussion of the physics of crystal suspension in a convecting magma ocean may clarify 
some of the geochemical differences between the earth and the moon. 

REFERENCES: Bagnold, R. A. (1965) U.S. G. S. Prof. Pap 422 I; Cameron, A. G. W. and 
W. Benz ( 1988), this volume; Drake, M. J., Malvin, D. J ., and Capobianco, C. J. ( 1988), this 
volume; Hofmeister, A. M. (1983) J. Geophys. Res. 88, B6. 4963-4982; Kato, T., Ringwood 
A. E., and Irifune T. (1988) Earth Planet. Sci Let. 89, 123-145; Kaula, W. M. (1979) J. 
Geophys. Res. 84, 999-1008; Kraichnan, R. H. (1962) Phys. Fluids 5, 1374-1389; 
McBirney, A. K., and Murase, T. (1984), Ann. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 12, 337-357; Melosh, H. 
J. and Kipp, M. E. (1988), this volume; Takahashi, E. (1986), J. Geophys. Res. 91, 9367-9382; 
Wood, J. A. (1970) J. Geophys. Res. 32, 6497-6513. 
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How does the existence and the history of life on Earth constrain theories of planetary 
origin? Something can be learned from the unambiguous record of the antiquity and 
continuity of life. The oldest clear evidence of life dates back to 3.5 billion years ago. By 
that time the processes of planetary growth had ameliorated enough to permit a habitable 
environment. It is not clear from the paleontological record, however. that the environment 
was permanently habitable as long ago as 3.5 billion years. A clearly continuous 
paleontological record of Archean life does not exist. Whole-Earth sterilizing impact events 
can not be ruled out on biological grounds until early in the Proterozoic period. The 
paleontological record of the antiquity and continuity of life sets upper limits on the sizes of 
objects with which Earth has collided over the course of geological history. 

Organisms are uniquely able to unmix the constituents of the environment. In 
particular. photosynthetic organisms can generate reduced organic carbon compounds even 
in a strongly oxidizing environment. Their activities have resulted in accumulations of 
reduced compounds at the surface of the Earth, throughout the upper crust, and possibly at 
deeper levels also. Equivalent amounts of strongly oxidized compounds have also 
accumulated. The resultant heterogeneity makes it hard to detem1ine the original oxidation 
state of Earth's outer layers. Life's unmixing activities have also obscured the original 
isotope ratios of several biogenic elements. 

9S 



DENSITY WAVES AND PLANETESIMAL DISPERSION VELOCITIES. Wm. R. Ward, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109. The most compl~tely developed 
model for the accretion of the terrestrial planets is the gas - free, 
stochastic model (l, 2). Accretion runaway in the early stages of 
accumulation (3,4) produces a small number ( N ~ 0(102

)] of large 
planetesimals, M, as the starting configuration for end-stage accretion. 
Orbital eccentricities and inclinations are excited by gravitational 
relaxation of the planetesimal disc but damped by inelastic collisions. 
Typical dispersion velocities are of order vc - )GMj8R, where R is the 
object's radius and 8 - 0(1) is the so-called Safronov number. Accretion 
time scales are long [ i.e . , r ~ 0 (107

) yrs. ] and the process exhibits ace 
considerable mixing. 

The addition of aerodynamic drag - in the alternative assumption of an 
extant gaseous nebula (5) - does not appreciably change the outcome for the 
inner solar system because drag effects are relatively weak for large 
planetesimals with low surface to volume ratios. However, the e ffects o f 
the gas disc are not limited to areodynamic drag. A potential l y much 
stronger coupling to the gas component can occur through the launch i ng o f 
density waves in the disc (6). A planetesimal will drive waves at var i ous 
Lindblad resonances: positions where the local epicycle freque ncy of the 
disc is equal to the Doppler shifted frequency of a component of the 
planetesimal's Fourier decomposed disturbing function. These waves carry 
angular momentum and can significantly modify the o r bit of the object 
generating them. 

Variation of the eccentricity through Lindblad torques occurs wi t h i n a 
characteristic time, r e - ~- 1 0" 1 (M0 jor2 ) (cjr0) 4

. There are two f amilies of 
Lindblad resonances that contribute to eccentricity change: Resonances that 
lie inside or outside the perturber's orbit excite it (6), while resonances 
that fall at the perturber' s orbit (co-orbiting) damp it (7). Recent 
calculations using a vertically averaged disturbing function indicate that 
co-orbiting resonances are slightly stronger and the ecce:ntric i ty decay ~ 

(7). We shall make that assumption here, although further study \oJ ill b e: 
needed before this issue can be considered resolved. 

Equating r e to the gravitational relaxation time for t he d i sc (8) 
yields a equilibrium dispersion velocity, vdw' that is comparable to the gas 
sound speed, c, (9). This dispersion velocity is independe n t o f 
planetesimal mass because both scattering and density wave time sca l es are: 
proportional to the combination (~o). Should vc rise above vdw, "de:nsity 
wave drag", not collisions, will control the equilibrium state of the d i sc . 
This occurs when M ~ c 3 G" 1 (3/4~Gp ) 112 - 0(1025 gm) which is itse l f 
comparable to the planetesimal size p~oduced by runaway accretion. 

\..'hen objects are few enough in number, N , t ha t t heir characteristic 
c 

differential semi-major axis r/N exceeds their radial excursions, c 
vdw/0, orbits will no longer, in general, be crossing. The random walk 
assumption used to estimate a disc's relaxation time is not val i d and mutua l 
gravitational perturbations be:come increasing periodic in na t ure. The: 
critical number for the inner solar system is N - O(rO/c) - 40(T/100°Y.:) -
1 1 2 · for N < Nc the scat:ering s::rength quickly' weakens and orbits become 
more circular. 

If density waves damp the disc to an apparently collisionle:ss state , 
what drives the system to its final configuration with Nf << Nc? Th e same 
densi t y wave torques will prevent permanent isolation o f planetesimals by 
decayinf their orbits. The time sca l e for orbital migration is r - ~- l o· 
1 (M8 jor )(c/r0) 2 , (10). The drift direction depends on structural detai l s 
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of the disc; but the most complete treatment to date indicates that orbits 
probably decay (11). Since T a ~- 1 , large objects drift faster, overtaking a 
smaller ones. This produces a positive feed-back in the accretion rate 
resulting in a characteristic growth time independent of mass: T - (21f0)-
1 (o/od)(M0 jor2 ) 2 (c/r0) 2 , where o~ is the surface densit~ of accreting 
material. This is much shorter than the estimate, T - 0 1 {p R/od), for 

d f · h · f h ace · P l b · en -stage gas- ree accret1.on; t e rat1.o o t ese two t1.me sea es e1.ng 
rfr z 3 X 10- 3 (T/100°K)(o/103 gm/cm2 )- 1 (M/M&)- 113 . 

a c c "' The protoplanet's orbital decay will stall if it can open a gap in the 
disc. Density wave torques can ofen and maintain a fap against gas 
diffusion when its mass exceeds- a 11 (cjr0) 512 - 0(1029a 11 (T/l00°K) 514 gm), 
where a - v0jc2 is a measure of the turbulent viscosity (10,12). For a -
10" 4 (13), this mass is comparable to the earth's. A protoplanet orbiting 
in a gap will then act as a barrier/sink for other drifting planetesimals. 

The assumption that the nebula has not yet dissipated seems quite 
reasonable, considerin~ the shorter formation time scales implied by this 
mechanism (i.e., 105 " yrs). Late impacting objects could be large, 
consistent wi th recent ideas concerning lunar origin. However, less mixing 
should occur, with the final planetary objects preserving some of the 
chemical gradient of the disc. 

This work was supported by NASA under contract NBAS7 -100 with the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory , California Institute of Technology. 
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ORIGIN OF THE EARTH-MOON BINARY PLANET, 1: BULK COMPOSITION OF THE MOON 
Paul H. Warren and John T. Wasson 

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024 

The origin of the Earth can only be understood in the context of the greater problem of the origin of the 
planets, and of the Moon in particular. Virtually all direct evidence regarding the earliest Earth has been 
obliterated by subsequent geologic activity. However, oxygen isotopic evidence [I] confirms a close genetic link 
between the Moon and the Earth. One recently popular model of lunar origin [review: 2) holds that a roughly 
Mars-sized planet collided with the nascent Earth; some of the liquid and vapor expelled from the impact site went 
into orbit, and eventually coalesced to form the Moon. This giant impact hypothesis has enjoyed bandwagon status 
since 1984. It implies that virtually all of the Earth was melted, and some of its outermost portion was vaporized, 
by the giant impact. In many versions of this model [3,4), the bulk of the Moon is derived from vaporized Earth 
material. In some recent versions, however, the bulk of the Moon is derived from the Mars-sized "impactor• 
planet. We will refer to these two versions of the giant impact hypothesis as model 1 A and model I B, respectively. 
Both models carry strong implications regarding the Moon's early thermal evolution, and almost equally strong 
(albeit in many respects contradictory) implications regarding its bulk composition. 

Model lA implies that the Moon and the Earth's mantle are compositionally related. Earliest versions [3,4] 
claimed that model 1 A had the advantage of forming a Moon enriched several-fold in refractory lithophile clements 
(AI, Ca, Th, U, etc.), because the protohmar vapor cloud was predicted to 1mdcrgo fractional condensation. 
However, this implication now appears more like a disadvantage. The hypothesis of a bulk-Moon enrichment in 
refractory lithophile elements received a serious setback when lw1ar hcat-tlow measurements were revised [5]. It 
was further weakened by a comprehensive assessment of (a) the geological and geochemical representativeness of 
the two hcat-tlow measurement sites (e.g., the site with the highest heat tlow is in an anomalously Th-rich region), 
and (b) the implications of a U- and Th-cnriched hmar composition for the present thermal state of the lunar 
interior, insulated as it is by a thick blanket of megarcgolith [6). The hypothesis was weakened yet further by the 
consistently low-Th compositions of the lunar meteorites !7). A bulk-Moon enrichmclll in refractory clements is 
seldom mentioned in recent versions of the gialll impact model. Stevenson )2) even argues that the orbiting "disk" 
of protolunar melt plus vapor was "essentially a closed system. · However, his models assume that the mass of the 
disk was two Moon masses. 

Another implication of fractional condensation of the protolunar material , as required by model I, would be a 
depletion of volatile FeO (volatile, that is, compared to MgO, Si02, and the other major clements) 18). The bulk-
Moon FcO concentration can be relatively well constrained, thanks to the consistent behavior of the ratio 
MgO/FeO during igneous differentiation. The MgO/ FcO ratios of highlands samples imply that the bulk-Moon 
FcO concentration is impressively similar to that of the Earth's mantle )9) (however, it docs not necessarily follow 
that the protohmar material therefore came out of the Earth's mantle). Most other estimations, derived mainly from 
the dubious assumption that many marc basalts formed by partial melting of little-differentiated portions of the 
lunar mantle, favor even higher FeO for the Moon vs. the Earth's mantle. 

Ringwood et al. 1 10] have suggested that siderophile geochemistry shows that the Moon was derived mainly 
from the Earth's mantle, after the Earth's mantle had acquired its final siderophile clement composition. Ringwood 
et al. (10) modeled Apollo- 16 breccias as mixtures of near-monomineralic anorthosite, minor KREEP and 
meteoritic components, and a single indigenous mafic component. By assuming that KREEP and anorthosite have 
negligible siderophile element contents, and that the meteoritic debris has fixed , H-chondritic siderophile clement 
ratios, measured breccia compositions arc putatively "corrected" to the indigenous siderophile contents of the 
mafic component. Ringwood et al. 1 IOJ interpret the mafic component as lunar "komatiite. • Ringwood et al. I IOJ 
found that the ·residual" Ni contents of Apollo-16 breccias tend to be remarkably high, and display a strong 
correlation with mafic indicators, implying that the Ni content of the pure komatiite was "'1300 p.g/g, i.e .• 
virtually as high as typical Earth komatiite Ni contents. However, Apollo 16 docs not appear to be representative, 
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in this respect. of the overall lunar highlands. The Figure shows the Ni contents of the three genetically 
indepcndclll lunar highlands meteoritic regolith llrccdas 171 and l..una-20 soil (literature data) "corrected" by the 
same t\.."t:hnique. All plot far 10 the low-Ni side of the mixing line llctwccn the Ni-rid1 komatiitc composition and 
anorthosite (all of these metemitcs arc virtually devoid of KREEP). The composition of ALHA81005 is most 
signifil'ant, llL'(:ausc its mx ratio is far higher than that of any other lunar regolith sample. Thus, despite the 
anomalously high N i wntents of some Apollo I<> llrcccias, the Ni colllcnts of lunar Mg-rich melts in general were 
mudtlowcr than those of terrestrial Mg-rich melts. If the typical Ni contents of Mg-rich portions of the lunar crust 
arc truly useful in testing the Ringwood el al. IIOimodcl of lunar origin, then the three lunar meteorites plus the 
Ltma 20 soil offer fuur more versions of the same test. The net result is one success (Atxlllo I<>) vs. four failures . 

The Moon is ollviously depleted in a wide range of volatile minor and trace clements (the most abundant of 
which in the Earth arc Na and K). These volatile clement depletions do not imply a uniquely hOl (i.e., giant 
impact) origin for the Moon. Eucritic and howarditic meteorites show precisely analogous volatile clement 
depletions. These llasaltic rocks formed on one or more asteroids, prcsumahly far from the Earth or any other 
planet. In fact, the em:ritc-howardite asteroid(s) was prohahly roughly the same size as the typical planetesimals 
out of which the Moon might have formed in a ·co-accretion· mode. 

Model I B leaves the WIIIIXlsition of the Moon relatively unconstrained, as the comtXlsition of the impactor 
planet is essentially a free parameter. The Moon need not display much compositional s imilarity with the Earth's 
mantle. except for a general depletion in metallic fe and the other components of the Earth 's core. Otherwise, 
close compositional similarities llctwccn the Moon and the Earth's mantle can only have ne~:urive implications for 
model I B. T he Earth-Moon similarity in 0-isotopic composition Ill is an emharrassment fo r this model. 

In our view, the llcst that can be said for the giant impact model, in any form, is that it seems marginally 
consistent with availalllc evidence. Its drawllacks arc avoided hy models in which the Moon forms by accretion 
from a circumterrcstrial swarm of imparH.Iisntpted fragments of previously differentiated asteroid-s ized 
protomoons. with a !lias toward small . nJCtal-lx,or fragments 1111. Geochemical Similarities between the Moon and 
the Earth arc still predicted, simply llccausc these two h<xlics grew in the same region of the nebula. 

References: Ill Clayton R. N. and Mayeda T. K. ( 1975) PLSC 6, 1761 . 121 Steven~nn D. J. ( 191!7) A1111 . Re1·. EPS 15, 271 . 
(31 Hartmann W. K. and Davis D. R. (1975) lcuru.f 24,504. J41 Cameron A. G. W. and Ward W. R. (1976) LPS VII, 120. 151 
La.n~,:scth M. G. et al. (1976) PLSC 7, 3143. 161 Warren P. H. and Rasmussen K. L. (1987)JGR 92 ,3453 171 Warren P. H. 
and Ka.llcnJCyn G. W. (1988) LPS XIX, 1236. (81 Wood J. A. (191!6) in Orixi" of the Moon, p. 17. 191 Warren P. H. (1986) in 
Origin of the Moo11, p. 279. 1101 Ringwood A E. et al. ( 191!7) EPSL 81 , 105. II II Wasson J. T. and Warren P. H. ( 1979) LPS 
x. 1310. 
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ORIGIN OF THE EARTH-MOON BINARY PLANET, 2: PHASED LUNAR DIFFERENTIATION 

Paul H. Warren 
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024 

According to a recently popular model of hmar origin [1], a roughly Mars-sized planet collided with the 
nascent Earth, some of the liquid and vapor expelled from the impact site went into orbit, and eventually coalesced 
to form the Moon. This giant impact hypothesis implies that virtually all of the Earth was melted, and some of its 
outermost portion was vaporized, in the aftermath of the giant impact. Virtually all evidence regarding the earliest 
Earth has been obliterated by subsequent geologic activity. However, the giant impact model also implies that the 
Moon formed extremely hot. The model can thus be tested based on the early thermal evolution of the Moon. No 
consensus has yet emerged regarding the general validity of the lunar "magma ocean" (or magmasphere) 
hypothesis. However, during the past ten years a consensus has emerged that even if a major portion of the lunar 
crust formed by flotation over a magma ocean, at least a large part of the lunar crust did nor form in such a mode, 
but instead formed by gradual differentiation of the deep, Mg-rich interior, throughout the first several hundred 
megayears of planetologic time. This "modem" hypothesis of lunar evolution, the evidence for which is reviewed 
below, implies that the earliest Moon was far from totally molten, because a totally molten Moon would probably 
have differentiated too thoroughly (i.e., concentrated feldspar and the incompatible-element heat sources K, Th and 
U too neatly into the crust) to allow such copious partial melting to occur in its post-magmasphere mantle. 

Stevenson [I) has argued that even though the protolunar melt/vapor ·disk· generated by the giant impact 
stans out at a temperature of several thousand K, by the time it coalesces into the Moon it is only partially molten. 
He also admits that this aspect of the model "has not been quantified.· Efficient geochemical differentiation does 
not require that melting be total, only that it be sufficiently extensive, and sustained, for melts to migrate 
thoroughly apart from residual crystals. Even allowing for considerable cooling of the protolwtar material prior to 
final accretion, the giant impact model predicts that all of the inmlediate precursor bodies of the Moon are already 
quite hot, before additional heat was generated from conversion of kinetic energy as the precursor bodies collided 
to form the Moon. This situation is radically different from that implied by most other lw1ar origin scenarios, in 
which heat generated from conversion of kinetic energy is a dominant factor, if not the only important factor, in 
primordial heating. Without the great stores of pre-existing heat implied by the giant impact model, substantial 
heating does not occur until the Moon reaches nearly its final mass. In short, the giant impact model implies tltat 
pervasive partial melting (if not total melting) is a factor throughout the volume of the Moon as it grows, whereas 
other models tend to predict pervasive, accretion-coeval partial melting only in the outer portion of Moon. 

The primary evidence implying a complex, multistage origin for a major proportion of the lunar crust comes 
from geochemical studies of "pristine" nonmarc rocks. In hmar parlance, a pristine rock is one that happened to 
avoid fine-scale impact-mixing during the intense meteoritic bombardment that aftlicted the upper lw1ar cmst, as 
recently as "-3.8 Ga. In other words, only pristine rocks preserve unmixed compositions generated by internal 
lunar processes. Distinguishing pristine rocks from polymict impact breccias is generally feasible based on 
petrographic observations alone. Assuming the specimen is large enough to permit trace element analysis, the 
distinction can nearly always be confirmed by analysis of siderophile elements, because siderophile concentrations 
tend to vastly higher in meteoritic impact debris than in pristine materials. Except for the extraordinarily young 
(and volumetrically almost negligible) mare basalts, the vast majority of materials found at the impact-scarred 
surface of the Moon are polymict (nonpristine). However, thousands of nonntarc rock samples, including clasts 
witllin polymict breccias, have been examined over the years, and so far roughly 100 of them large enough to 
permit meaningful interpretation have turned out to be pristine. Nearly all of these pristine nonmare rocks appear 
to be igneous cumulates, sometimes thermally metamorphosed into coarse granultites, and very often mildly 
brecciated into monomict breccias; a few (i.e., most of those of "KREEP" affinity) arc subophitic basalts. 

When the data base for Moon rocks is restricted to those of pristine non mare affinities, a striking geochemical 
bimodality emerges. Most of the tme anorthosites (and a few small fragments of moderate feldspar content) show 
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distinctly "ferroan· geochemistry in comparison to the remaining, generally less fcldspathic, pnstme nonmarc 
rocks. In hmar parlance, "fcrroan· geochemistry refers to a concurrence of relatively low Mg/Fc ratio with 
relatively high Ca/Na ratio. The Mg/Fe and Ca/Na ratios arc extremely useful in studies of cumulates, especially 
hmar cumulates, llccause the Mg/Fe ratio is govcmed almost entirely by mafic silicates, and the Ca/Na ratio is 
govemed almost entirely by feldspar. Thus, these ratios behave in relatively predictable ways, and a sample with 
just a few cumulus mafic silicate and feldspar crystals is likely to be reasonably representative of an entire large 
rock. Non marc cumulates that arc not of ferroan geochemistry arc lumped into a category called • Mg-rich rocks.· 
Substituting another feldspar-govemed ratio, Eu/ AI, for Ca/Na resuhs in an even more pronounced expression of 
the bimodality (Figure). As might be inferred from the Figure, the Mg-rich (non-fcrroan) rocks comprise a major 
proportion of the total ems!. In fact, mass balance calculations for highlands regolith compositions imply that the 
overall proportion of Mg-rich material is probably at least close 10 50 wt% (sec 121 for the most recent and 
comprehensive, though slightly overstated, arguments along these lines). 

Given this extreme geochemical bimodality. both the ferroan and the Mg-rich classes of ancient cumulates 
cannot be products of a single petrogenetic episode 13.41. Either one or the other (or conceivably neither), but 
clearly not both, formed as flotation cumulates over the primordial magma ocean. Since the primary raison d'ctrc 
for the magmasphcre hypothesis has always been extreme concentration of feldspar into the early lunar ems! 151. it 
is equally clear that, of the two main classes of pristine nonmarc rocks, the fcrroan class is the only one likely to 
have formed by magmasphcrc feldspar flotation. Except for the very youngest sorts of pristine non marc rocks (i.e., 
a few KREEP basalts, which formed after the last intense meteoritic bombardment), ages for these rocks arc 
problematical. Only about 10 have been measured reliably, and even when good isochrons arc determined, they 
may in some cases date isotopic closure at the time a rock was excavated (by impact) from a slowly cooling region 
deep in the cmst, rather than closure at the time when the nx:k crystallized from its parent melt. In short, both the 
greater extent of brecciation of the earliest ems!, and its greater mean temperature, probably engender an inherent 
bias towards relatively low ages. However, it seems reasonably clear that the fcrroan anorthosites arc at least 
nearly as old as the Moon itself, and the Mg-rich nx:ks seem to have formed throughout the first 300 My of 
planctologic time 16). The emplacement of the Mg-rich magmas as scattered intmsions into the older fcrroan 
anorthosite cmst left a distinctive imprint on the compositions of the KREEP basalis, which probably owe their 
origins ultimately to the last dregs of the primordial magma ocean, collected ncar the hase of the cmst (the putative 
"urKREEP"). The KREEP basalts have, along with the high incompatible clement concentrations for which they 
arc named, incongmously high Mg/Fc ratios, a paradox which can only be explained by systematic mixing 
between urKREEP and Mg-rich magmas rising out of the deeper interior 171. 

Thus, the lesson from recent advances in lunar petrology is that a major proportion of the Moon's cmst did 
not form by flotation over a primordial magma ocean. Major sources of heat and feldspar remained deep inside the 
Moon until after the magmasphcrc had expired. This conclusion implies a relatively cool origin for the Moon, and 
therefore seems only marginally consistent, at best, with the giant impact hypothesis. 
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Ao:RETION OF THE EARTII 
S.J. Weidenschilling, Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, Arizona 

Earth ' s origin must be considered in the context of the formation of (at 
least} the terrestrial planets and the Moon. The present paradigm is 
accretion of -1012 initial km-sized planetesimals into a few planets. Current 
debate concerns mechanisms and details of the accretion process. Some 
necessary conditions to be satisfied include: 

(a) Accretion must proceed to production of ~4 planets, although a larger 
number of smaller planets in more closely spaced orbits seems stable. The 
accreting bodies "communicate" over distances -'0.1 AU by acquiring large 
orbital eccentricities and/or evolution of semimajor axes by diffusion or 
systematic drift, e.g. by drag. 

(b) Rotational obliquities require a large stochastic component of spin 
angular momentum presumably due to large impacts. A systematic prograde 
component does not appear to be necessary. 

(c) Planetary compositions vary. Noble gas content decreases 
monotonically (systematically?) from Venus to Mars. Other variations (Fe) do 
not appear systematic. 

(d) If SNC meteorites are from Mars, the oxygen isotope reservoir in the 
terrestrial planet zone was nonuniform, and preserved some variation, but 
Earth and Moon have identical 0 isotopic compositions . 

Accretion scenarios divide on two major issues and their consequences: 
Was nebular gas present or absent during accretion of the terrestrial planets? 
Was the size distribution of accreted bodies dominated by large or small 
objects (relative to identifiable planetary embryos)? Four end-member 
permutations are possible: 

I. Gas-free, Small Bodies. Sweeping up of small planetesimals by a 
dominant embryo was implicitly assumed by some early analytic models (1). and 
mentioned as a possible (but not inevitable) continuation of "runaway growth" 
of a small number of embryos (2). More elaborate numerical models (3) still 
require a single "designated embryo" in a "feeding zone"; (a) and (c) are 
assumptions rather than results. In the absence of gas, there seems to be no 
way for embryos to clear small bodies completely from the spaces between their 
orbits. Small impacts would not produce significant variation in obliquities. 
The lack of mixing between zones would satisfy {d), but lunar origin is 
difficult (4). Accretion timescales are -107 -108 y. 

II. Gas-free, Large Bodies. Safronov's (5) analytic model derived a 
power-law size distribution dominated by the largest bodies. Emergence of 
dominant embryos was constrained by (b), with second largest bodies -10- 3 -10- 2 

times the final planetary masses. Wetherill's (6-8) numerical simulations of 
a few hundred bodies on crossing orbits result in growth of many large bodies, 
with no clearly dominant embryos until very late in accretion. The last 
impacts involve very large mass ratios~ 0.1. Conservation of orbital angular 
momentum and energy imply an initially narrow swarm in the Earth-Venus region, 
with spreading yielding Mercury and Mars as "edge effects." There are no 
distinct feeding zones and much radial mixing; planetary compositions are 
correlated with location, but with large stochastic variations. This model 
can satisfy conditions (a,b) , and (c) with possible exception of noble gases. 
It is consistent with origin of the Moon by giant impact, but seems to require 
coincidence to explain (d); the impactor and target must have the same 0 
isotopic composition. Accretion timescales are -107 -108 y. 

III. Gas-rich, Large Bodies. This scenario corresponds to the "Kyoto" 
model (9), which assumes presence of the solar nebular during accretion. The 
Kyoto scenario neglects collisional fragmentation. Gas drag induces radial 
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migration, but it is slow, due to the large sizes of planetesimals. Accretion 
timescales are 2107 y, which exceeds current astrophysical estimates of the 
nebular lifetime. Conditions (a,b} are not explicitly treated but may be 
satisfied. Earth and Venus would capture massive, temporary H-He atmospheres 
during accretion, causing extensive heating and melting of their outer layers. 
Their noble gas systematics may require complex fractionation processes (10). 
The Kyoto group assumes a capture origin for the Moon, but the impact model is 
not excluded. 

IV. Gas-rich, Small Bodies. This scenario depends on gas drag to bring 
small (<<km-sized} fragments of planetesimals to a growing embryo. Radial 
migration times can be very short, allowing rapid growth, in <106 y. Patterson 
and Spaute (11} assume very weak planetesimals fragmented at low impact 
velocities due to gravitational stirring by a few early-formed embryos. 
Resonances can produce higher velocities over distances comparable to 
planetary spacings (12}. possibly satisfying {a). In pure form, this model 
yields only small impacts, violating (b), but growth of )4 embryos with some 
large late-stage impacts is not ruled out {13}. Other conditions, including 
lunar origin, have not been addressed yet. This model depends on unknown 
mechanical properties of planetesimals. 

Conclusions. Of the four basic scenarios, {II) appears to be the most 
self-consistent and successful at meeting the constraints. Scenario {IV) is 
relatively new and needs more development. The lifetime of the solar nebula 
is poorly constrained, so "hybrid" models, in which gas is present only at 
some early stage of accretion, are possible. Further work is needed to 
determine interactions of relatively rare large bodies with smaller bodies in 
the swarm, when "continuum" models for gravitational stirring {14} break down, 
and distant perturbations and resonances may become important. There is 
little justification for the canonical km-sized initial planetesimals (15}; 
the effects of other starting conditions should be examined to determine 
effects on "runaway growth" of planetary embryos. Accretion probably involved 
large impacts or thermal blanketing by a massive captured atmosphere. or both. 
Thus, it is highly probably that the Earth formed hot (7). 
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ACCUMULATION OF THE EARTH FROM RUNAWAY EMBRYOS; G. W. Wetherill, 
Dept. of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Washington, D.C. 20015. 

Most earlier 3D simulations of the final stages of accumulation of the 
terrestrial planets assumed initial states based on the theories of embryo 
formation of Safronov (1) and Nakagawa et al (2). These are characterized 
by a "marching front" of a large number of sublunar-size bodies of nearly 
equal mass, followed by a power law tail of smaller bodies (1,4,5). It now 
seems more likely that terrestrial planet embryo formation involved runaway 
growth to form a smaller number of larger embryos (6). The principal cause 
of the runaway is energy equipartion that lowers the velocities of the 
largest bodies relative to those of the average mass bodies of the swarm (7,8~ 

Only a few simulations using runaway initial planetesimals have been 
reported (4). In the present work 42 new simulations of the growth of 
planets from 151 runaway embryos have been calculated for comparison with 38 
"orderly growth" simulations reported earlier. An initial surface density 
of 20 g/cm2 between 0.7 and 1.1 A.U. is assumed. This decreases uniformly 
inside and outside this range as described previously(~). Runaways were 
assumed to be limited to a spacing of 4 Hill sphere radii. The principal 
mass of the initial swarm consisted of 29 bodies ranging in mass from 
6.4 X 1026 gat 1.1 A.U. to 1.7 X 1026 gat 0.7 A.U. The smallest bodies 
were closely spaced (~lo-3 A.U.) 7 X 1023 g objects at 0.45 A.U. This dis-
tribution was not arbitrary, being constrained by the mass, energy, and 
angular momentum of the present terrestrial planets and the limits to runaway 
growth. The calculations were grouped into sets corresponding to different 
assumptions regarding the fractionation of impact energy into heating and 
fragmentation, and rate of completion of embryo growth as a function of 
semi-major axis. 

In general the results are similar to those found for orderly non-runaway 
growth. In 60% of the calculations 2 fina l planets >1.5 X 1027 g were formed, 
and 3 final planets of this size were formed in 36% of the cases . The total 
number of final planets larger than one lunar mass ranged from 2 to 6 and 
averaged 3.6. The time scale for growth was the same as found before. Some 
differences in final mass distributions were found for variations in the 
initial conditions, but these were confined to the formation of the smaller 
planets. 

In all cases the growth of the la rgest planets was punctuated by giant 
impacts. For those 25 cases where the number of large final planets \vas 2, 
the body with the greater heliocentric distance (usually ~1 .0) was designated 
"Earth". For that body the number of "catastrophic" events are tabulated 
below: 

Event 
Mercury < impact mass < Mars 3.0 
Mars < impact mass < 2 X Mars 1.2 
2 X Mars < impact mass 0.8 
Impact energy > 1/2 gravitational binding 0.2 
Impact energy > gravitational binding 0 
Rotational instability 0.04 
Within 50% of rotational instability 2.1 

Average No./Simulation 

Typically, "Earth" \vas totally melted by the time it grew to ~60% of 
its final radius, requiring a time <107 years. 
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HISTORY OF U AND PB IN THE EARTH'S MANTLE William M. White 
Department of Geological Sciences, Snee Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14850 USA 

Pb isotope ratios are a powerful tool for study of the chemical evolution of the Earth, but inter-
pretation of Pb isotopes has proved more difficult than for simpler systems, as Pb isotope geo-
chemistry has several well-known paradoxical features. These include: (1) both the depleted 
mantle and upper crust have 206pbf204Pb and 207Pbf204Pb falling to the right of the geochron, 
indicating a time-averaged depletion of Pb relative to U in the mantle, even though U appears to 
be more incompatible than Pb; (2) though the time-averaged 232Thf238U ratio (K) of the depleted 
mantle is quite high (3.6), the present ratio ratio is low (2.6), (3) though Pb seems to have the 
same incompatibility as Ce in magmatic systems, it is a factor of 3 more depleted in the mantle 
than Ce. 

Figure 1. Variation of 238UJ204Pb and U in MORB. Open symbols are samples withE-type 
chemistries or with indications of secondary alteration. Dashed line is a regression line through 
all points, solid line is a regression line through solid points. Data compiled from the literature 
and from W. M. White (unpublished). 

The present distribution of U and Pb in the Earth provides a useful boundary condition on Pb 
isotopic evolution. Up to now, this distribution has been poorly understood. However, there 
are sufficient data on mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB), that some conclusions may be drawn. 
The relationship between 238U204Pb (~) and U in 77 MORB samples is shown in Figure 1, 
which reveals a strong positive correlation between them (r = 0.77 for n = 77). The correlation 
improves tor = 0.87 (n = 72) when samples showing P- or E-MORB characteristics or indica-
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tions of alteration are excluded. The value of r2 indicates 72% of the variation in Jl is related to 
variation in U. Variation in U in MORE, and hence in Jl as well, may be attributed to three 
causes: fractional crystallization, partial melting, and source heterogeneity. If the variations in Jl 
result from long-standing source heterogeneity, they should be related to variations in 
206Pbf204Pb. However, the correlation between Jl and 206pbf204pb is quite weak (r = 0.358, 
significant at the 1% level); r2 for this correlation indicates only 13% of the variation in Jl is re-
lated to variation in 206Pbf204Pb. This suggests nearly all the variation in Jl (range: 3- 26) results 
from magmatic processes such as partial melting and fractional crystallization. It is worth noting 
that the average 232Thf238U (K) of this data set is 2.6, similar to values of K estimated from 
230'fhj232Th, but much lower than the time-integrated value estimated from 208pb*J206Pb* (3.6), 
and the bulk silicate Earth value (4.0±0.2). 

If we assume that all the variation in Jl and U results from fractionation during magma genera-
tion and evolution, then the correlation between them may be used to estimate a maximum value 
for Jl in the depleted mantle. A reasonable assumption is that the bulk silicate Earth, or primitive 
mantle, concentration of U, 22 ppb, is an upper limit to its concentration in the depleted mantle. 
An upper limit to the value of Jl in the depleted mantle is then given by the intersection of the Jl-U 
regression line with the bulk earth U concentration. This approach yields Jl ~ 4.6. A somewhat 
different approach is to assume that variation in Jl which is related to variation in U is due to 
magmatic fractionation, and that variation related to 206Pbf204Pb variation is due to mantle het-
erogeneity. Under this assumption, an upper limit to the value of Jl in the depleted mantle may 
be estimated from multiple regression of Jl on U and 206pbf204Pb. This approach yields Jl ~ 4.4 
at the bulk earth U and the average 206pbf204Pb of MORE (18.4), an essentially identical result. 
If either approach is correct, the present-day average Jl in the depleted mantle is much less than 
the probable bulk silicate earth value of about 8. Taken alone, this result should not be surpris-
ing since U is more incompatible than Pb. 

Time-integrated values of Jl in the depleted mantle may be derived from 206pbf204pb and 
207pbJ204Pb, which we shall term Jl206Pb and ll207Pb· The average value of Jl for this data set 
estimated from 206Pbf204Pb and 207Pbf204Pb are 8.9 and 8.2 respectively. These estimates of ll 
differ because the half-lives of 238U and 235U differ. ll207pb and ll206pb may be thought of as 
averages weighted over different times: ll207Pb is a measure of Jl over a relatively short time 
centered around 3.8 Ga, i.e., the early history of the Earth, while ll206pb is a measure of ll over 
a much longer time centered around 2.3 Ga, i.e., the whole history of the Earth. Thus the de-
pleted mantle has experienced a complex history of an early increase in ll and relatively recent 
large decreases in ll and K. The important conclusion to be drawn from this is that the relative 
behaviors of Pb and U were different in the early mantle that they are today. This in turn implies 
chemical processes in the early Earth must have differed in some fundamental way from present 
processes. A similar conclusion is suggested by the observation that Pb has become depleted 
relative to Ce, yet two elements are not fractionated by present-day magmatic processes. In the 
early Earth, Pb was extracted from the mantle more efficiently than U and Ce; more recently, U 
has been extracted from the mantle more efficiently than Pb and Ce. 

There is an alternative interpretation, namely that the residence time of Pb in the depleted man-
tle is sufficiently short that the low 238UJ204Pb ratio of the depleted mantle is not significantly 
reflected in 206Pbf204Pb and 207Pbf204Pb ratios. This interpretation was earlier proposed to ex-
plain the difference between the present value of Kin the depleted mantle and the time integrated 
on estimated from 208Pb*f206pb*. If this latter interpretation is correct, the source of Pb in the 
depleted mantle cannot be a primitive reservoir. Rather, it must be a reservoir enriched in U 
relative to Pb. One reservoir with this characteristic is the upper continental crust. However, ef-
forts to produce a model of crust-mantle recycling that accounts for all the chemical and isotopic 
characteristics of the depleted mantle have so far not been successful. 
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WEATHERING AS A CONTROL FOR PRECAMBRIAN ATMOSPHERIC 
CONDITIONS; H. Wiggeri ng , Es sen Univer sity, F.R. G. 

Numerous models of t he degass i ng history of the Earth per mit to 
infer a 'pre-oxidizing' Archean atmospher e, consisting of water vapor, 
COa , Na , HaS , and only minor amounts of more reducing components such 
as Ha . 

Most models of the early atmopshere-hydrosphere system begin with an 
immediately outgassed and condensed ocean system equilibrated with 
COa . The most convincing models argue that weathering reactions were 
sufficiently rapid to keep up with the injection of acid volcanic 
gases into the atmophere and hydrosphere . The initial pre-oxidizing 
system changed to an oxidizing system with the increase of Oa and the 
simultaneous decrease of COa. 

In this context Precambrian paleosols have received considerable 
attention because they promise to yield semiquantitative answers to 
questions regarding the nature of early weathering process~s. Since 
vascular landplants were absent at the time of their formation, the 
ancient paleosols are especially suitable to uncover inorganic 
subaerial weathering processes. These are controlled largely by 
partial pressures of Oa and COa in the primitive atmosphere. 

Another way to shed light on the interactions of the primitive 
atmosphere and the Precambrian lithosphere is to carry out weathering 
experiments with different gas mixtures. Since mafic and ultramafic 
rocks have characterized the early Precambrian lithosphere pulverized 
ultramafic and mafic materials were given into perspex vessels, 
covered with Na saturated water, and purged with different gases such 
as Na -COa-HaS-Ha or pure COa etc . . Solution and precipitation of 
specific elements/minerals yield information of the probability ·of 
theories of Archean/Precambrian atmosphere. 

In vessels purged with COa the pH r emains stable at about 6 during the 
course of the experiments. I n vessels purged with Na-COa -HaS-Ha the pH 
varied between 6.5 and 5 if Na-saturated water was added after each 
sampling, but draped down to 3 where samples were removed only. 
Parallel with the pH decrease the colour of the samples and covering 
solutions changed continously from green to black . The discolouration 
is due to the precipitation of sulphides . Since Fe' 2 is below the 
detection limit in the discoloured solutions but present in fairly 
high amounts l.n the nondiscoloured solutions in vessels purged with 
COa, the discolouration can be explained in terms of iron sulphide 
precipitation . This is in agreement with solubility calculations for 
FeS . It can be concluded, if HaS was present in the early atmosphere 
in such high amounts as discussed in literature, sulphides should be 
an important constituent in paleosols and analogous sediments . 
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INVENTORY OF TERRESTRIAL HEL IUM-3, L. J. Wit ten berg, 
Fusion Technology Institute, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI 53706-1687 

The nuclear fusion of He-3 with deuterium has the potential 
to be a major energy source in the 21st century. The radioactive 
waste produced from such a fusion power reactor is the lowest of 
any nuclear enerqy system being cons ide red and its atmospheric 
pollution is minuscule. The major impediment to this type of 
fusion reactor has been the perceived scarcity of He-3. 
Recently, we identified an inventory of greater than a million 
tonnes of He-3 existing in the fine regolith on the lunar 
surface, as a result of solar wind implantation. 

The earth is protected by a magnetosphere which shields it 
from the solar wind; consequently, nearly all of the He-3 
presently on earth existerl in the p rimordial material which 
formed the planet. This paper su rveys the principal t~rrestrial 
re se rvoirs of He-3, namely: (1) the atmosphere, (2) crustal 
natural gas deposits, ( 3) tectonic p 1a te, subduct ion zone qas 
deposits, and (4) mantle-deriveo gases . Each of thps2 reservoirs 
has a characteristic He-3/He-4 isotopic ratio ' which is 
combined with their total helium content in order to assess their 
He-3 inventories, Table 1 . 

One concept of the formation of the earth suggests that 
asteroids similar in volatile content to the chondritic mete-
orites accreted as a veneer on a previously formed core . This 
veneer constitutes the upper mantle which still contains many of 
the volatile components. Estimates based upon degassing fl'IOdetj 
suggest that the mantle presently contains (1.4 to 20) x 10 
atoms of primordial He-4 per q . Using this value, I estimate 
that the mantle may contain 10 6 to 10 1 tonnes of He-3. Although 
a measurement of the mantle's He-3 content is not possible, its 
presence has been detected in gases emitted from volcanos 1n 
Hawaii and along mid-ocean ridge vents. 

A deep-drilling project has been undertaken recently at the 
Siljan crater area of Sweden in an attempt to recover from the 
mantle non-biogenic natural qas, whi ch would be accompani1d by 
helium with a high He-3 content; however, no abiogenic gas has 
been positively detected to a depth of 6 km. 

Primordial He-3 in the terrestrial environment is diluteo by 
a-particles emanating from the radioactive decay of U and Th 
ores. Some He-3 is formed, however, by neutrons emitted from the 
spontaneous fission of U-235 which react with Li -6 to form H-3 
which decays to He-3. The steady-state value for the He-3/He-4 
ratio in the earth's crust is ,.... 0.015 at.ppm, as shown by many 
natural gas deposits in England and the North Sea . .l\11 natural 
gas wells in the USA with He ~ontents > 0.1% are routinely 
assessed for their He inventories. The potential He-3 inventory 
in these wells is .... 0. 8 tonnes based upon an average He-3/He-4 
ratio of 0.2 at.ppm. 



Atmosphere 
Crustal Natural Gas (USA) 
Subduction Zone 
Natural Gas 
Mantle Gas 

Proved 

4,000 
0.20 
0.03 

He-3 Metric Tonnes 
Probable Possible Speculative 

0.18 0.22 0.20 
1,000 25,000 

0.18 
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Natural gas wells along the tectonic plate subduction 
zones, 5 particularly in the Western Pacific Basin, have a helium 
content up to 180 ppm and He-3/He-4 ratios of 5-10 at.ppm. This 
helium may originate from the mantle and become trapped in the 
gaseous reservoirs as these plates recede into the mantle. Based 
upon the estimated sediment subducted during the present epoch, 
up to 1000 tonnes of He-3 may exist in these reservoirs. Subduc-
t ion zones from past epochs could increase these reservoirs to 
25,000 tonnes. In addition, the sea beds of the present epoch 
may contain up to 200 tonnes o! He-3 due to the precipitation of 
interplanetary dust particles. 

The earth's atmospheric helium budget has apparently reached 
a s teady-s tate between the ou t-gass ~ng of helium from the earth 
and its escape from the atmosphere. The atmospheric He-4 vol. 
fraction is 5.22 ppm. at a He-3/He-4 ratio of 1.39 at.ppm. 

Table 1. Estimated Terrestrial He-3 Inventory 

Conclusions: ( 1) The amount of He-3 in proved ter:restrial 
reservoirs is small, 4000 tonnes, chiefly residing in the 
atmosphere at a concentration of 7.3 x lo-12 vol. fraction. (2) 
Unproven, but predictable, natural gas reservoirs from crus tal 
sedimentary and newly discovered subduction zone wells may 
contain up to 26,00~ 0tonnes of He-3 in a concentration range of 
(1.4 to 8.8) x 10- vol. fraction. (3) Very large, but 
speculative amounts of He-3 still exist in the mantle~ however, 
its measurement or recovery have been unsuccessful, thus far. 
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H AND D ESCAPE FROM EARTH AND MARS: A COMPARATIVE 
STUDY; Yuk L. Yung, Calif. Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, Mark Allen, Calif. 
Institute of Technology and Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109, and Joseph P. 
Pinto, G.F.D.L., Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540 

A one-dimensional photochemical model was used to study the chemical and physical 
processes which control the escape of hydrogen and deuterium from the atmospheres of Earth 
and Mars. The escape of H from Earth is mainly by charge exchange, with smaller contributions 
from thermal and polar wind processes. The escape of D from Earth is dominated by polar wind, 
with a smaller contribution from charge exchange. The loss of H and D from Mars is mainly via 
thermal evaporation. Hunten' s limiting flux condition is attained for Hand Don both planets. 

We find that if the present H and D loss rates for both planets were assumed to be 
representative over geological time, this would violate some geochemical constraints. An escape 
rate in the past about two orders of magnitude higher than the present rate is required to explain 
the observed D/H ratios on Earth and Mars. Thus, the atmospheres of the terrestrial planets may 
have evolved from initial states that are drastically different from the current atmospheres. An 
attempt is made to search for a common cause. 
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Neon Fractionation by Hydrogen Escape from a Steam Atmosphere, K. Zahnle 
and J.B. Pollack, NASA/ AMES, MS 245-~, Moffett Field, CA 94035, and J.F. Kasting, 
Dept. of Geoscience, Penn. State University, University Park, PA 16802. 

Atmospheric neon is isotopically heavier than some mantle sources of neon1•2 • 

By contrast, mantle and atmospheric reservoirs of the nonradiogenic isotopes of argon, 
krypton, and xenon are isotopically the same2 • Heavy atmospheric neon therefore indi-
cates the preferential loss of the lighter neon isotope from Earth's atmosphere after it 
had decoupled from the mantle. The heavier noble gases indicate that this differential 
escape process was limited to neon and less massive gases. 

Fractionation in hydrodynamic hydrogen escape from a polluted steam atmo-
sphere offers an inherently plausible explanation. Hydrogen escape would have been 
driven by absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation at very high altitude3 •4 • 

Inferred EUV fluxes in the early solar system imply hydrogen escape rates high enough 
that other heavier atmospheric gases should have been dragged along with it5•6 • How-
ever, abundant heavy molecules do not escape readily. Escape is throttled at the max-
imum hydrogen escape rate for which the abundant heavy molecule is retained. N2 

and CO are both heavier than neon but lighter than argon. They are also probable 
constituents of the earliest atmosphere. Hence it is possible for neon to escape while 
argon does not. 

To address this question we extend the theory of mass fractionation in hydro-
dynamic escape to atmospheres in which hydrogen is not the only major constituent. 
The most interesting and relevant case is the "diffusion-limited flux", in which hydrogen 
escapes at the maximum rate for which abundant heavy atmospheric constituents are 
hydrostatically retained. An impure steam atmosphere during accretion7•8 would have 
provided the right conditions for differential neon escape to take place. Escape of 20Ne 
is greatly preferred over escape of 22Ne, although neither escapes quickly. The required 
amount of neon fractionation could have been produced by a steam atmosphere lasting 
as little as five million years. Given a set of favorable assumptions, it is also possi-
ble that the observed neon fractionation was produced entirely from transient steam 
atmospheres formed in the aftermath of large impacts. 
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